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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This research is an exploratory descriptive case study of
the nursing department of a midwestern-urban Catholic women's
college.

Its purpose is to examine selected empirical questions
and related hypotheses l relevant to role conception, role conflict, and academic status ot the members of that department
(both students and faoulty).

In addition, attempts are made to

examine some attitudes ot the members ot the department regarding
the nursing profession.
Significanoe ot the Research Area
The area ot role analysis is a signifioant area ot research
for several reasons.

The expectations whioh individuals hold tor

themselves, and others hold for them, influence human behavior.
Als~

the kind of social relationships in which a person 1s in-

volved and the evaluative criteria applied to his behavior by him
or others are influenced by a person's position in the social
structure.

A basic proposition derives from these facts:

lThe general methodology including the use of empirical
questions and related hypotheses is patterned after the methodology used in the doctoral dissertation and related researoh
proJects of Marcel Predericks. See Marcel A. Fredericks, "The
Professionalizat10n ot Medical Students: Social Class, Attitudes
and Academic Achievement" (unpubliShed Ph.D. dissertation,
Department of SOCiology, Loyola University, 1965).
1

2

ttHuman behavlor ls ln part a function of the posltlonsan lndlvldual occuples and the expectations held for lncumbents ot these
positlons. tt2
Thls research attempts to investigate some ways in which one
aspect ot soclal positlon ls lnterrelated wlth role conception
and role contlict.
The

research area is significant ln other ways also.

Everett C. Hughes states that in recent years occupations
undergoing changes !tin techniques and social organization and
in their sooial and eoonomio standing" are belng more intensely
studled sociologlcally.3 Some ot these studies focus on the
cholce ot occupation; on the processes of learning the outlook
and values as well as the skll1s, techniques and knowledge of the
oocupatlon; on the changlng perceptlons of the occupational
system -- its institutions, lts formal and lnformal organ1zat1on
and relatlonships; and on changlng conceptlons of work and the
lndlvidual's relat10nshlp to it.

In general, these focl are

referred to as "adult sooia11zation,"4 or the "profess1onalize2N• Gross, W. S. Mason, and A. W. McEaohern, Exploratlons
in Role Anal)SiS: Stud1esof the School Superlntendency ROle
(New YorK.
onn WIley &SOns, Inc., 1§S8), ~. 319.
3Everett Cherrington Hughes, "the Study ot Occupations,"
SocioloQ Today ed. Robert Merton, Leonard Broom( and Leonard S.
Cottrell; 31". {New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1959 J~ p. 442.
4Ibid •• p. 456.
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1$ there that the student 1eama to beoome one or another'

ct nurse. 8 Because of this, the study ot our.ing education
and the examnation of the various types of schools of nursing

and their produots have grown 1n lmportance.
cUl'"riculum oontent

or

the aUlnoolahave

Phllosophies and

been .twiiea.

ential role conception of atudents and graduates
11$Ve

been compfu,..d.

or

P1ttertheae schools

Rele conception ana l"Ole conflict among

nurse. have been 1nveatiaated.9 However, no 8t~ bas been found
whioh tocuaea on the interrelationship
l~c,le

or

the three variables -

oonoeption, role con.fllet. and academic status of nurae

educators (the agents ot the soc1411zat1on or prct.a.1onallzat1on
prr;cea.) and nun1ng8tudenta (those to be sool.1i_d) within the
same nl.1ra1ng sohool.

How similar among the faculty are the atti-

tudes, valuea, and role identif1cations which are to be transmitted?

How cl08ely do atudent attitudea correspond with faculty

attitudes within the aame school' rlow a1m11ar are the attitudes ..

valuea, an4 role ldentificationa
8JC'M

c•.~Jtelt1nney

amens

the students'

and 1.'belrna Ingle., "Proteaalona11zatlon

(:)f l'N.raea, uNur8,tnl ~t.looJ\a VII (June,

1959,,365.

9s.ome ofthase will be cona14ered .1n "survey of Reaearch
and Literature, ff below .. p. 17.

5
Professionalization ot Nursing in the United states
A survey ot researoh and literature related to the present
study will be meaningful only in the context of the structure of
nursing in the United states.

The particular aspects which will

be emphasized in this section are the trend toward the professionalizat10n of nurSing and the place of the baccalaureate
program in nursing education.
l~s

The relationship between the two

been expressed well by Corw1n and Taves. who indicate that

profess10na11zat1on 1s
the prooess through which an occupation gains a
monopoly of specialized knowledge and a high degree of competence !nits utilization. In nursit requires that the attention of the nurse be
d1rected more and more toward the maintenance of
educat10nal and profess1onal standards through
increased read1ng of professional literature. comm1ttee work. and part1cipation in nat10nal and
local professional assoc1ations. 10
This process affects strongly and is affeoted by the init1al
profess1onal soo1alizat10n of those entering nursing.
The trend towardprofessionalization.--Nursing. crossnationally. has undergone change.

It has faced problems of re-

cru1tment and retention of personnel. of technical improvement
demanded by developing medicine and evolving hosp1tal systems. of
lORonald Corw1n and Marvin Taves. "Some Ooncom1tants of
Bureaucratic and Professional Conoept1ons of the Nurse Role."
Nurs1ng Research, XI (Fall, 1962), 223.

6
economic l'eward and public prestige, of' role relationships with
doctors and other health personnel. ll
Leaders in nursing have responded to these problems in
several ways; their responses varying according to time and place,
the contemporary state of' hospitals, medical care and personnel,
and the wider social setting.

The first was the tfNight1ngale

response," according to the military and religious model. 12
In the mid-nineteenth century, when Florence Nightingale

began her work, the religious order was the principal organized
form of' both nurses' training and nursing service.

Miss Night-

ingale's conception of nursing service was strongly influenced
by the German deaconesses and French nuns under whom she studied,
and by the Anglican nuns with whom she worked in Crimea.

This

conception of' nursing included a total commitment to work along
with a total submiSSion to authority.

Service to both God and

mankind was of'ten a powerful motive tor both the commitment and
the submission.

In

keeping with these values was the type 01'

preparation for nurSing service: it was given in hospital wards,
by apprenticeship under more experienced nurses. 13
11

Glaser, PP .. 1-2.
12~.. , p . .4.

13

Ibid., pp. 4"'5.

7

Additional to the religious influence was that ot the army.
Miss Nightingale's longest work exper1ence was in connection with
the army and with mi11tary groups organ1zed tor emergency work.
When contronted with the need tor English nursing reforms which
included retorms ot both education and service, she emphasized,
along with the religious concepts of servlce and tralning described above, the mllitary values ot discipline, a hierarchical
organization, and a process at thorough indoctrination at recru1ts. 14
!he Nightingale system spread tram England by both dlscipleshlp and emigration.

It provlded an organlzed system tor re-

cruitment, trainlng, control, and asslgnment ot nurse..

At the

tlme no other way was provided by the prevalllng educatlonal
system. 15
During the late nlneteenth and early twentleth

cent~e~,

there developed another response - the protesBlonal model.
I

It

was during thls time that certain characteristios or the profesSional ocoupations werebecom1ng institutionalized in many
countries, part1cularly in the Ubited states and 1n England.
Nursing leaders, called upon to respond to nursing problema,

8

favored the organ1zatlon of nurs1ng service along professional
l1nes.

Once these leaders defined nursing as a profession or

"a cohesive and autononlous body of tra1ned persons
work for the benefit
tific knowledge. It

who

perform

the public on the basis of applied sclenchanges in nursing education were demanded. 16
c,f'

Although the professional model was not successful in Englanq
1t was successful in the United States.

Its acceptance was

followed by the entrance 1nto nursing service of groups of better
educated nurses who used licensing laws, rigorous education
(distinct from mere "training") and accreditation of schools to
1nsure the recognition of nurs1ng as a profession.

Early ln the

twentieth century the alllance of the professional nurslng school
wi th

the uni versl -;y began .17
However" the success of the professional movement of nurs-

ing in the Uhited States has had limitations.

In many instances

it has been the nurslng leaders who have deslred to create a
"profession" of nursing.

This was to be done by combining the

strong sense of commitment characteristic ot the Nightingale
response with scientific competence and the desire for responsibility characteristic of the professional response. But this is
not always the desired goal of most nurses.

As Glaser indicates,

l7Ibld •• pp. 7-16.

9
surveys suggested that the Irrank-and-file" prefer their present
responsibilities l desiring no more; that they would rather avoid
the professional reading necessary to keep abreast of developments
in nursing and medical science; that there is disagreement over
the possibility of classifying nursing as a profession.

In

ad-

dition the development 01' nursing science has been slow. lS An·
other limitation is the reluctance of others in the health professions to reoognize even the relative autonomy of nursing as a
profession. l9
The basis of nursins leadersh1e ......'fhe basiS of nursing
leadership is another factor which must be considered 1n the trend
toward professionalizationof nursing.

This 1s especially true

in this research inasmuch as the faculty members of the nursing
department st.udied are predOminantly members of religious orders.
This membership aould influence their role conception and role
conflict.

An examination of the basis of nursing leadership,

then l may render more understandable the nature of the influence.
Although various histories of professional nursing consider
this topiC, the moat succinct treatment has been found in Glaser's
18Two significant attempts are quite recent: See Margaret
Ann Kaufmann, "Identification of Theoretical Bases for Nursing
Practice," (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University of California, Los Angeles, 1958). See also Martha E. Rogers l An Introduction to the Theoretical Bases of Nursins Practice (In
progress).
19 Ibid., pp. 25-28 •
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study ot nurslng leadership,20 a summary ot whloh tollows.
For centuries nursing service in Burope was led by members
of religious orders.

As discussed above, their motlvation was

servloe to Ood and man. and their oonoeption ot nursing oonsisted
in total oommitment to work and total submisslon to authority.
While this sltuatlon prevailed, so dld the primaoy ot the nurslng
nun or the deaconess.

However, social change, includlng developments in mediolne
and teohnology, the changlng statue ot women, and the place ot
rellglon ln the soclal struoture, has resulted in an inorease ot
women ln the labor toroe and a deoline in the proportion ot women
in religious orders.
The

services.

lay nurse beoame increasingly lmportant in health
Otten her eduoatlon prepared her to cope with the

latest developments in nursing and solenoe more adequately than
the personnel ot religious orders administering hospltals.

In

addition, she was a member ot the competitive labor toroe. and
demanded her rights as suoh.

Inevitably tensions arose between

religious nursing orders and lay graduate nuraes.
Glaser indioates two solutlons tor the reduotion ot tenslon:
segregation ot work sites (utllized largely in European publio
hospitals) and reoonol1iatlon (utilized predominantly
20

Ibld.~

PP. 51-55.

in

the
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united States).

One means of reconciliation 1s the emulation of
graduate nurses by nuns. 21 This is in keeping with current
emphaSiS within the Chureh on the professional competence and
effectiveness of religious orders in their apostolic works. 22
As Glaser explains_ the tension and distance first experienced
between the two groups has diminished in some cases due to the
fact that the nuns have taken the graduate nurses as their
reference group.23
Nursing education in the Uhited States.--W1th1n this general
I

background the focus can be narrowed to nursing educat10n 1n the
Un1ted States.
Strauss maintains that the beg1nn1ng of the protes8iona11zation ot nursing in the United States began in the 1880 1 s. 24 It
was strongly 1ntluenced by the urban1zation, industrializat1on_
21ill!!." p.

54.

22piUS XII" "On Religious Vocations .. " The Catholic Mind_
LI (June .. 1953), p. 381.
230laser_ p. 55.
24
Anselm strauss, nThe Structure and Idealogy of American
Nursing: An Interpretation_ n The Nursint Protession: Five
SOCiolO~1cal Iss~s_ ed. Fred :Davis (Newark: 301m WIley !C Sons ..
fnc._ ~66). P. .•
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bureaucratization, and demographic changes accompanying the natio
al development from an agrarian to an industrial economy.

These

changes have had far-reaching effects on the health servioes and
educational facilities of the nation, both of which profoundlJ
influenced nursing. 25
Accompanying these trends was the tide of reform, characteristic of late n1neteenth century middle-class America, which
also affected organized nursing.

The early nursing reformers

were concerned with nursing as a profession.
fession was 1ts model.

The medical pro-

While it is true tha t "nursing pro-

fession" meant for the reformer a set of high standards and a
special "callingit
also there.

the idea of the best type of education was

The emphasis was on the "trained nurse."

Each re-

former and the nurses prepared under her had to prove to hospital
authorities the value of the preparation received in the schools
set up by her.

Simultaneous with the graduation and entrance

into nursing service of

If

trained nurses,tt however, was the in-

crease of less adequately prepared nurses throughout the United
States to meet the needs which accompanied, and were perceived
along with the rise of the modern hospital and the changes in the
national economic and social system.

To meet these needs, train-

ing schools of various types and qualities multiplied.

Also,

nursing became the means of attaining some measure of self-

13
support along with enhanced soclal status at a time when women
were entering the labor force in lncreasing numbers. 26
The result of this mushrooming of schools 1s stlll seen today.

Nursing education has not been charaoterlzed by hlghly

centrallzed control or r1g1d eduoatlonal standards.

In faot,

perhaps no ocoupation has such a variety of preparatory possibilities.

Length of bas1c nursing education var1es trom two·

year sohools to five-year schools.

The schools may be hospltal

diploma schools or collegiate schools.

The variety of collegiate

nursing programs includes associate degree and baocalaureate
programs.

Because of varying location, conditions, and time,

differing schools with various programs, curricula, and affiliation w1th educat10nal lnstitutions, developed. 27
The

baccalaureate ero6ram as a tlpe of nurs1ng education.--

Since the nursing department to be cons1dered in this research
follows a baocalaureate program, the development of that program
in the United States will be discussed.

As early as 1898, Isabel Hampton Robb, a nursing les,der,
interested in the professionalizat1on of nursing advocated the
preparation of nurse educators to become experts in pedagogy.

26 Ibld., Pp. 64-75.

-

27por a more thorough examinatlon of thiS, see the entire
Strauss artlcle, pp. 60-108.
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She was one ot the first to make a distinction betweenpractitknera in nursing and the teachers of the practitlonere. 28 Later,
she worked tor standardlzat10n of currloulum and methods through
the tra1ning of nurse educators.

ThrOugh her efforts a program

to deal with the problema ot teaching in schools of nursing was
established at Teachers College ot Columbla unlverslty, and 1n
1907, M. Adelaide Nutting _s given the cha1r of NurSing Bduoa-

t1on. 29
Uhder Mias Nutting, who v1rtually dominated nurs1ng eduoation
for two deoadea, many reforms were 1n1t1at8d 1n an effort to
"raise standards. It

Classroom work was emphas1zed.

Shortly.

Miss Nutting and Mrs. Robb concluded that 1ntesrat10n of school
and hosp1tal
1nto schools of nursing would be most difficult be,
cause the purposes ot the two institutions are too divergent on
many points.

M1ss Nutting came to advocate colleglate educat10n
as the most fruitful alternat1ve. 30
28Isabe1 Hampton Robb, Bduoat1onal Standards tor Nurses
(Cleveland: B. C. HOeckert, 1901J, pp. 136-131.
29Strauss, p. 76.
30Ibid., pp. 76-18.
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Annie Goodrioh, who beoame dean of the first university
school of nursing at Yale, insisted in 1934 that within a decade
nursing schools should be assooiated with a college or university.
If not, the nursing sohools not so assooiated Should be discontinued. 31

In 1948 this suggestion was reiterated by Esther Lucille
Brown.

This time the suggestion that within the next fifty years

professional nurses

~

be prepared in oolleges shook the

structure ot nursing education and hospital admini8tration. 32
In
II

1960 the American Nurses Association indicated its

Goa 1 Three If I
To insure that, within the next 20-30 years, the
education basic to the professional praotioe of
nursing .. for those who then enter the profeSSion,
shall be secured in a program that provides the
intellectual, teohnioal and oultural oomponents
of both a professional and liberal education.
Towards this end, the ANA shall promote the baocalaureate program so that in due course it becomes
the basi~3educational foundation for professional
nursing. j

In December, 1965 .. the first position paper to be issued by

the American Nurses' Association Committee on Eduoation recommerl!.ibj
that all lioensed nurses be prepared in institutions of higher

31 Ibid., p. 79.
32spalding and Notter, p. 22.
33"The 1960 ANA Convention .. If Amerioan Journal of Nursing,
LX (June, 1960), 832.
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education. that the associate degree program be the minimum preparation for beginning technical nursing, and the baccalaureate
program be the minimum preparation for beginning professional
nursing.

It was further recommended that education of assist-

ants in health service occupations be done in vocational schools
rather than in the employing agency or hospital. 34
This was the first time that specific levels ot preparation
for the various types of nursing had been so explicitly stated.
Reactions to it were heard throughout the country and indicated
the truth of the statement made by Glaser,35 that the decisions
of nursing leaders do not always reflect the point of view

of~the

rank-and-file.
McGrath states that the educational program of a profession
evolves through several stages:

the apprentice stage, the pro-

prietary school stage, the university school stage, the preprofessional stage, and the general education stage.

Not all

professions pass through all stages and within a single profesSion several stages may exist at one time. 36

That there existed

34u ANA Position on Education for Nursing,"
of Nursins. LXV (December, 1965), 106-111.
35 Glaser, p. 25.

American Journal

36Barl J. McGrath, Liberal,Bducation in the Professions
(New York: Bureau of PUblIcatIons, !iachers College, ColumSla
University,1960), PP. 28-34.
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within nursing severelet these stages would appear to beone
reason for the diversity ofreact1on to the J1.mel'ican Nursee'
Association position paper on education.

It tuay be

ass~~ed

that

the position paper will affect the prefess1ona11zation of nursing.
It will also affect nursing care patterns and, because of this,
role conception of professional nurses.
Survey of Researc;h and Literature
Simmons and Henderson state that the nursing profession has
pioneered in role research.

Systematic studies pertaining to

nursing roles began in the mid-forties.

Pew occupational groups

have been as ready to promote such research or to become subjects
of such research. 37
Initial encouragement and sponsorship of role research has
been ~rom the American Nurses' ASSOCiation from 1950 to 1955.
Under the ANA's auspices a continuing study has been carried on
by the American Nurses' 'oundation.

The thirty-two proJects

completed by 1958 were summarized by Everett C. Hughes and
associates in TWenty Thousand Nurses Tell Their ~torl.38
37r.eo W. Simmons and Virginia Hendel'son, Nursin~ Research:
A Survey and Assessment (New York: Appleton-Century- rolfs,

Ig64),

p.

173.

3Bzverett C. Hughes, Helen MacGill Hughes and Irwin
Deutcher, Twent~ Thousand Nurses Tell Their StorI (Philadelphia:
J. B. L1pplncot Co., !958).
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Bullock's study of nursing in OhiO, although developed primarily to identify factors which might be associated with job
satisfaction, also sought to aetermine prevalent nurse attitudes
toward the nursing profession and to consider the influence of
perceived public opinion and its effect on morale. 39
In 1955 Habenstein and Christ studied general duty nurses
in

non~etropolitan,

central-Missouri general hospitals.

In

their research they pinpoint the root of the problem of the changing role of the nurse as a lack of a precise definition of the
proper role of the profeSSional nurse.

To describe the three

main nurse orientations they use IfProfessionalizer,1t
"Traditionalizer. n and "Utilizer" as ideal types.
They desoribe the Professionallzer as follows:
The professionalizer type of nurse is not motivated
by any blanket dedioation to an ideal. Aocepting
the principle that good health is better than bad,
her focus is not specifically upon the patient to
be healed, but upon the special things that must be
done and the special modes of operations that must
be eVOlved it the problem of healing is to be more
adequately and intelligently met •••• Medical soience
presents her with a set of intelleotually-based tools
whioh she feels she must use in her work;... ~h~
asks to be judged only by fellow professionals.
Health being a oritical problem in American society.
no longer popularly felt best to be achieved by the
39Robert P. Bullock, What Do Nurses Think of Their
Profession? (Columbus, Ohio: ~fiio state university Research
Founaa tion , 1954 .) .~
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ministratlons of a mother and of the looal healers~
speoial categories ot people need to be charged with
the responsibility ot standing in their stead. or of
doing the Job in a better. if d1tterent way. The
protessionalizing nurse aocepts the responsibility
tor the services she promises to perform, in turn
asks for spec1al or exceptional treatment by society.
This, spelled out, means professional prerogatives,
one of which takes the torm ot organization ot tellow
nurses into separate, prestigetul, and relatively
autonomous groups.40
In the description ot the traditionalizing nurse is found

one who 1s motivated by an ideal, an ideal whioh is both
and venerated by SOCiety.

reco~

This ideal is personified in the name

or Florence Nightingale, and
the basis ot the motivation consists in a sense of
dedicat10n, the components or terms ot whioh are so
taken for granted as seldom to be examined •••• The
trad1tionaliz1ng type ot nurse does not ask to be
Judged in her aot1ons by competent colleagues, but
by an alignment at her actions against those which
have traditional legitimation. Her work 1s an extension ot the healing arts long practiced in hane
and community, and the tocus ot her attention is
the patient, as an individual and a personality ••••
Within the limits speoitied by the tolk w1sdom ot
nursing, she dissolves a major portion 4ot her persona11ty in eaoh nurse-patient situation. 1
The Ut1lizer, on the other hand,

has

no particular dedication

to an ideal or lite philosophy in whioh her work-role is oentral.
40Robert W. Babenstein and Edwin A. Christ, ProfessionalizeI'.
and Utilizer (Oolumbia, Missouri: unIversity

Traditionalizer~

or

Mi8sourl~

19 3'.

p.

45.

4lIbid ., pp. 45-46.
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Rather. the work role begins with the work-day and
with her entrance into the institution. It ends
with the change of shifts. The stance of such a
nurse toward work is one of relative indifference.
since it provides only minimally a focal point of
personal organization. Innovations and changes are
accepted or resisted 1n terms ot their immediate
practicality or "sense". and the amount of.' immediate
return 1n the4~orm ot t1me, labor. or personal
effort saved.
The profess1on-or1entat1on. trad1tion-orientat1on dichotomy
1s useful in the understanding of the roleconcept1on classification of this study.

Similar class1fication has been made in

other research.
It was used by Deutscher and Montague in their study of the
role of religious schools in the educational aspirations of nursing students.

In their study of the tension between the tradi-

tion-orientation whioh emphasized bedside nursing and the profession-orientation emphasizing the nurse as one possessins a
body ot technical knowledge, it was suggested that as an occupation moves toward a ntOre professional status, humanitarian values
must be reduced and a group of "teChnicians" are needed to fill
the gap.43
42 Ibid ., p. 46.

-

43Irwin Deutscher and Anna Montague. "Professional Education and Conflicting Value Systems: the Role of Religious
Schools in the Educational Aspirations of Nursing Students,"
Social Forces. XXXV (December, 1956),125-31.
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Goldsteln ln her analysls of nurslng relationsh1psin three
Chicago hosp1 tals d1scusses the a.mbi valent posl t10D the nurse
holds as a professIonal having the status of salaried employee in
the bureaucratic structure of the hospital. 44 She also considers
the confliot between the uold sohool n of traditionalizlng nurses
and the

u

new sohool" of professionalizing nurses.

Her typologies

of humanitarian oal11ng, oareer, and Job are roughly parallel to
Habenstein and Christ's Tradltlona11zer, ProfessionalizeI' and
Utilizer.
While other studies have focused on differences of role
conception among nurses in the hospital, the dlfferences have
also been found between c11nica1 instructors and staff and head
nurses. 45
44Rhoda L. Goldstein, "'!'he Professional Nurse in the Hospital
Bureauoracy,tt (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of
SociOlO~, University of Chicago, 1954). See also Ronald G.
Corwin, 'The Professional Employeec A Study of Conflict in Nursing Roles, It American Journal of Soc lology. XLVII <May, 1961},
604-15.

45Temple Burling, Edith Lentz, and Robert Wilson, The Give
and Take in Hos~itals (New York: Putnam, 1956), p. 103. See also
Kathryn M. Si'dt, "Discrepancles in the Role Specifio Values ot
Head liurses and Nursing Educators," NurSl;ti Research, XIV
(Summer, 1965), 196; and Hans O. Mauksch, ~e Nurse: A Study in
Role Peroeption." (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University at
Ch1oago, 1960) •
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Elizabeth Reichert Smith studied fifty-two written performance evaluations by thirteen head nurses and fifty-six evaluations by fourteen nurse educators.

The evaluations were randomly

selected from hospital nurSing service and school ot nursing f11ee
for one academic year.

Mrs. Smith found that to a significant

extent the two groups used different criteria based on differing
./

nurse-role conceptions to evaluate nurSing performance.

She

found that such different conceptions of nurSing create a climate
in which the nursing student must choose between two differing
patterns of behav1or, both of which ane posit1vely sanct1oned. 46
The focus of Smith's study is similar to the concept of
role conflict used in the present study.

However l only two of

the four groups or "alters" whose role conception is involved in

role ,;(..mfliet as defined in the present study -- head nurses and
nurse educators -- were examined.
Add1t1onal research has investigated the image which
different non-nursing ttalters" have of the nursing role.

The

Kansas City studies under the direction of Irw1n Deutscher, sometimes referred to as Commun1ty Studies, Inc., were sponsored by
the Missouri State Nurses' Assooiation in connection with the
ANA's five year research program.

These studies, although

4~lizabeth Reichert Smith, "Patterns of Interpersonal
Preference in a NurSing School Class,t! NursinSi Research, III
(June, 1954), 26-32.
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limited to one geographical area and requiring verifioation, provide insights into the images of nurses whioh various non-nursing
"role alters tI have.

Included in the series are The Evaluation of

of Nurses by Male PhYSiClans. 47

Publio Imases of the Nurse 48

and Formal Eduoation anQ the Process ot Protessionalization: A
stud~ of Student Nurses. 49 In general, the different images are
roughly similar to those of tradition-orientation and professionorientation.
McPartland's study deals directly with nursing students.

In

an investigation ot nursing roles, the role oonoeptions of studen
faculty members and members of the school administration differed.
Among students, the trend toward being a professionalizer increased as the training period progressed. 50
Other studies of role oonoeption of nursing students have
been done.

However, no studies have been found which foous on
City,

,.

.•

,.....
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the precise nature ot this stud1. namely, the interrelationship

or role conception. role confliot and academic status ot nursing
educators and nursing students within the same nursin& department
1ll

It

school wMch follow. the baccalaureate pro&raD\.

Several

studies however, tooua on one or two ot the.e variables 1n a
j

way similar to aome aapect of thi. r ••earch.

The emphases ot

such studies and their relevant t1nd1n88 will be indicated.
The correlation of cbancQristies ot 'aoult, and atudenta
was the toeul ot
ist1cs (such

Ii

study bJ Pox and JU. a ••oolat...

a. as.,

Oharacter-

marital atatus, education, experienoe

81

eduoator an4 nl.lNe, anciatt1tude toward nursin,) ot the taculty
1n twenty-three (tiva baccalaureate and e1&hteen dlploma) nurs ..

ing prosraas were relat•• to ••ti.taetlon and atress among taoulty
members.
~nd

IlL

Theae charaoteristlc. were alao related to satlstaetlon

atre•• aDlOftl stUdent..

A h1aher decree of ..tlataot1on and

lower desreeot atrel. amon, tacultJ 11l4IiIIbel'a were tound to be

correlated with a hilhal' dearee ot satlstaction ud a lower

decree ot atre•• aaon& .tuden,•• 51
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A longitudinal study of sixty-five students who entered a
baccalaureate program of nursing in 1960-61 was done by Davis and
Olesen.

Students' images of nursing were investigated.

Students

were tested as freshmen and again before graduation.
It was found that students tended increasingly to conceive
of nursing in terms ot a more individualistic-innovative image
than in terms of a routinized-bureaucratic image.

Davis and

Olesen consider the former an "advanced" professional image.
Apart from this tendency students did not alter the images of
nursing they had upon entering the program.

Apparently the

professionalization process did not bring about a greater similarity among the images 'of nursing held by the students in the
class. 52
Powers described the differences and similarities between
two groups of students.

All students studied were participating

in baccalaureate programs.

However, one group was enrolled in

a sectarian program and the other in a non-sectarian program.
It was found that the stUdents in non-sectarian baccalaureate
degree programs tend to receive a higher score on a scale measuring profession-orientation than do students in a sectarian
52Pred Davis and Virginia L.Olesen, '~accalaureate Students'
Images ot Nursing: A Study of Change, Consensus and Consonance in
the First Year,·· Nursing Research, XIII (Winter, 1964), 8-15; and
Fred Davis and Virginia t. Olesen, '~accalaureate Students' Images
of Nursings A Follow-Up Report," Nursigg Research XV (Spring,
1966) , 151-158.
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program.

Students in the non-sectarian program also tended to

plan careers outs1de the hosp1tal sett1ng and to plan to pursue
higher educat10nal degrees more often than the students 1n the
sectarian program. 53
The research 1nstrument used by Powers to measure professionorientation is the same as that used to measure role conception in
this study.

The source for that instrument is the Professionali-

zation Seales developed by Sister Madeleine Cl~mence Vaillot in
her study, COmm1tment to Nursins.54
In

an lnvestlgatlon of the nurslng student's professional

world, Va1llot stud1ed two collegiate schools of nursing, ten
diploma schools of nursing, and five schools of pract1cal nursing.
She used the Professional1zation Scales 55 to measure the type of
nursing orientation and the profess1onal dlstances man1fested.
In

stud1ed.

the two colleg1ate schools, seniors and freshmen were
No significant d1fferences in their profession-

orientat1on were found.

Students belleved that teachers were most

53Sister Hleanore Pranois Powers, "Attitudes toward Professionalization and Career Plans: A Study of Nursing Students in
Sectarian and Non-8eotarian Baccalaureate Degree Program,"
Journal of Nursing Education, III (August, 1964), 17-25.
54Sister Madeleine Cl~mence Vaillot, Commitment to Nursing
(Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1962).
SSSee below pp. 44-47.
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profession-oriented; that students were second in professionorientation; that patients were least profession-oriented.

Pro-

fessional distances were found between the ideal attributed to
teachers and the students' ideal, between the students' ideals and
the ideal attributed to head nurses, between the ideal attributed
to head nurses and that attributed to physicians, and between the
students' perception ot reality and the ideal attributed to patients.

Students believed the phya1c!ans' ideal is in agreement
with reality.5 6
In addition to being the source ot the research instrument

for the present study, Vaillot's study suggested the basic
methods ot analysis ot data tor role conceptlon 57

and role

conflict. 58
However, there are several differences between Vaillotts
study and the present one:

1) Vaillot studied students in

collegiate, diploma and practical nursing schools; the present
study involves only a collegiate school of nursing.

2) Vall1ot's

study involved students at several levels but not faculty members.
3) Vaillot related role conception and professional distance

56vaillot, Pp. 83-87; 163-165; 205-206.
57Called "protession orientation" by Vaillot.
58called "protessional distance" by Vaillot.
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(somewhat similar to role conflict 1n this study) to sociometric
choice which differs from academio status as operat1onalized in
this study.
Some weaknesses of the studies ot role conoeption in nursing
discussed above, as indioated by Simmons, are these:
They have seemed to imply that within the protession, one
type ot nurse may exist only at the price ot the other type; that
the ideal ot proticiency in technical skill must neoessarily conflict with the capaoity tor warm personal response.

Simmons

maintains that the dilemma posed by such a diohotomy extata more
in the mind ot the respondents than in the real situation. 59
However, whether the dilemma exlsts in the mlnd or in I'eallty,
it will have real consequenoes, possibly in the manitestatlon of
role confllct.
Some of these studiea have also implied that modern nursing
mus~

involve a conflict of 10yalt1e. • to physioian, to patient,

to profession - and that nurses with increasing educatlon tend
increaSingly to leave the bedslde of the patient.

Simmons main-

talns that neither ot theae is inevitable. 60
Perhaps the effort to understand the confllot1ng role conceptions wh1ch nura.s and their non-professional "alters" have

held, and which have disturbed members of the occupation, has
motivated the systematic exploration of concepts of nursing

roles~

TO formulate empirically a compOSite ideal w1thout the conflictive undertones, Holliday studied a representat1ve group of
667 persons - nurses and non-nurses - engaged in graduate studies

at Teachers College, Columbia University.62
The compOSite descript10n 1nclud1ng the 1deal tra1ts 1n the
order of value as they appear in the study 1s as follows:
She 1s qual1f1ed to the degree of being profic1ent.
That 1s to say, she really knows her job. It is
most important for her to understand me; that 1s.
she can put herself into my shoes, experience some
of my problems. When she performs she really has
the air ot knowins her job. Wh11e she is performing her work sne expresses a sort of gentleness and
friendliness. She 1s well 1nformed in other than her
major role responsibilities. She is congenial with
others.. even though I am her primary concern. She
appears to be happy. I don' t mean tha t she is
"bubbling o,,'er, If but she is n person who seems to be
enjoying life. Whenever I n~ed her most she is right
there supporting me. I want to be able to really
talk to her, and I expect her to be able to express
herself well. Sometimes, even betore I am uncomfortable, she will anticipate my needs and make
me oomfortable. When she ftertorms a funotion she
takes time to explain the 'whys" and "hows" ot it.
She is always olean and well groomed; and, finally,
I guesg3 I do want her to feel sorry for me at certain
times.
61 Ibid., p. 173, 21 8-219.

62 Jane Holliday, "An Ideal Image of the ProfeSSional Nurse
with a Method for Formulating a CompOSite Ideal Nurse." (unpublished ~ D. dissertation, Columbia University Teachers
COlle~e. 1960).
f,Jane Holliday. "The deal Cha;raQteristios of a Professional
N
~urse,
Nursing Researoh X Fall, 19b1}, 205.

f
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Theoretical

Cons1derat1on~

The theoret1cal bas1s tor this research derives mainly from
relatively recent formulations of social systems and role.
Although the topic of soc1al structure is much broader than
that of social roles, these phenomena are closely related) for to
understand or analyze social structure, the structural parts or
elements must be isolated and the relationships between and among
the elements must be determined.

Role analysis and theory can

contribute something to both ot these tasks. 64
Role as a term or concept
of students ot SOCiety.

l~s

long been used in the works

However, it was not until the 1930's

that the term was used technically in analysis of role problems.
Mead and Linton were important early theorists. 65
George Herbert Mead's work, published as M1nd, Self, and
Societl,66 contained several conSiderations relevant to role

64Bdwin J. Thomas and Bruce J. Biddle, '~asic Concepts for
the Variables of Role Phenomena," Role Theo1fi: Concepts ,and
Research, ed. Bruce J. Biddle and Edwin J.
omas (Rew York:
John WIley & Sons, Inc., 1966), p. 60.
,
6SEdw1n J. Thomas and Bruce J. Biddle, tiThe Nature and
History of Role Theory,ft Role Theory: Concepts and Research,
P. 5 ...6.

66

George H. Mead, Mind, self, and Soc1etl (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 199~ .
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Mead's examinat10n of 1nteract1on, the self, and

theory.

socialization influenced the growth of the "symbolic interactionism" school ot sociology which has carried on considerable
role researOh. 67
In The Cultural Bacground of

Personalit~1,1

Ralph Linton

defined role as "the sum total ot the culture patterns associated
with a particular status.

It inoludes the attitudes, values and

behavior prescribed by the society to any and all persons oocupying this status."68
Earlier, Linton had made the important distinction between
status and role.
status, a8 distinot trom the individual who may
ocoupy it, is Simply a colleotion of rights and
duties •••• A role represents the dynami8 aspect ot
a status. '!fie Individual 1£1 sooially assigned to
a status and oocupies it with relation to other
statuses. When he puts the rights and duties
whioh constitute the status into etrect, he is
perrorming a role. Role and status a.re quite 1nseparable, and the distinction between them is ot
only aoademio interest. T.here are no roles without statuses or statuses without roles. Just as
1n the case ot status the term role is used with
A

67'lhomas and Biddle, "The Nature and H1story or Role
Theory, rt p. 6.
68Ralph ,Linton. The CUltural Baokground ot Personality
{New York, Appleton-Century ...crorts, lAc., 1945J, p. 77.
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a double significance. Every individual has a
series of roles deriving from the various patterns
in which he participates and at the same time a
role, general, which represents the sum total
fhese roles and determines what he does 6for his
society and what he can expect from it. 9

or

Linton's distinction has been influential in role research.
His implication that statuses (pOSitions) had accompanying roles
which were elements of societies suggested a possibility for
analysis of the social structure.
By 1958, aross, Mason and MCEachern sought to bridge the
gap between theoretical and empirical analyses ot role.

In their

study of the role of school superintendents, they analyzed,
selected, and classified three definitions of role as representative of the major- role formulations in the literature.
The first category would define role to include normative
culture patterns.

This classification would include Linton's

definition. 10
In the second category, role reters to "an individual's

definition of his situation with reference to his and others'
social positions.,,7l

69 Ra1ph Linton. The Stud~ of Man (New York:
Century-Crofts, 1936), pp. 11 -114.
70aross, Mason, and McEachern, PP. 11-13.

71 Ibid ., pp. 13-14.

Appleton-
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The third category refel"S to role as 'tthe behavior of
actcl"'S occupying Bocia.l positions. It

In this C8.SI1::, role refers

net to a. normative pattern fOl:"> what an actor should do" not to
the actor's orientation to the situation .. but to what the incu,'l1bents of a pos1tion actually do. tl72
Talcott Parsons t investigat10n of role
second classification.

In

cOI'l....elates

with the

this action frame of reference for the

analysis of social systems, the concept of role is pivotal, rOt..
role is the unit element of the social system.

Within the action frame of reference, Pal"sons defines action
as

bel~vior

whioh is oriented tOWlird the attainment of ends, goals

or anticipated states of affairs.

This behavior taltes place in

situations and 1s normatively regulated.

I't; involves the expendi-

ture of' energy or errOl"t. 73
The role is defined as a sector of the total orientation system ot an individual actor which is organized
about expectations in relation to a particu'1al't interaction context, that is integrated with a particular
set of value - standards which govern interaction with
one or more alters in the appropriate complementary
roles.74

72 Ibid ., pp. 14-16 •
.., ....

iJ.ralcott Parsons, Edward A. Shils,. and James 01ds, "Values,

Motives, and Systems of Aotion, It Toward a General Theo~ of
Ac tiqp,., ads. Taloott Parsons and Bdwarcl A. ShIls (dam15rdie:
Harvard University Press" 1951), p. 53.
~"I\S To
"4
«.-.
..
~S' ~
( '!'alcott Parsons, The Soclal System (0
oel o The Free;>
Press, 1951), pp. 38-39.
u YOLA \S\
'W
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I'ar'sons. then. considers role a mode of' organization of an
actol"'f'-') orientation to a oituation, or" as Gross and his assoc1afm
indicate, "a set of expectations applied to an incumbent of

Ii

position.M 75
Additional terms and concepts a?plioable to role analysis
are l1w.ny.

Thomas and Biddle, in considering the CUrl"'f.mt status of

the language of role analysis, find two basic difficulties and a
third

d~rlving

(l)
the

fac~1j

~nere

from them:
1s a lack ot denotative clarity, partially due to

that the term.s employed in role analysis have popular as

well as technical meanings.

Often the two are not the same.

Pre-

quently terms are applicable to more than one concept and even in
the case of technical meanings are sometimes inexact. 76
(2) '!'he language of role analysis. although rich. is incomplete.

Certain phenomena. which belong logically to role

theory have not been identified nor conceptualized.

Much of the

current research focuses on the solution of this problem. 77

75aross. Mason. and McEachern,

p.

67.

76Thomaa and Blcldle, uThe Nature and History of Role Theory,,"
pp. 9-13. Gross~ Mason and McEachern also bring this out clearly.
indicating that 'what Linton and Newcomb define as role. Davis de ....
fines as status. What Davis defines as role, Newe~ab oalls role
behavlol' and Sarbin role enactment." See Gross. 1'.8.son. and
McEachern. p. 17.
PP.

77 Thomas and Biddle II
13-14.

u'!'he

Nature and History of Role Theory, f.

~'
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(3) There 1s no grand "theo ry ot role lt altho ugh, 'part lally
due to the superabundanoe ot term s, the f1eld ot role has been
calle d SUCh. 78
In the 11ght ot these dlttl cult 1es, and 1n an efto rt
to
inve st1g ate furth er one tocu s of role anal ysls , the Parson ian
detin 1 tlon ot role will be used . 79 Role cono eptio n, one ot the
varia bles in the pres ent study deriv es trom Pars ons' oona iderat10n ot role ; by role oonc eptlo n is meant the expe otati ons and
attri bute s held in rega rd to the inoumbent of a pos1t1on or stat
~
Posi tion or statu s is "the loca tion ot an acto r or olas s of acto
rs
in a system of sooi al relat ions hiPs ."80 1be statu s refer red
to
in this study is tbat with in the system of soc1 al relat ions hlps
ot the academic setti ng ot the nurs ing depa rtme nt. The role
conoept reter red to is the nurs e role .
An incumbent ot a statu s 1s oonf ronte d with expe ctati ons ot
his role by othe rs outs lde hims elt. COn flicts ariae when
expe otati ona d1ft er.
78

.

Ib1d •• PP. 13-15.
79See above, p. 33.
80oros., Mason, and McEaohern, p. 67.
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Three bases for differentiating among concepts referred to
as role conflict have been used by Bocial scientists.
(1) Definit10ns of role conf11ct according to incompatible
expectations perceived by the observer may be different1ated from
definitions of role conflict according to incompatible expectations eerceived by the actor. 8l
(2) Definitions specify1ng that the actor must occupy .E!£ Qr.
~

social positions simultaneously in order to be exposed to

role conflict may be differentiated from those not making this
spec1fication. 82
(3) Def1nitions specifying that an expectation must be legi-

timate to 1nvolve role conflict may be differentiated from those
not so SpecifY1ng. 83
Again~

search.

the orientation of Parsons is followed in th1s re-

Parsons defines role conflict as " ••• the exposure of the

actor to conflicting sets of legitimized role expectations suoh
that complete fulfillment of both is realistically imposs1ble. 1t
Thus it is the incumbent's perception of incompatible expecta84
tions.
Therefore, although as Simmons indicated, the ideal types of
nurses are not necessarily contradictory, the perception of them

8l~., p. 244.
§3 Ibid •
84Parsons, Soc1al

82Ib1d.
S~stem,

p. 280.
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as such by role incumbents could still lead to role conf'licts,85
In this research, as in that of Oro"s, Mason, and McEachern,

"any situation in which the incumbent of a tocal point perceives
that he is confronted with incompatible expectations will be
called role confliot." As in the Oross and associates' research,
the conflict analyzed will be intra-role conflict which means
that the incumbent "perceives that others hold ditterent expectations tor him as the incumbent ot a single position."86
Tbe consideration of academic status a8 a variable goes
back to

~nton'8

classic distinction and relationshlp.

If role

is' so closely related to status, will not thoae individuals with
similar status have similar role oonoeption' Will not those with
differing status manifest diftering role conception' Will not
those who perceive the expectations ot more "role alters" (e.g.
a highly protession-or1ented nurse perceiving more role-others,
or a nurae educator with high status and dealing with more "role
alters" than the tradition-oriented nurse or the nurse with low
status) manifest a higher degree of role conflict' Will not those
whose role conception deviates more tram the perceived role
expectations of the "role alters" experience greater role contlict
than those Who do not perceive such expectations'

S5see above, p. 28.
860rGS8 ,

Ma~on, and McEachern, pp. 248-249.
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Empirical guest10ns and

l~potheses

Within the framework of these theoretical considerations, the
social situation of a collegiate nursing department may be considered in terms of several variables: academic status, role
conoeption and role conflict.

Academic status is considered

important beoause 1t 1s the very bas1c criter10n according to
which

l} membership or non-membersh1p in the department is

judged, and

2} strat1fication within the department ocours.

Faculty members as faculty members are officially stratified
according to academic rank, while grade point average is the
official ranking mechanism among students.
Inasmuch as the department is one specializing 1n nursing,

both faculty and students have conceptions of what the nursing
role ought to be and, presumably, these conceptions are 1nfluenced by the reference groups Significant within the soc1al
sett1ng of the nursing Situation, and deSignated "role alters"
in this study.

The role conception of each ot these role alters

is perceived differentially among the respondents.

This differ-

ential perception may influence role behavior, may give rise to
role conflict. and may in turn influence the variables of academic
status and role conception.
Since position in the larger social setting may be an important influence on the three variables - academic status, role
conception, and role conflict - the influence of sooia1 class
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background was studied thrOughout.
Considering the above, some empirical questions may be asked
and some hypotheses formulated.
Empirical guestions.--This research is an exploratory
descriptive study of the nursing department of a midwestern-urban
Catholic women's liberal arts college.

In the research an attempt

is made to explore three empirical questions relevant to the
nursing students and the nursing faculty in terms of academic
status, role conception, and role conflict:
1) Do members of the nursing department with higher
academic status more frequently conceive ot the
nursing role as a protession-oriented one than do
members with lower academic status?
a) Academic status
b) Role conception
2) Do members of the nursing department with higher
academic status experienee a greater degree ot role
conflict than do members with lower academic status?
a) Academic status
b) Role conflict

3)

Do

members of the nursing department who, to a greater

degree, conceive of the nursing role as a professionoriented one experience a greater degree of role conflict
than do members who, to a lesser degree, conceive of
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thei r role as a prof essio n-or iente d one?
a) Role conc eptio n
b) Role conf lict
revie w of the liter atur e, the theo retic al
to the
conS idera tions , and the emp irica l ques tions lend them selve s
~potheses.--The

follo wing hypo these s:
1) Members of the nurs ing depa rtme nt with high academic
statu s w111 tend to a grea ter degr ee to conc eive of
the nurs ing role as a prof essio n-or iente d one than
will members with inter med iate or low academic statu s.
2) Members of the nurs ing depa rtme nt with high academic
statu s will tend to expe rienc e a grea ter degr ee of role
eonf lict than will members with inter med iate or low
academic statu s.
3) Members of the nurs ing depa rtme nt who to a grea ter
degr ee conc eive of the nurs e-ro le as a prof essio norien ted one will expe rienc e a high er degr ee of role
conf lict than will members with an inter med iate or
low degr ee of prof essio n orie ntati on.
In Chap ter II the scope and method of the resea rch are
and
desc ribed . Chap ter III cont ains a desc ripti on or the setti ng
resu l
the char acte risti os of the samp le. Chap ter IV oont ains the
of the inve stiga tion of the relat ions hip between the varia bles
academic statu s and role conc eptio n (firs t hypo thesi s), and
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academia status and role conflict (second hypothesis).

The re-

sults of the testing of the relationship between role conception
and role aonfliat (third hypothesis) are related in Chapter V.
Chapter VI contains the conclusion of the research.

I

I

CHAPTER II
SCOPE AND METHOD OF THE RESEARCH

This ohapter presents the researoh prooedures employed in
this study.

It inoludes a desoription of the following:

the

sample; the teohniques for gathering data; the variables involved
and the operationalization ot terms employed in the study; the
stat1stical analysis ot the data used in the study; and the
applioation of the findings.
The Sample
The foous of this study is the department of nursing within
a midwestern-urban catho110 woman's liberal arts oollege.

uNurs_

ing department rt includes the nursing faoulty and the nurs1ng students.

Faculty members are those who are l1sted in the college

admin1stration reoords as members of the nursing faoulty and who
teach or superv1se oourses offered by the nursing department.
Nursing students are those who are enrolled as full-t1me sen10r
students in the baocalaureate degree program of nursing offered
by

the oollege.
The sample inoluded the nineteen full-t1me faculty members of

the department.

This was oomprised of all full-time faoulty

members plus one member currently on leave of absence for study.
Although she was not teaohing during the current semester. she
42
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was on the faculty and had been in contact with the senior students unt11 the Fall, 1966 session; for this reason it was oonsidered va11d to
excluded.
naire.

1n~lude

her.

The two part-t1me faculty were

One faculty member chose not to complete the Q.uestion-

In carry1ng out the des1gn of the study, the full-t1me

faculty responses were thus e1ghteen.

Students 1n the sample

included the forty-eight full-time senior nurs1ng students and
excluded all freshman, sophomore, and Junior students.

Selection

was based on the assumption that in the profess1ona11zation
process, the full-t1me faculty members have greater contact with
students than do part-t1me members; that sen10r students have
had more contact with the faculty than the students at other
levels, and, therefore, would be more va11d subJeots for the
study ot a process, one of the basic assumptions of wh1ch is the
internalization of concepts and attitudes by the students through
contact with the faculty.
The senior student responses were forty-eightJ the response
of' one student was not 1ncluded 1n the analysis and report because she was a transfer student trom another college at the
beginning of her senior year, two months betore the study.

This

brought the final number of the student population to forty-seven.
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The Data Gath erine Techniques
The data used 1n th1s resea rch were gath ered in seve ral ways
.
The 1nstr umen t.--T he ch1e f instr umen t utili zed was an
opin ion InventorY (Par t A)l to measure role cono eptio n and
role
conf lict.

The

Invento~

cons ists of 25 item s which measure
attit udes and orien tatio n toward nurs ing. Respondents are
reques ted to rate each item trom six diffe rent po1n ts ot v1ew
:
The, respo nden t's conc eptio n ot what the nurs e's role ough t
to be (Sca le A); the resp onde nt's concept1on ot what nurs ing
educ ators bel1e ve the nurs e's role ough t to be (Sca le B); the
respo nden t's conc eptio n ot what phys ician s belie ve the nurs
e's
role ough t to be (Sca le C); the resp onde nt's concept1on ot
what
head nurs es belie ve the nurs e's role ough t to be (Sca le D);
the
resp onde nt's conc eptio n ot what the patie nts belie ve the nurs
e's
role ough t to be (Sca le E); the resp onde nt's concept1on ot
what
the actu al situa tion 1n nurs ing 1s now (Sca le F).
The scale s were cons truct ed by Sist er Madeleine Cl~mence
Vail lot tor use as the resea rch instr umen t for Commitment to
Nurs ins, a study of two oolle giate scho ols ot nurS ing, ten
diploma scho ols ot nurs1 ng, and f1ve soho ols of prac tical nurs
ing.
The or1g 1nal scale s cons isted of' thirt y item s to be evalu ated
in
lSee Appendix I.

,....
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siX ways.

Their purpose was to reflect in some way the profession-

a1 world of the respondent and the respondent's reaction to the

professional environment in a manner sufficlentlystructured to
yield data which could be analyzed statistically.
Vaillot was unable to accomplish this2 through means of
SGephenson's Q-technique because the sample to be studied made
it materially impossible to obtain enough Q-sorts~ The scales
developed were easier to standardize than Stephenson's Q-sort,
more penetrating than the Q-sort, and similar to an instrument
developed by Douglas Spencer to measure internal conflict. 4
However, it was imperative that the Vaillot scales be tested
for validity.

After construction, the scales were pre-tested in

three 3-year diploma schools of nursing and one school of practical nursing.

The

following hypotheses were used to ascertain the

validity of the instrument.
1. There should be statistically significant differences

between the scales, for all groups, 1n all schools.

2. Teachers should be more profession-oriented than

3.

physicians.
~le world of seniors should be more sharply delineated
than that of freshmen: their prOfessional distances
should be wider.

2vaillot, p. 47.

3Ibid., p .. 48.

4l)ouglas Spencer, Pulcra of Conflict (YonkerS-on-Hudson:
Wold Books, 1938), p. 79.
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4. Seniors in dlploma schools should be more professionalized than freshmen in the same schools.

5. The senior diploma school students should be more

professiona.lized than the senior practical nurses.
6. The ~cores 0!J seniors in diploma schools (for
registered nurses) should be nearer ~he scores ofj
their teachers than the senior practical nu.x.-ses.
(In both instances, the teachers are R.N.S)'

In addition, the scales were submitted for evaluation forvalid1.1</

of content to a panel of experts consisting of nurse educators and
head nurses.

As a result of the evaluation and the pre-test it

was found that twenty-two of the original thirty 1tems satisfied
tests for validity.

Three of the items were rewritten to satisfY

conditions of validity.

Also, the independence of the scales and

measures of intelligence and academic ability were established.
The final inarument, referred to as Professionalization
Scales 1n Vaillot's research and Opinion
study, is composed of twenty-five items.
answers for each item.

In

!nvento~

in the present

There are three possible

the case of all items, the most profes-

sion-oriented item is marked 0; the least profession-oriented is
ma.rked 2.

Responses wi thin each scale are totaled.

The lower the

soore on a scale, the stronger the profession-orientation; the
higher the score on a soale. the weaker the profess10n-or1entation. 6
Regarding question content, Powers divides the scala into
5vail10t, p. 54.
6 Ibid., pp. 55-69.
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five parts:
1. Items concerning attitudes of the public, attitudes
of hospital personnel, and attitudes of the nurse herself:
questions 1, 14, 22, 25.
2. Items concerning the responsibility of the nurse to the
nursing profession:

questions 2 and 5.

3. Items concerning nursing a8 a protession. questions

3, 7, 9, 11, 15, 18, 19, 21, 24.
4. Items concerning the nurse's relationship to others:
questions 4, 10, 16, 20.

5. Items concerning the education of nurses: questions 6,
8, 12, 13, 17, 23. 1
!he gU8stionnaire.--In addition to the Opinion Inventory,
a Questionna1re (Part B)8 was used to oollect basiC biographical
and soc10log1ca1 information, to examine some attitudes in regard
to the nursing profession and nursing education, and to investigate subjective and reputationa1 peroeptions of academic status.
Two

types ot questionna1res were utilized • one tor nursing

students and one tor nursing faoulty.
1powers, Journal ot Nursins Education, III,
Ssee Append1ces II and III.

21.
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fbe oollege register and administration records were the
source of information used to ascertain academic status, cumulative grade point averages, and grade point averages in nursing
courses.

fbe administ»ative records of the nursing department

were also used as sources of information,as were minutes and tape
recordings of departmental meetings.
Administration of the Instrument and gyestionnaire.--!he research instrument and the questionnaire were adm1nistered to the

48 senior nursing students and the 19 nursing faculty members in
early November, 1966.

The final sample included 41 senior stu-

dents and 18 faculty members.
The Opinion Invento£Y was administered to the students in a
classroom setting on a regular class day, under the supervision
of the researcher.

On the following day the quest10nna1re was

administered under et.11ar c1rcumstances.

Six students, unable

to return to the college from the1r morning c11nical areas on the
day of the administration of the inventory, completed it the
following day before completing the quest1onnaire.

One student

completed both inventory and questionnaire in the college 1nfirmary.

Another student completed the questionnaire and inven-

tory, but the results were not included in the analysis and report because she had transferred trom another college only two
months earlier, at the beginning ot her senior year.
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Members of the faculty completed the Qeinion Invento£l during the time of the weekly nursing faculty meeting.

One faculty

member, unable to be present, returned the inventory by mail.
InasMuch as it was difficult to schedule a commonly convenient
time for the administration of the questionnaire, faculty members
requested that the questionnaire be distributed upon completion
of the inventory.

The members of the faculty agreed to complete

the questionnaires independently, return them to the researcher
individually, and not to discuss the content of the questionnaire
until all questionnaires had been returned.

No faculty meeting

was scheduled tor the following week so that the pressure ot time
would be lessened.

Ten questionnaires were returned within a

week of distribution; eight more in the following month.

The

remaining questiormaire was returned two months after distributiO\
but could not be included in the results because ot partial
completion.
For students, completion of the inventory required from 20
to 60 minutes; tor taculty, from 40 to 65 mintues.

students re-

quired the same amount of time for completion of the questionnaire.

It has been estimated that faculty members used from 60

to 90 minutes to complete the questionnaire.

,
I
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Arrangements for administration of the inventory and the
questionnaire were made through" and with the co-operation of,
the acting chairman of the nursing department.

However, all

respondents were assured of the strictly confidential nature of
their responses.

Questionnaires were not signed .. but were assigml

identification numbers so that they could be matched with the
Opinion

Invento~

and the academic status level of respondents.

Respondents were assured that they would not be identified by
name nor would any other respondent or place be identified.

They

were also assured that their responses would not be identified to
anyone within the nursing department or college.

This assurance

was given orally, also by means of a cover letter,9 and, in the
case of the faculty, again in a follow-up letter distributed
after the questionnaires were completed.
Respondents were thanked for their co-operation orally and
in a note.
Variables Involved and Operationalizat1on of

, !irms Imp!oled In tne studl

The key variables involved in this research are academic
status" role conception, and role confliot.

There are also

several other variables, all of whioh will be described below.

9See Appendices I and II.
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Aoademic status.--In this study status refers to the positio
of the ind1vidual in the structure of a given social system.

The

social system is the nursing department of a midwestern-urban
Catholic woman's liberal arts college.
ment refers to academic status.

Faculty members and students are

ranked according to separate criteria.
of

oriteria~

Status within the departIn the case of both sets

use was based on the consideration that they were

objective measures ot academio status.
The measures tor academic status are as tollows.

For
faoulty members, academic rank was the pr1mary oriterion. 10
ASSOCiate professors and assistant professors were ranked as 1
(high academic status).

Instruotors were ranked as 2 (medium

academic status).

Labora.tory assistants were ranked as 3 (low

academic status).

Within each of these

terion was used: that of salary.

rank~

a secondary cri-

This was used merely to rank

respondents within the three major academio status categories and
was not utilized in the tinal analyses.
The criteria generally used for faculty status-rank within
the college are as follows (the listing sequenoe not necessarily
10It is reoognized that this is a very different criterion
from the one used to measure academic status of students. A more
comparable measure would have been aoademic performance of faculty
at the time that they were stUdents. This information, however~
was not aocessible.
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implying order of importance)
(l) performance as a teacher
(2) academic preparation-advanced study
(3) professional activity and achievement in the following

areas:

(a) publication of scholarly works or research; leadership or effective participation in institutional activities such as committees, curriculum planning, in-service education, special lectures, faculty studies, facultystudent activitiesl(b) membership and activities in
learned societiesJ (e) grants" scholarShips, prizes, and
awards; (d) service to schools at other levels, tor
example: high schools and grade schools. l1

(4) length ot experience

Table 1 indicates the distribution of faculty in the nurSing
department according to academic status.

The largest proportion

(55.6 per cent) are instructors, while those ranking as some type
of professor equal in proportion to those ranking as laboratory
assistants (22.2 per cent in each category).
TABLI l.--Academic status of faculty respondents
Academic status

II}3 Low
Medium
.2

H1gh

Total

Number
4
10
4

18

Per cent
22.2

55.6

22.2
100.0

llttpaculty Handbook", (Rev. ed., 1963; mimeographed), p. 20.
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For students, academic status was determined by ranking
according to grade point average.

It was assumed that grade

point average would be a valid criterion because it would reflect
both academic achievement and clinical performance, key considera
tions in the academic status of a nursing student.
grade point averages for all courses taken

1'1'101'

The cumulative

to September,

1966, the semester during which the research was done, were
considered.

a 4.0 system" grade point averages greater than

On

3.0 were considered high and ranked 1.

Grade point averages

between 2.5 and 3.0 were considered medium and ranked 2.

Grade

point averages less than 2.5 were considered low and ranked 3.
Table 2 indicates the distribution of students a.ccording to
academic status.

The largest proportion (48.9 per cent) are

classified as having medium academic status, while 23.4 per cent
rank high and 27.7 per cent rank low in academic status.
TABLE 2.--Academ1c status of student respondents
•
Number
Academic status
Per cent
i

ll}

11

2 High
Medium
3 Low
Total

23
13
47

2~.4

4 .9
27.7
100.0

Analysis was also done according to rank based on grade point
average in nursing courses to insure validity of grade point
average as an index ot academic status.
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In

addition to objective measures of academic status,

described above, subjective and

~eputatlonal

approaches to

academic status were investigated by means ot selected questions
in the questionnaire.

It was intended orlglnally that this

information be used to check the rellability ot the obJectlve
measures ot status.

However, this was impossible tor several

reasons:
(1) Some respondents refused to answer the question.
(2) Several respondents answered the question but requested

that their responses not be used.
Role concept10n.--Role conception reters to the indivldual's
conception ot what the nursing role ought to be.

Role conception

will be classified as high (1), medium (2), or low (3).

"111gb"

refers to the most protession-oriented role concept; "law" reters
to the least protession-oriented.

On the basiS of scores re-

ceived on Scale A ot the Opinion Inventory, those respondents receiving low scores (0-9) were considered high in protession
orientation; those receiving med1um scores (10-20) were class1t1ed
as intermediate 1n protess1on orientation, those achieving high
scores (21-31) were considered low in proteaa1on-orlentatlon.
This breakdown of scores has been used also in Powers' study of
nurSing students 10 sectarian and non-sectarian baccalaureate
degree programs. 12
12powers~ P. 19.
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Role oonfllot.--Role conflict refers to

1ntra-role~

rather

than inter-role conflict, the distinction being as follows.
Inter-role conflict refers to the tension the individual experiences as a result of different expectations others hold for him
as incumbent of two or more positions.
to the situation in which

tm

Intra-role conflict refers

individual is exposed to oonflict-

ing expeotations held by. various individuals who defIne his role.
The conflict presupposes that the individual is aware of the
conflicting expectations of others.

This distinction is one made

by Grosll, Mason and McEaohern in !?mlorations 1n Role Analysis .13
Scores from 100-139 represent a high degree of role oonflict; scores from 60·99 represent a medium degree of role conflict; scores from 20-59 represent a lot.. degree of role conflict.
Soclal class.--Qne of the additional variables considered
is social class.
occupied
SOCiety.

by

In

this research it refers to the position

individuals within the status struoture of American

Along with this concept goes the assumption that sooia1

charar:teristios as well as psyohological oharacteristios will be
distributed differentially among the various classes.

Henoe, the

key variables of this researoh are analyzed aocord1ng to social
class.
13N. Gross, W. S. Ward, and A. W. McEachern, PP. 248-249.
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Hollingshead's Two-Pactor Index ot Social Position. has been
used to determine social class.

The two tactors utilized by

Hollingshead are education and occupation.

These were chosen tor

the tollowing reasons:
Occupation is presumed to reflect the skill individuals possess as they perform the many maintenance
tunctions in the society. Education is believed to
reflect not only knowledge, but also cultural tastes.
'l'he proper combination or the.Et taotors by the use
otstatist1cal techniques enable a l"'esearcher to determne within approximate 11m1ta the soe1al position an
indiVidUf4 occupies in the status structure of our
society.
On the basis ot scale scores tor the two taetors, Billings-

head breaks the scores into a hierarchy 01' score groups which
yield f1ve soc1al classes:
trom 18-27) J

I (scores trom 11-17);

III (scores tram 28-43)J

II (scores

IV (scores trom 44-60) J

V (scores trom 61-77).
student respondents were class1f1ed by a weighted 1ndex ot
their tather's education and occupation.

Paculty respondents

were classitied not only by a we1ghted index 01' their own education and occupation but also according to their tathers' education and occupation as it was believed that sooial class orientation would be important. Because 01' the small number 01' the
population, Holl1ngshead t s classea I and II were combined 1n this
study and called Class 1; HOlling.headts olas. III is called
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Class 2; and Hollingshead's classes IV and V are combined and
referred to as Class 3.

The small size o.f the population also

coott1buted to the absence of an analysis of the hypothesized
l"~::',ationsh1p

with control tor social class.

For this reason only

t,;.e major variables were studied in teI'i11S of social class.

Professional particip!tion •••ln the consideration in th1s
study ot professional participation of the members of the nurs1ng
department, an adaptation ot Chapin's Social Partic1Eat10n Scale
was made.

On

the basis of response to a question regard1ng

participat10n 1n professional nursing organizations (student's
question 1, faculty quest10n 6), a score of 1 was given tor each
membership. a score ot 2 tor attendanoe. a score ot 3 tor financial contribution (other than dues). a score of 4 tor committee
membership and a score ot 5 tor offices held.
respondent were totaled.

Scores tor each

Scores ot 18 or over were considered

high. 15 Scores from 10-17 were considered medium.

Soores from

o to 9 were considered low.
Statistical Procedures
All hypotheses were tested by means of the student's tft"
statistic.

Through ananalys1s ot m.eans. standard errors.

15Delbert C. Miller. A Handbook of Research Des1SO and
Social f.feasurement. (New YorK' l)avid McKay, 196; J. pp. ~(j8-209.

standard deviations and variance, scores were oompa red to Judge
signifioance of' differenoes.

Inasmuch as the direction of results

had been specified in the hypotheses,. one-tailed teats of signi-

ficance have been performed.

The .05 level of significance had

been aocepted as the basis fer rejecting the null hypotheses.
Results between the .05 and .lOlevel ef' significance were taken
to. indicate tl'ends.
IBM electronic computel-'s

Wel~&

U&&d in t,he analysis

of means,

standard errors, standard deviations" variance and "tit values for
role conceptien soares" role confliot scores and academic status.
Numbers and percentages tor descriptive data were hand tabulated.
Throughout the study, responses ot student and faculty
pepulations are analyzed separately.

this provides an inbuilt

cen'crol fer the main divisiens of' aoademic status.
Application of' Findings
It is not claimed that aonclusions drawn from t!lis study

apply generally to. all nursing pro.grams .. all baccalaureate nursing
programs, nor even all baccalaureate nursing pregrams of midwestern-urban Catholic woman's colleges.
genera11z~tion8

Strictly speakll1g, the

drawn from the data may be made only in regard to

t:.he population invest1ga ted.

HO~fever,1 t

is believed that the

insights will possibly lead to a gX'eater understanding of role

conception a..'ld role conflict ot indlYiduals in baccalaureate
programs through further research.

CHAPTER III
THE UftIHO AND POPULA'fIOH

1'1. De:p!rtmcmt ot KUNina

The h1story.-The Department ot Nuraing stud1ed operates

w1th1n the tramework ot a midwestern-urban Catho11c woaen's
11beral arts college.
long

t~e

The college, tounded in 1887 and tor a

emphas1z1ng the t1ne arta and teaoher-eduoat10n, 1s

owned and operated by a congregat1on ot Catholio Sisters.
rull~time

Its

student population tor Septe.ber, 1966 was approxi-

mately 1,000.
The Nurs1ng Department became a part ot the college in
1954. Its beginnings, however" antedate that year. l
The or1gins oan be traoed to a

d1pl~

aohool ot nurs1ng

operated in oonnect10n with a hospital owned by the aame
congregation aa the one now operating the oollege.
school was tounded in 1932.

re11l~

Tbe d1ploma

A decis10n was made to d1scontinue

the d1ploma school during the early 1950's. At that t1me the
campus ot the college was being relocated 1n new fac111t1es. A
new colleglate nurslng program was establlshed to replace the
'dlscontlnued program.
lThe tollowing historlcal intormat10n 1s from lnterviews
wlth the Acting Cha1rman ot the NUrsing Department, Aprl1 22,
1966 and September 10-11, 1966. 59

60

When the baccalaureate program began there were five faculty
members and seventy-tour nursing students.

In September,

there were 18 faculty members and 232 students.

1966

The breakdown

of students per class appears in Table 3 below.

TABLE 3.--Nursing Students,
September, 1966a
Class
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Total

Number
48

76
60

48
232

By September, 1966, a Nursing Education building was nearing completion.
fed~ral

The structure, constructed with the aid of

grants, will contain six classrooms, two lecture halls,

conference rooms, 29 faculty offices, a reading room, an audiovisual room, an auditorium and several lounges, thus providing
facilities for additional students.

However, at the time that

the present research was done, classes were held in the nursing
demonstration-laboratory room and in the other oollege classrooms.
The PhilosophY and Goals.--The philosophy of the Department
of Nursing has been developed by the nursing faculty.

It is based

on the belief that "since the practice of nursing involves a
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complex interrelationship with people it requires intellectual
excellence, personal effectiveness and professional competence.,,2
This belief 1s based on the prinoiple that adequate personal and
professional development are attainable only by means of a liberaJ
education. 3

In this way the nursing education program is integral

1y connected with the liberal arts program.

Personal development J

professional responsibility and leadership are emphasized.

One

of the purposes ot the program is preparation for higher educatior
In addition, the program

••• aims to develop intellectual competency and moral
responsibility. It is structured to provide a broad
baae of knowledge and understanding tor all major
areas of learning. It aima to provide a comprehensive
knowledge of the health field and to prepare nurses
who are eligible to ftmct10n effeotively 1n solving
health pro~lem8, who are able to accept professlo~al
responsibility and who are able to assume beginning
leadership pos1tions in the1r profess10n. It is
through the attainment of these objectives that the
graduate is prepared tor continuing educat1on. 4
gurr1culum.--The curriculum is d1rected toward the achievement of these goals.

The student is requ1red to meet all the

general requirements of the college as well as the speoitio requirements ot the nursing department.

2b fUltill thiS, the

nu~

ing student must earn 144 hours ot credit 10 oontrast to 128--the
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m:tnimum requiNMnt tor s,raduatlon.

or the 144

seventy-a1x aN eamed in the art. and ac1eno...
inclu4..tudl 1n the

hOurII of

ore41t.

tbe•• courIle.

area. of oonuunloatlon akl1la, beba...s.al

8clence., pbJalcal and bl01oa10al acleno...5

quirea attendanoeat two

81.111ae1*

1b18 PI'OI,INII N-

HUlone.

The ettort. to 1atecrate into the nUl'81n1 CUJ'TloulUll the

knowl.... and underatan41nS <leve1oped in a Ubenal educa'lon
At pres.t there 1. no .,.01t10

have ateadllJ :increeaed.

aet .al•• tor th1••• there bad been to.....r17 in
"Beale Solene. Concepta").
are 1ntep'8te4

b,

80l1le

COUl'M

area. (e.e.

Rather, tbrouah team teach1ng, the••

tbe ind1vidual instructora and teaaa

or

1nstruotON.6
Ji!lltS!l .Aa2!!,ta or

NuraHli lr.!ID!!l.--Tbe

credlt loa4 1s 16 to 11 bcura of crecU.t.

no~1

8tudent

Post tne nun1Da attdent

tMa requ1Na ola.. .a well a. cllDie.l work arter the treBhIaen

year. Du:r1nS the freshman year, the
5;.,b.\4,t' p. 56. ... aleo

~8 18 al80

propall followed!. that ot

A,ppen41& IV.

of the oourtJ•• d.1rectly Nlated to nu.re3r&
the purpo.. ot
tntecretins Mntal health concepta. Concepta of d18tetl08 and
pharmacolog were 1ntqrated into other nurs1nS ooure•• w1th the
the tONer part-t1_ ln8truotoN ••rv1q •• oonaUltant. to the
other lnat:-uotoN, and/or •• leotl.lreN. Tbeae conaultant. a180
notify the departaent of related lecture. or eventa w1tb.1n tbe
181'1er _tropolltaD area. but ot intereat. 'ftlGflbera ot the department, both raoult,- and students.
In

tl'*Wt

1966 ene tull-t.J..me 1natru.otorwa. h1Nd tor
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the basic liberal arts curriculum.

Some apecialization besins in

the sophomore year when one morning is spent each week interview1ng and observing patients in a nearby hospital. During the
Junior and senior years, tour mornings per-week are spent at
health agencies in the oity in which the college i8 looated.
In oourse work and olloical performanoe, students are ex-

pected to maniteat leadership.

Durlog the Junior year, the

1966-61 aenior class partlolpa ted in weekly group dynamic or

tree d1scuss1on periods 1n order to develop leadership quallties.
Students are alao expected to prepare tor continUing educat10n
through independent study and aenior research proJects.
Wh11e the department and college own no hosp1 tala, they
opevate extended un1ts in s.veral asencies appropr1ate tor the
necesaary types ot cl1oioal exper1ence.

!he.e agenoies inolude

two seneral hospitals, two speoialised hospitals, two public

health agen01es, and apec1alized departments and clinios ot other
agenCies 10 the area.
Studenta and faoulty are enoouraged to partio1pate in and
attend oultural and proteas1onal events outalde the eollese 1n
the larger metropolitan area.
T.be normal faoulty service load 1s forty hours per week.
Th1s lnclude. twelve to fltteen class hours each week in lower
d1 vls10n cour... or nine to twel V8 hours each week in upper
d1 v1sion courses.

In add1 t10n to classroom teaching-, faoul ty
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members are expected to prepare tor teaching, counsel students,
as well as do research, serve on committees, serve as olubmoderators, supervise, and participate in activities for the
college.

Faculty members also spend time supervis1ng students

in clinical areBS and plan, implement and evaluate curr1ou1um. 7
In the fu1ti1lment ot these responsibilities the tacu1ty

member attends weekly departmental meetings, monthly all-college
faculty meetings and a semester departmental seminar'.
At the August, 1966 seminar, the nursing faculty undertook
as its year's study project "the science and practice ot nursing."
This study was pursued individually through reading and departmentally through discussions and guest lecturers at faoulty meetings.

The

focue

or

the study began with the investigation ot

general systems theory ot the natural Bciences and led to the
consideration of the description, explanation and prediction ot
the lite process in man as the object ot nursing science.
In September, 1966 the department undertook team teaching.

In this way the teams of teaohers and consultants (one team each
tor sophomore, Junior, and senior level) plan, instruct and
evaluate a group of students with specitic course content tor
a given peri0d. 8
the National
aHIgher
Degree

7Se1f-Eva1uation Report for Reaccreditation b
League lor NUrslng J Department ol Baccalaureate an
Programs, February 20, 19b3., PP. 45 and 52.

8nepartment ot NurSing, Minutes ot Nursing Faculty Workshop,
August 23-26, 1966.
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The teams replaced committees which had been set up according to clinical areas.

The teams meet monthly, each team identi-

fying its own objectives and plans.

In

addition to teams, there

are subteams which meet weekly, each 8ubteam identifying its
objectives and plans within the framework set up by the class
level teams. 9
This team approach means, as the committee approach meant,
that although the faculty-student ratio is small, and faculty
and student working together come to know each other better,
the contact with students outSide one's team, or (if a stUdent)
with faculty members outside one's team, is reduced.

This was

one of the reasons given for non-response to inquiries into the
reputational approach to departmental status.
In

addition to these responsibilities, some of the faculty

members participate as professional nurses or nurse educators
in activities outSide the college setting.

Table 4 indicates

the intensity and extent of participation of both students and
faculty.

1966.

%epartment of Nursing, "Faculty News Notes," September 30,
.
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TABLE 4.--Intensity and extent of partioipation in
professional nursing organizationsa
Par~Ac;.lp! tlon

intensity
HiSh
MediuM
Low

Score

~18+)

10-17)
0-9)

Students
Number
Per cent
.
0
2

45

FacultZ
Number Per cel1L ___
4
2
12

0.0
4.3
95.7

22.2
11.1
66.7

-----,-----------------------100.0
Total
(18)
100.0
(47)
__
._,. ___ _'_M '--'"
...
--,..-._-,

Extent
National
Organizations

o

1
2

3
7-11

31
14
2
0
0

66.0
29.8
4.2

,_,.~_

,_~._

~

,~~.,.-"-,-

3
4
7
2
2

16.7
22.2
38.9
11.1
11.1

(18)

100.0

------------

-"--'-~

Total

(47)

100.0
---~~-,----,-- ,~,~-

Local
Organizations

o

38
9

3

o

1
2

a

80.9
19.1
0.0
0.0

-----,-.~,-----.-----"'

Total

(47)

~----,

11

5

"------

100.0

...

1
1

..

..

,~ ~"-->-"-'-

61.1
27.7
5.6
5.6

.. --"-~--.-~'--.-~--,-'---,.--

(18)

100.0

apor an explanation of the scoring used, see,p. 57.
Classification is based on responses to question 1 (student
questionnaire) and question 6 (faculty questionnaire).
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In th1s sect10n an etfort w111 be made to examine seleoted

soclal characterlstlcs ot the respondent un1verse.

Por the

greater part ot this study, characteristios ot student and taculty
populatlons will be cons1dered separately.
Student Population
The t1nal student sample included forty-seven senior nursing students.

~1~b~~~~I!~!.1 _!=ha~ct~lI_~~C!!.lO

!a!..--The

Sex.--All the respondents were temale.

young.

student populat1on, .s would be expected, was

B1ghty-nlne and tour tenths per cent were betw.en 20 and

24 years, and the remaining 10.6 per cent were between 24 and
29 (Appendix V, Table 1).
!!!.~1!~1 ~.t!.ty!'.--The

students were unmarl'ied.

maJor1ty (95.7 per cent) 01' the senior
Included 1n this group are the n1ne

respondents who are members ot religious oongregations.

'l'hese

n1ne respondents represent 19.1 per oent ot the student populat1on
stud1ed.

Pour ot the sen10r students were enpsed (Appendix V,

Table 2).
l°Oeneral orsan1zat1on ot the charaoter1stics into subentity categorles tollows that found 1n Rabenste1n and Christ,
PP. 122-154.
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~.--The

raoial composition ot the student population

was predominantly caucasian.

ot ttMioronesian" stooke
Sooiological

One respondent indioated she was

There were no Negroes in the sample.

characteris~

Qeograph1calorig1n.--Forty-f1ve (95.8 per cent) of the
student respondents were born in continental united States.

One

was from Guam and one was trom Puerto Rico.
The majority (29) claimed Wisconsin as "home state" with
Illinois and Indiana ranking second and third in frequency
(Appendix V, Table 3).
The largest proportion comes trom urban communities,
classifiable as large cities in metropolitan areas.

However,

very similar proportions come trom rural tarm areas or small
towns (Appendix V, Table 4).
Parents' bacl$round.--The plaoe ot birth ot 91.5 per cent

ot the students' fathers and 93.6 per cent ot their mothers was
the continental united States.

In slightly less than half of

the cases (49.0 per cent) paternal grandparents were born in the
continental united States.

The percentage of maternal grand-

parents born in the United States was slightly lower - 44.7 per
cent.

The further breakdown of percentages tor this information

are tound in Appendix V, Tables 5 and 6.
Sooioeconomic~~~ss ~ackground.--on

the basis ot Hollings-

head's TwO-Factor Index ot Social PoSition, according to whioh
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the education and occupation ot the fathers ot student respondents were weighted. the students were classified as belong1ng to
one ot five soc1al classes.

'l'h.e greatest number (22 or 46.8 per

cent) were categorized as Class IV.

For the purpose of th1s re-

search. Hollingshead's so01al classes were comb1ned into three
classes. ll When Hollingshead's classes I and II were combined
to torm class 1 and Hollingshead's classes IV and V were combined
to torm class 3 (wlth Hollingshead's II stl1l classlfied as 2).
the majority ot respondents (59.6 per cent) were recorded as
class 3.

Tables 5 and 6 ind1cate this.

,ABLE 5.--8oc1al class background of student
respondents according
to Hollingshead
=.

Number

Class
I
II
III
IV
V

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..

Total

llSee above, p. 56.

2
4
13
22
6
..

41

Per cent

4.3
8.5

21.6

46.8

12.8

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•. _ ._w_ _

100.0
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TABLE 6.--Soci8l olass background of student
respondents aocording to modification of Hollingshead
Sooial Class
1
2

Number

Per cent

-----,"---_._-12.8
27.6
59.6

3

--_._P--,·_----,-_._-100.0
47
-_.._-_._-Total
---------------OcouetlOD and

~ducat~on

of perents.--The greatest number

of occupations ot respondents' tathers were class1tied

8S

"busi-

ness manager - lesser proteas1onala" or "clerloal workers technic1ans."

In the case ot mothera' oo.upation .. that of

"housewife" predominated, with the tlclerical - technician"
cattJlory aecond.
In the cons1deration of education. the largest single

classification tor both tathers and mothers was high school
education.

Forty-two per cent ot the students' tathers and

mothers terminated their tormal education upon completion of a
tour-year high school program.

As could be expeoted trom the

sooial class compos1t1on of the population which 1s a funct10n
of tormal educational background. the peroentage of respondents'
fathers with graduate protessional tra1n1ng was only 2.1 per cent
(one oase).

Relatively tew (12.8 per cent for tathers, 4.3 per

cent tor mothers) of' the respondents' parents reoeived a
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standard

un1vers1ty educat10n.

However, a greater proportion

(27.6 per cent) ot the mothers <as compared with 6.4 per cent of
the tathers) received a part1al oollege education.

lable. 7

and 8 in Appendix V indicate these tindlngs.
Relig10us atfiliation.--Tbe religious atfiliatlon of the
group was predom.1nantly (97.9 per cent) Catholic.

Elghty-n1ne

and four tenths per .ent of the respondents' tathers and 93.6
per cent ot the respondents' mothers were also catho11c (Appendix
V, Table 9).
~ize

of' tamlll and sibling pos1ti0J!..--Most ot the sen10r

students oome from families with four or more children.

While

only three were the only child 1n the tamily, 33 (70.2 per cent)
were oldest or seoond oldest among their Siblings, and 27 (57.5
per cent) were oldest among the s1b11ngs ot the same sex.

This

tends to support the contention of Habenstein and Christ that
girls 1n the position of first born female ch11d as well as fis
temale ch11d have a tendency to enter occupations such as nursing
which allow tor the assumption ot "mother-surrogatlve" roles 12
(Tables 10, 11, and 12 1n Appendix V).
12Ha bensteln and Christ, p. 135.
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Faoulty Population
The tinal faoulty sample inoluded eighteen nurse educators.
§££.iObiol06ioal

c~racteristi:£!..

respondents were female.
-Sex.--All the faoulty
per cent of the faoulty members were oon~.--Sixty-three

tained in the age-range 30 to 49, with 27.8 per cent younger and
11.2 per cent older.

The mean age was 36.4.

Age groupings in

five year intervals are shown in Table 13, AppendiX V.
Mari ta~_St-,~.~us • --The ma Jori ty (88.8 per cent) of the
faoulty respondents were unmarried.

However, included in this

group are twelve members of a religious oongregation, eleven of
whom are members of the oongregation operating the oollege and
department.

These twelve respondents represent 66.6 per cent of

the faculty population studied (see Appendix V, Table 14).
Race.--The racial composition ot the faoulty population was
entirely Cauoasian.
800iol06i081

Oharaeterist~~

Qeograpl!ica~origin.--All

faculty respondents were born in

the continental United States.
In contrast to the student populatlon, a greater proportion

of faculty members clalmed Illinols as "home state" than WisconSin.

However, most of those from Illinois had lived 1n Wlsconsin

for the flve years prevlous to the study.

A frequency ranking
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of the home states is in Appendix V, Table 15.
The largest proportion of faculty members come trom urban
communit1es.

Of these, 38.8 per cent come from sm&ll cities

(lO,OOO-500,OOO) with 27.0 per cent from large cities in metropolitan areas (Appendix V, Table 16).
~~~_~.s to

backgroun!.... -The place

or

birth of 88.9 per cent

of both tathers and mothers 01' faculty respondents was the continental United States.

Orle-third of both maternal and paternal

grandparents were born 1n the continental United States.
higher proportion ot cases (44.4 per cent of lDaterna1

In a

gl~nd

parents, and 38.9 per cent ot paternal grandparents), the
respondents' grandparents were born outSide the oontinenta1
United States.

The further breakdown of percentages tor this

information are found in Tables 17 and 18, AppendiX V.
~~ioeconomic

olass baoground.--In the weighting of the

education and oocupation factors according to the Hollingshead
index, all faculty respondents were classified as class I.
However, the social olass of the parents 01' taculty members
varied.

As with the student respondents, the greatest number

(9, or 50 per cent) were categorized as olass IV.

In the modifi-

oation 01' the Hollingshead index, the maJority of the parents
01'

faculty members (72.2 pel-- oent) were reoorded as class 3.

Tables 7 and 8 indicate thiS.
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TABLE 7.--8ocla1 class of parents ot faculty
respondents accordlng to
Hol11ngshead
Class
I
II
III
IV
V

Per cent

Number

11.1

2
1

5.6

2

---Total

11.1
50.0

~

22.2

--------,-~---

18

,.,.-,'--100.0

....-"-~

----_.--- "-

TABLE 8.--800ial clas8 background ot parents
of faculty respondents acoordlng to
modlf1cation of Hollingshead

=.

=-==.=.:..;;'=.;;;:.'======. .

Soclal Class

Num.ber

--3

•
I
-'~.'~----"'--'~

_ _ _ _ .--_

-~-____

Per oent

...---~ .. -~-----.------~~-------

1
2

3

16.7

:2

11.1

13

72.2

---------_
... --.-----18
100.0

Total

Q.C?cupatlon and educatton of

~re!'!ts.--The

greatest number

of occupations of respondents' t"athers were classified "skilled

manual employees" or "administrator - semi-professlonals."

As

in the case of the student population the category "housew1fe tl
predominated

8S

mothers' occupatlon. wlth the "clerlcal ...

technlclan"category second.
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In the conslderation of education, the lars.at single

cla88~

f1oation tor both fathers and mothers waa Jun10v h1;h school.
Forty-tour per cent ot the faculty members' rathers snd 50 per

cent ot their mothers terminated their tormal educatlon atter
seven to nine year. ot school atten.danoe.

Aa

1n the ca.e ot the

parents otstudent respondents, relatively rew of the parents ot
faculty members received college educations.
Tables 19 and 20 1n Appendix V indicate the occupation and
education ot the parents ot the respondents.
!ellg1oUB

atf~l~~~~on.--Tbe

rellgious affl1lation ot the

group waa predOminantly (94.4 per cent) Cathol1c.

Aa seen 10

Table 21 of Append1x V1* 88.8 per cent or the respondents' rathers

and 94.4 per cent ot the respondents- mother. were also Cathol1c.
§!.~!....~_!"1I!!.1.1 .!.n~. !!1!l~-, p!28l~1on .. --Most

members ca.. trona t.m111es with tour or

lION

of the racul ty
children. S1Xty -t1 ve

per cent were oldest or ••cona oldeat amons their slbl1ngs, and
50 per cent were oldest

amons

slb11nS8 ot the same sex.

As 1n the

ease ot the students, although not to the aame desree. this tends
to support the Rabenstein and Christ moth.~-surrogatlv. role
statement. 1) (!able. 22 to 24 in Appendlx V).
l3See above, P.11.
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Professional education.--Table 9 indicates that two-thirds
of the faculty had from one to five years of nursing experienoe
prior to joining the oollege faculty.

The actual years of ex-

perience ranged trom two years to thirty-five years.
represents years in nursing service only.

~is

table

If the respondent

acted as a nurslng instructor whl1e engaged in nursing service
part-time. the year was classifled as "nursing education
experience. ft

This experience is indicated in Table 10.

The range ot years of experience in nursing education was
smaller (0-16) than that in nursing service.

Although the 1-5

year interval was again most oommon, 6-10 years experience was
almost equally so.

This placed many faoulty members in a posi-

tion of having had longer experienoe in nursing eduoation than
in nursing service, a factor which might influence them to be more
aware ot the professionalization ot nursing and its

requlremen~

The highest degree attained by any ot the respondents was
that of the master's degree, although one member ot the department. not included in the study, was at the time on leave of
absence nearing attainment ot a doctorate.

This individual was

titular chairman ot the department and influenced the orientation
of the department and its ourrioulum, although the degree of her
influence was not ascertained in this study.

In addition to the degree earned (as indicated in Table 11)
there has been extensive study done by members ot the department
through academic course work.
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TABLE 9.--Facu1ty respondents by years
of nursing experience prior
to joining college faculty
Years of experience

Number

Per cent

12
2
2
2

66.7

5
6 - 10
1 -

11 - 15
Over 15

11.1
11.1

11.1

Total
100.0_
._________
._u18. ._____
TABLE

10.--Facu1ty re8pondents by years ot
nursing education experience
prior to Jo1ning
0011ege faculty

Year8 ot experience Number
Per cent
..
------------,----o
16.7
3
38.9
1 - 5
6 - 10
33.4
1
5.5
11 - 15
Over 15
1
5.5

-_--

l

Total
TABLE

Type

18

100.0

11.--Amount ot education of our8ing
faculty

of Degree

B.A. or B.S.
M.A. or M.S.
Cand1date tor M.S.
Total

Number

4

Per cent
22.2

66.7

12
2

11.1

18

100.0
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Prot essio nal sp!c 1allz atlon .--Th e most common prim ary area
ation
o! nurs ing spec ializ ation in both nux-sing and nurs ing educ
Tabl es 12
was that ot medi cal-s urg1 cal nurs ing. Altho ush both
between
and 13 glve the appe aranc e ot a very high oorrespondence
ialnurs lng prep arat1 0n or exper1ence and nurs ing educ ation spec
ht in
ties , it was found that 1n eleve n case s, the respo nden t taug
~ she
the area tor waie h ahe had form ally spec ializ ed and in seven
taug ht 1n some othe r area . T.h18 doe. not indi cate a laok ot
.raprep arat1 0n tor teach ing in the area beca use conti nuou s pre,
dtion was done throu gh othe r meana, suoh as cour se work, atten
ance at and part icipa tion in workshops, .emi nars , etc.
ary t1eld
TABLI 12.- -rac ulty respo nden ts, by pr1m
ing
nurs
ot spec 1aliz at1o n 1n

Number

Per oent

Hone

2

11.1

Mate rnal- child heal th
Med ioal- Surg ioal

4

22.2

6

Psyo hlatr io

3

33.3
16.7

Publ io Heal th

3

16.7

Adm inist ratio n; integ rat10 n
ot all f1e1d s

0

••

18

100. 0

Speo ializ ation

Tota l
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TABLE 13.--Paeulty respondents by teaohing
speciality
'IT

"''i'"

>

£==--===

11

, , . ,,,em:;

Teaching specialty

•

Number

None
Maternal-child health
Medioal-Surgical
Psychiatric
Public Health
Adminlstratlon; lntegration or all fields
Total

=.41

•

Per cent

1

5.6

4

22.2

6

33.3

2

11.1

3

16.1

2

11.1

18

100.0

Selected Characteristics and Attitudes
HeIsted to Nursing
In view of the hlstory, philosophy, goals and curriculum

ot the nursing department as well as the above characteristlcs
ot the respondent universe, thls sectlon of the study ls an
attempt to examine selected characterlstlcs and attitudes more
directly related to nursing and nursing education, as expressed
by members of the department.
To facilitate comparisons of these characteristics and to

give inslght into the

nU1~sing

department as a functloning system,

student and faculty will be considered together.
Some general professional characteristics.--The extent and
intenSity of both students and faculty partlclpatlon ln profesSional nursing organizations have been considered earlier in the
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chapter. 14 Table 14 indicates that most students and taculty
members read the Amer1can Joumal ot Nursing reElarll.

Most ot

the taculty members and halt ot the senior students read trom one
to tour add1tional protess1onal magaz1nes regularly (1.e., as
otten as pub11shed).

This oharacteristl0 may be regarded as one

aspect ot high protession-orlentation.
TABLE l4.--Responses ooncerning regular reading ot protesslonal
nurslng perlodloals or magazines
Item

Student
RUmSer Per cent

Fsoultl
NUmEer Per cent

American Journal ot
Nurslng (AJN) only

22

46.8

1

5.6

and one other
magazine

17

36.2

11

61.1

7

14.9

4

22.2

0

••

2

11.1

1

2.1

47

100.0

18

100.0

AJN

AJNand 2 to 4 others
AJN

and 5 or more others

None
Total

14Bee above, p. 65.
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'.the emphasis on participation in certain social, cultural
and other activities, (cons1dered lmportant in prot.salonal
education), has been 1mplled 1ft the .tate..nta ot leaders 1n
nursing empbas1zinS the baccalaureate program.

!he stated

purposes of the nurs1ng depart.entand the liberal arts college
ot which lt 1s a part also lndlcate that such act1vlt1es are

relevant to the educat10n ot a nurainl student.

eonalder1ng

the aoademe requirementa for both students and faculty,
respondents were asked 1t they bad to toreso or curtail such
act1vlt1.s whlle in nurs1ng school

~or student~

the position ot nurae educators lfor faculty].

or while 1n

At least halt

the faculty members found it neces.arN as educators to torego
or curta1l soc1al activitie., reading ot non-nura1ng or nonmed1cal mater1als, tamily l1te,15 and non-re~red educational
activities.
readlng ot
actlvlties.

Student. telt auch curtailment nece.aar, in the
non~edlcal

In

materials and non-required educatlonal

most responses ot the students to th.se questions,

the response patterns were clos. to 50 per oent tor both
81 terna tl ves (Appendix V, Table

?s.).

1580me ot the members ot re11g1ous oommunit1es, when check1nd1cated lt was felt that part1c1pation 1n the l1te ot
the re~1g1oU8 congresat1on, rather than tamily 11te was curtailed.
Rewording the quest10n tor such an alternat1ve m1ght have altered
the respons. pattern.

1ng

yes"

It
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Professional education and career plans of student respond-

ot the attendance at summer sessions at other
-ents.--outside
colleges, 80.9 per cent of the students had attended college only
at the college of this study.

Thirty-seven indicated that it

they could start their protessional training over again they
would still choose nursing.

All thirty-seven (78.7 per cent ot

student respondents) indicated they would choose a collegiate
school.
As indicated in Table 15_ one-third of the student respondents intend to supplement their basiC education through pursuit

ot a master's degree.

Both reasons given tor dOing so indicate

a high degree ot profess1on-or1entation.
TABLE 15.--Student respondents' intentions to supplement
baSic education through pursuit
of master's degree
Intent10n and reason
Yes

spec1alize or teach 1n a
nurslng school
To ao~u1re a llberal education
in ad 1tion to protess1onal
preparation

Number

No

Unnecessary tor what respondent
w1shes to do in nurSing
Intend to marry soon atter
graduation
Must fulfill other obligations
first
Don't know
T01:ll

34.0

16

To

Per cent

(12)

(25.5)

(4)

(8.5)

23.4

11

(7)

(14.8)

(2)

(4.3)

(2)

(4.3)

20

42.6

47

100.0
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In response to a question regarding career plans ten years

trom nOW,

over one·half ot the students indlcated they lntended

to be involved innursins.

While thls questlon alone does not

lndlcate either tradltlon or prote8s1on-orlentatlon, the 18.1 per
cent ot the students 11sting the pursuit ot a 11beral educatlon
in addltlon to protessional preparation, and 85.1 per cent ot the
student respondents who express the intention ot JOining the
American Nurses' Associat10n manltest a prote.s10n-or1ented
a ttl tUd.e (!able 16).
l'ABLB 16. --Student respondents, by career plans tor

ten years tram now

Plan
Pull-time nursing career
Be marrled and rais. a tamily
Have part-tlme nursing posltlon
compatible with home reaponslbl11tles
Don't know
,

Total

Number

reI' cent

16
3

34.0
6.4

16
12

34.0
25.6
100.0

41

Faculty respondents were asked to indicate reasons they
thought these students ohose nursing as well as reasons studen.
remain in the program described 1n the study.
members indioated several reasons.

Most racul ty

"Ideal1sm" or the desire

to serve ..s listed moat trequently with "30b seourlty" or
"useful knowledge" se.ond, as reaSODS tor lnitial choioe.

The
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express10n of reasons otten listed as lttrad1t1cn-oriented", or
tf

utll1ty-orlented" as motivations for individual expressing other

"pro:f'ess1on-or'lented II attj.tudes indioates that Simmon ts aontentlo1'1
tha.t these values are not inoompat1ble may be va.lid. 16 '!'able 17
shows the frequencies at whioh several items were listed.
TABLE l7.--Prequenoy distribution selected ltems
lndioated by faculty members as reasons
students in this college chose nursing
Item

frequencya

Idealism; desire to serve
future value of nursing-tor job
security or useful knowledge
Selt-fulfillment
Protessional prestige
Influenoe of famIly
Deslre to work with people
Interest in health protesslons
Other

12

8
5

5
4

3
3
2

a Two faculty members dld not respond.
Tbe reason most frequently given for continuation in the
program, i.e., satisfaction with the program, may

~ndicate

con-

tinued compatibility otthe program with students' oontinulng or
evolving image at the nurse (Table 18).
l6See above, pp.a8-29.

TABLE l8.--Frequency distribution tor selected items
mentioned by faculty as motivations of
students to remain in nursing program
in college being studied
Frequency

Item
Satisfaction with program-academic,
curriculum. c11nical practice
level of instruct10n

16

Group coheSion (among students)

6

Less expens1ve to attend th1s college

5

Determination to be a nurse

4

Personal growth

4

Faculty-student relat1onsh1ps

3

Cultural opportun1t1es

3

Des1re to attend Catho11c college

2

Loss of ored1ts in transfer

2

Paculty respondents:

attitudes toward nurs1ng education

and the nurs1ng dep!rtment.--Seventy-two per cent ot the faculty
members were satisfied with the basic nursing education they received.

Three respondents originally educated in diploma schools

indicated they would have preferred a collegiate program.

One

who first graduated from a diploma school and then a collegiate
program indicated that both have been valuable for understanding
current trends in nursing and among nurses. nursing students and
nursing educators.
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seventy-two per cent of the present faculty intend to have
a full-time nursing education position in five years from now.
The majority of the faculty members indicated that they feel
committed to nursing and nursing eduoation.

All but one

indicated that they would choose nursing if they were to begin
their professional edueation over again.

Sixteen (88.6 per

cent) said they 'WOuld choose nursing educat1on, although one
respondent indicated that she would have preferred to become
involved in 1t after obtaining more experience 1n nursing
serv1ce, and another indicated she would prefer some aspect
of nUl's1ng educat10n other than the colleg1ate program, e.g.,
inserv1ce educat1on.
When quest10ned about their dec1sion to teach in the
college in wh1ch presently employed, the reasons most frequently
l1sted as major were the reputat10n and potent1al of the
department, w1th dedicat10n to teaching second.

'lbe relat1ve

frequency of "app01ntment tf as a reason is probably due to the
h1gh percentage ot faculty members who are also members ot
re11g10us congregations.

Table 19 indicates the major reasons

l1sted and the1r frequenc1es.

I!IIII
'III

"jIi!

I
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s indic ated
TABLE 19.-- Freq ueno y distr ibut ion ofnsitem
teach ing
for
by facu lty as majo r reaso
in the colle ge
Reason
Repu tatio n and pote ntial at departtllent
Like teach ing; perso nal satis facti on
from teach ing
Appointment
Colle ge - repu tat10 n of; loya lty to;
adva ntage s ot teach ing in a colle ge
situa t10n
Academ1c freedom (ena bling orea tive
cont r1bu tion)
Othe r

10
9

8
8
4

3

eOne facu lty m~mber did not .t"eap orld.

. the
In rega rd to curr1 culum emphases in nurs ing educ at1on
lty
gene ral ph1losophy of the depa rtme nt was retle cted by the faou
the
respo nden ts. As indic ated in Tabl e 20, a firm grou nding in
of
natu ral and beha viora l scien ce. as well as an unde rstan d1ng
l
man as a tota l perso n were indic ated most frequ ently as idea
Only half the facu lty members, however, belie ved
these aspe cts were in fact emphasized in the depa rtme nt. One
member felt they were not emphasized; eigh t (44.4 per oent )
were unce rtain . In all oase s of expr essed unce rtain ty, the
respo nden ts indic ated the emphasis could be stron ger and more

emphases.

unif ied.
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TABLE 20.--Frequency dIstr1but1on tor selection of
i tenus by raaul ty membeI's as ideal emphases
in nursing education curriculum
Item

Frequency

Firm grounding 1n sciences-natural and

13

behaviv~al

Understanding of man as total pEH~$On (an
existential philosophical basis)
Liberal arts education including humanities
Professional Jud&'mentj scientific thinking
Basic nursing skills
Interpersonal relationshIps
SpecIal area ot nurSing mentioned
~
Other
_ _ _ _ _ _

8
3
3
3
3
1

4

_ _ _ _
•
_>1*
__ _ _

ibis expression ot a need tor un1ty was found aga1n 1n the
response to the quest10n regardIng the unmet needs of the
mente

The need tor wlity or objectives and

frequently ind1cated.

ph1losoph~

depa~

was most

The need 1ndicated w1th the next frequency

was curr1culum rev1aion 6 then group oohealon and a work1ng relationship.

Frequency distributions of the needs indicated

be found in Table 21.

ma~
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TABLE 21.--Prequenoy dlstrlbution tor selectlon ot
items by taoulty members as unmet needa
of the department
,aes .. ,

,:se

Need
Prequenoy
Ublty of objeotives and phl1o$ophy
9
Curriculum revision
7
Group cohealon) working relat3.ooshlp
6
Qualit1ed faoulty
5
Better communication
5
Adequate t1me for preparation-for courses,
classes, and sabbat10als
4
Effective teaching meChod8~ espeoially team
teaoh1ng and evaluat10n of students
3
Acoeptance as full-fledged department 10
colle,.
1
No answer
1

Some

ot theae expressed needs are partlally explainable

as tollows t

One -third 01' the tacul ty members were new to the

department, having begun working in lt only a tew months prior
to the study.

In addition to ordinary adjustments

to the old and old to new were the adjustments

ot new members

nece8sa~

for

team teaching.
Also. curriculum revision es an on -Ioing process wi thin
nursins education and within the department demands oontinuous
examination ot ph1losophy and goals.

Metabers at the departnaent,

participat1ng 1n many types 01' protess10nal and academio exper1enoes could be expected, by reason 01' varlety 01' exper1enoe,
to represent difterins p01nts 01' view.

Reaponses to a quest10n

go
regarding the existence of sufficient and satisfactory cOl'lll'11unication between and among me1ahara of the department indicated
that only 16.7 per cent found the communication sufficient and
sa:ti&tactory.

Eight members did not believe there was such

cormnunieation and 38.9 per cent were uncertain, feeling that
although communication was

adeqv~te

1n small teams, it was not

so in the department as a whole.
Finally, the recency and dearth of attempts to develop a
"science of nursing" 'WOuld render difficult $,ttempts to develop
a philosophy and a cuz'rlculum based on it.

The "ideal Job.u--In an effort to gain insights into
certain attitudes toward the profeSSion,

respondents were asked

to indicate the importance ot certain tactors in an ideal Job.
Percentages tor responses appear in Tables 22a and 22b.

In

general, the response pattern indicated several tendencies.
Most of the respondents considered warm relationships with
the patient

important~

although student respondents considered

them more important than did faculty respondents.

All con-

sidered a chance to help people important. but being looked
upon as a counselor by patients was not ot great concern tor
many.
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Most placed high value on having an opportunity t"or independent action and the use ot a

high

level ot abilit1es and

sk1lls with the faculty placing greater empha8is on these
charaoteristics than the students.

At the 8ame time. however.

both students and faculty placed considerable emphas1s on
havins no seriOUS consequences r8sult1n& trom mistakes and
be1ng able to rely on the aid ot other experlenced persons.
All valued the chance to increas8 their underatand1n& ot baSic
nursins.
In the caae

ot both students and faculty. halt were very

concerned with being oerta1n of the results ot nursing actlons
and halt were not.
'ew cons1dered having a Job which 1s not exceed1ngly deundln, physicalll. having convenient working hours, or bav1ng
prest1Se among nura1ngcolleagues, ot great importance.
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TABLE 22a.--Per oent distribution of students' responses oonoerning the oharacteristics ot an ideal Job
Item
(1) !>ivelopIng warm

(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)

10}

11)
12)

Per cent
rna!s- Very
pens - Imporable
tant

relationships with
patients......... 40.4
Having a Job which
is not exceedingly
demanding physically............... ••
Having the greatest
scope possible tor
independent action 29.8
Engaging in a wide
range of activities 6.4
Being virtually certain that my specific
nursing aotions will
lead to the desired
results.........
12.7
Having prestige
among my colleagues
in the nursing
protession ••••••
••
Having convenient
working hours •••
••
Having to use a
very high level of
abilities and skill 6.4
Having the chance
to help people..
42.5
Having the chanee
to increase continually my understanding ot basic
nursing.........
57.4
Having no ser10us
e~nsequeneee resulting from m1s.
takes...........
6.4
Being able to rely
on the aid of ,·ther
experienced persons14.9

13) Beln:; looked u~ to

as a counselor by
patients........

aoneiderlns it
Fairly No~ very
Impor- ImperNo
tant
tant
Answer Total N

40.4

14.9

••

12.8

48.9

34.0

48.9

14.9

2.1

34.0

42.6

38.3

4.3
100.0

100.0

10.6

4.3
6.4

38.3

6.4

4.3

100.0

4

19.1

59.6

17.0

4.3

100.0

47

23.4

55.3

17.0

100.0

47

51.0

34.0

100.0

47

46.8

6.4

••

100.0

47

31.9

6.4

••

100.0

47

53.2

19.1

17.0

100.0

47

55.3

23.4

2.1

4.3 14.9

53.1

23.4

4.3

4.3

100.0

100.0 47
100.0

47
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TABLE 22b.--Per cent dlstribution of faculty members' responses
concerning oharacterist1ca at an ideal Job

Item
(I j'"'liivelop!iig warDa' re".:O

Per cent OODsleterint it
Ihdls-Ver1 JilrIy No ver,
pens- Impor- lmpor- Imporable
. . . tant tant --tant.
.Totals

lationships with
patients •••••••••••• 11.1
(2) HavinS a job which is
not exoeedingly demandinS physically ••••••• ••
(3}HaV1nS the greatest
scope pos8lble tor independent actlon ••••• 55.6
(4) Ingaging in a wlde
rense of activities •• 5.6
(5) Being vlrtually oertain that my specific
nursing actions will
lead to the desired
results ••••••••••••• 5.6
(6) Having prestlge· among
mw colleagues in the
nursina protession •• ••
(7) Having convenlent
working hours ••••••• ••
(8) Having to use a very
high level of abilities and skills ••••• ' 5.6
(9) Having the ohance to
help people •••••••• 50.0
10) Having the chance to
increase continually
rq underatancl1ng ot
basic nursing ••••••• 50.0
11) Having no serious con.equences result1ng
trom mi.take•••••••• 38.9
12) Being able to rely on
the aid ot other experienced persons ••• 27.8
13} Being looked up to
a. a counselor by
my patient•••••••••• 5.6

•

R

--

N

44.4

38.9

5.6

100.0

18

11.1

38.9

50.0

100.0

18

33.3

11.1

100.0

IB

21.8

38.8

••
2'"1.6

100.0

18

44.4

44.4

5.6

100.0

18

38.9

44.li

16.1

100.0

18

16.1

50.0

33.3

100.0

18

71.7
50.0

16.1

••

100.0

18

••

••

100.0

18

44.4

5.6

••

100.0

18

16.6

5.6

38.9

100.0

18

21.8

21.8

16.6

100.0

18

16.6

38.9

38.9

100.0

18
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!tte "effect! ve nurse tf ima&e .... -Savel·al questions sought to
discover the respondents' image of the effective nurse.

Response

patterns. as seen in Tables 23a and 23b. indicate the following:
Most of the respondents placed more importanbe on why
patients feel and act as they do than on getting them to do what
1s goad tor them.

Also. most believed that this involved getting

beneath the literal meaning ot the patients' word.
Both student and faoulty respondents oonsidered the patient t
needs as superseding the nurse's needs. stUdent respondents
tended to express more idealism in "unlim1ted giving."
Most respondents emphasized the importance of the ability
of all nurses to formulate principles.
Both faculty members and students expressed the desirability
of nurses to feel so competent that they are free to crit1cize
constructively both colleagues and other people.
When requested to choose three charaoteristics ot the
effect1ve nurse" the ab:tl1ties ohosen most often

by

nursing

students were (1) understanding one's own emotional defenses.
(2) being able to treat each patient as an individual. (3) being
able to help patients deal with the1r anxieties about their
l1lnesses# and (4) being able to understand why patient behaves
as he does.

All of these characteristics would be considered

important derivationa ot both Kaufmann's and Rogers' theoretical
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bases tor nurs1ng sc18n08. 11
Most students cons1dered be1ng llked bl doctors and be1ng
l1ked by other nurses a8 least 1mportant character1stics ot an
ettectlve nurse, with belng liked by patients and beingetHcient
in nursing techniques llsted with thlrd and fourth frequency.
A wider varlation ot ohoice patterns appeared when student.

were asked to lndioate charaoterlstics most nursing students
conaldered most 1mportant. Twenty-nlne (the higheat frequency)
cho.e ettlclenoy in nurelna technlque.. tollowed by such
characterl.tlos as being able to treat each patlent as an
1ndlvldual and under.tancU.ft& one

t.. own emotional deten.e..

The

latter two oharacterlstl.. were also cho.en trequently by the
student. when asked about their cholce ot etrectlve characterl8tics~

However. only tour students had chosen etfl01ency In

teohniques a. inaportant to the. personally.
Students telt most taculty members would al.o choose the
abi11ty to treat each patient as an individual

8S

important,

8S

well a. understanding one'. own emotlonal detenaes, but would
eonslder being liked by other nura.s and doctors a. least
1mportant.
When taculty .embera were queatloned regarding DlOat im.portant
charaoterletlcs ot an ettective nurse, over halt ohos. the ltana
11
'
See tootnote 18. p. 9.
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indioated by the students:

(1) the ability to treat eaoh patient

as an individual, (2) being able to Wlderstand

wh¥ the patient

behaves as he does and (3) being able to help patients deal with
their anxieties about their illnesses.

However, les8 than half'

chose the item students indicated most frequently, namely,
understanding onets own emotional defenses.
Faculty members considered lesst important the same items
students did.
Faculty members concurred with student respondents on the
item most f'requently chosen as that Which most nurSing students
(including those not in the sample) eonsidered most important:
eff'iciency in nursing techniques.
Faculty :respondents indioated that they thought most nursing
educators con3idered most important the ssme oharaoteristics
which they bad ohosen with the exception of' the choice of' efficiency in nursing tecrmiques.

Although no faculty respondent

had considered this characteristic most l.mportant) one-half' of
them believed moe t nux-sing educators did.
Tables 24 and 25 indicate the frequencies with which items
were chosen.
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TABLE 23a.--Per cent d1stribut1on of students' responses to
selected statements concern1ng nursing
Item

Per cent 1nd1cat1ng statement
app11es or 1s true
'tJsu- some
Alwals ally t1mes Never Total N

(1) It 1s more 1mportant for
nurses to get pat1ents to
do what 1s good tor them than
to try to understand why they
feel and act the way they do
••
(2) It 1s 1mportant tor nurses
to place pat1ents' needs
above the1r own •••••••••••
32.0
(3) It 1s 1mportant that nurses
accept no 11mit to what they
w111 give of themselves 1n
behalf ot pat1ents ••••••••
8.5
(4) Nurses can understand pat1ents
as persons once 1t 18 known
11' they are intel11gent or un1ntel11gent, cooperat1ve or
uncooperat1ve •••••••••••••
2.1
(5) The ab111ty to tormulate
princ1ples 1s 1mportant 1n
nurSing only tor those who
are 1n teaching pos1tions •
(6) It 1s des1rable tor nurses to
teel 80 competent they are
tree to cr1t1c1ze constructively
colleagues and other people
23.4
(7) It 1s natural tor nurses to
tee1 pa1nful1y trustrated because they cannot move taster
1n helping people •••••••••
4.3
(8) It 1s important tor nurses to
look beneath the surtace and
beyond the 11tera1 meanings
ot patients' words ••••••••
46.8
(9) It is essent1al tor nurses to
teel tree to take issue, to
d1eagree l and to stand by their
point ot view when the1r protees10nal conv1ctions differ
trom those of others ••••••
59.6

4.3
59.5

36.1 59.6 100.0 47
8.5

••

100.0 47

63.8 17.0 10.6 100.0 47

8.5

32.0 57.4 100.0 47

••

93.6 100.0 47

34.0 32.0 10.6 100.0 47
29.8 55.3 10.6 100.0 47
36.2 17.0

••

100.0 47

29.8 10.6

••

100.0 47
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TABLE 23b.--Per cent distribution of faculty responses to selected
statements concerning nursing

(1)

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

Per cent indicating statement
applies or is true
uau- Some
Item
Always ally times Never Total
It is more important for nurses
to get patients to do what is
good for them than to try to
understand why they feel and
act the way they do •••••••• 11.1 ••
27.8 61.1 100.0
It is important for nurses to
place patients' needs above
their own •••••••••••••••••• 27.8 61.1 5.55 5.55 100.0
It is important that nurses
accept no limit to what they
will g1ve of themselves in
behalf of patients •••••••••
5.6 38.9 33.3 22.2 100.0
Nurses can understand patients as persons once it
1s known if they are intelligent or un1ntelligent, cooperative or uncooperative
55.6 38.8 100.0
5.6 ••
The ability to formulate
principles 1s important in
nursing only for those who
are in teaching positions
5.6 94.4 100.0
••
••
It is des1rable for nurses to
feel so competent that they
are free to cr1ticize constructively colleagues and
other people ••••••••••••••
44.4 22.2 27.8 5.6 100.0
It 1s natural for nurses to
feel painfully frustrated
because they cannot move
faster in helping people..
••
100.0
33.3 66.6 • •
It is important for nurses to
look beneath the surface and
beyond the literal mean1ngs
of patients' words ••••••••
50.0 33.3 16.7 ••
100.0
It is essent1al for nurses to
feel free to take issue, to
disagree, and to stand by
the1r pOint of view when their
prOfessional convict10ns d1ffer
from those of others.......
72.2 22.2 5.6 ••
100.0

N

18
18
18

18
18

18
18
18

18

TABLE 24.-- Per cent of respondents who considered selected items the three most important characteristics of an effective nurse
Per cent a

Host Important Characteristic
--~~--

Student
Faculty
Student
Respondents Respondents Respondents
Think
think most
Think
nursing students think

Faculty
Respondents
think most
nursing students think

Student'
Respondents
think most
nursing educators think

Faculty
Hespondents
think most
nursing educators think

(1) Safeguard other people1s emotional
defenses .•...••.•••••••••.••••••••
(2) Understanding your own emotional

4.3

11.1

2.1

••

4.3

5.6

"defenses ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••

68.0

44.4

3601

5.6

51.0·

27.8

Differentiating your problems from
those of the patient ••••••••••••••
(4) Being sensitive to patients' feel-

17.0

16.6

14.9

••

21.3

27.8

14.9
8.5

33.3

21.3
61.7

22.2
77.7

12.8
31.9

27.8
50.0

46.8

55.5

29.8

33.3

31.9

44.4

4407

61.1

27.7

11.1

44.7

38.9

59.6

77.7

44.7

33.3

55.3

66.7

nurses •••.•• ~ ...••••••.••.••••••••

12.7

Being liked by patients •••••••••••
Being liked by other nurses •••••••
Being liked by doctors ••••••.•••••
\"iorking \'lel1 ,.,.i th doc tors •••••••••
Being able to use your time efficiently •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

••

••

..

••

·•• .••

••

••
55.5
11.1
1i.1

4.3
••
4.3

••

••

10.6
4.3
2,,1
2.1
19.1

••

10.6

••

••
••

••

23.4

22.2

27.7

11.1

b)

~5)
6)

.......
Being efficient in nursing teChniques
ings ••••..•••••••••.. ' ••••

Being able to help patients deal with
their rulxieties about their illness
( 7) Being able to understand \olhy the
patient behaves the 'my he does •••
(8) Being able to treat each patient
as an individual .•.••.•.•.•.•.•.••
(9) Being able to get along with other
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

------.

••

4.3
19.1
-----

aEach respondent could choose three itatis. For this reason totals of percentages do not eq~a1 100.
are based on 47; faculty percentages are based on 18.
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Student percentages

T/,BLE 25.--Per cent of respondents who considered selected itens the three least important characteristics of an effective nurse

Least Important Characteristic

Per cent a
Student
Faculty
Responden t s Respondents
think
think

Student
Respondents
think most
nursing students think

Faculty
Respondents
think most
nursing students think

Student
Respondents
think most
nursing educators think

Faculty
Respondents
think most
nursing educators think

-"---,.---~-

( 1) Safee.,uard other people's emotional
cl~. -~enses

••.•••.•••••••••••••.•••••

(2) Ul1(lerstanding your O','Il emotional
defenses ••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•
(3) Differentiating your probloms from
those of the patient ••••••••••••••
(4) Being sensitive to patients' fee1~ngs

~5)
6)

••••••••••..•.•.•

............

Being efficient in nursing techniques
Being able to help patients deal with
their alL'{ieties about their illness
Being able to understand why the
patient behaves the way he does •••
Being able to treat each patient
as an individual
Being able to get along with other
nurses
Being liked by patients
Being liked by other nurses •••••••
Being liked by doctors ••••••••••••
1,.70 rki ng "rell with doctors ••••.••••
Being able to l.;tse your time efficiently ••••••••••••...•••.••••••••

(7)

(8)

.................
.... .......................
..........

(9)

-

(10)
(11)

~l2)

13)

(14)
..

4.3

o.

19.1

50.0

10.6

22.2

••

••

2505

50.0

4.3

16.6

4.3

••

27.7

33.3

10.6

11.1

••
27.7

••
33.3

4.3
10.6

••

..

21.3

••
27.8

••

••

2.1

••

••

••

4.3

••

17.0

••

4.3

1l.1

••

••

4.3

o.

2.1

••

10.6
44.7
39.0
46.0
8209

5.6
4404
88.8
100.0
16 0 6

19.1
31.9
65.9
65.9
8.5

16.6
5.6
33.3
50.0
22.2

4.3
46.8
91.5
91.5
8.5

16.6
22.2
72.2
66.6
5.6

8.5

16.6

8.5

22.2

4.3

5.6

~---------.~--.-~.-.-"

5.6

--~---.

8.S ach respondent could choose three items. }'or this reason totals of -per cent \·,ill not be equal to 100.
pcrccnto.ges nre bs.sed on 47; faculty percentages are based on 18 •
.

-~--.---.--

.. --------.--------.----.

._-----------------------_ ..._---_._.. _._-----.---.---_._-----_._. ----- ---_.- .--..•..----- ........__ .. -.. -

100

Student

-.----.-----.---- .... - ....

..

__ ... _.

_._.._----_.-

--
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Att1tudes toward soc1a11zed med1c1ne and nurses str1k1ng
for h1gher salar1es.--It was found (Table 26) that 48.9 per oent
of the student respondents and 55.6 per cent of the faculty
respondents opposed socia11zed med1cine.

The most frequently

cited reason for opposit1on was that it would hinder free
enterpr1se and personal freedom.

The most frequently cited

reason for approval was that more people could be cared for.
When quest10ned concerning attitude toward nurses str1king
for h1gher salar1es, 55.3 per cent of the stUdent respondents
and 44.5 per oent of the faculty respondents were opposed.
Most of the respondents opposing such a method ind1cated that
they felt other means were suffic1ent (Table 27).

In all

cases, those respondents tavor1ng such action would do so
only as a last resort with care ot pat1ents aesured.

!'"
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TABLE 26.--Respondents, according to attitudes toward socia11zed
medicine
Att1tude and
Students
Ixplanat10n ot
Per
Qualit1cation
Rum'6er
In tavor ot
18
38.3
No qualit1cation glven
(3)
More people could be
cared tor
(10)
WOuld curb "big buslneS8 It in medic1ne
(2)
It MOdi tied or controlled prosram
(3)
Opposed to
No qualit1cat1on glven 23
But no strong convlctlon
Would hinder growth ot
med1cal protesslon,
research or spec1al1&&tloo
Would hinder tree enterpr1se, personal treedOlI
Present 81stem 1.
adequate or Gould be
made so
Dontt know

(1)

48.9

cent

Pacultl
Numtier Per cent

(6.4)

5

(21.2)

(5)

(4.3)

(6.4)
(2.1)

55.6

10

(4.3)

(1)

(5.6)

(1)

(2.1)

t;)

(16.7)

(15)

(31.9)

(5)

(27.7)

(4)

(8.5)

(1)

(S.6)

12.8 (12.8)

No answer

2 (2)

1

41

(27.7)

(2)

6 (6)

Total

27.1

100.0

18

11.1

(ll.~

5.6 (5.6)
100.0
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TABLE 27.--Respondents. accord1ng to att1tudes toward str1king
for higher salaries tor nurses
::::

- === =

Attitude and
Exnlanation of
Qualification

Students
Rum'6er
'ercent

Favor

(21)

.

(44.·r)

Faculty
Num'6er Per cent

.

(10)

(55.5)

As LAST RESORT. if
notice given and care
of patients assured

14

29.8

8

44.4

8ame conditions aa
above. but salary increment alone insuffioient) status and/or
working conditions
also at stake

7

14.9

2

11.1

Opposed
To strikes of any

kind

Tb strikes among nursesunprofessIonal and/or
weakens cOmmitment to
patient
Other means are sutficient
Favor mass resignation
instead
Total

(44.5)

(8)

(55.3 )

(26)

4

8.5

6

12.8

1

5.6

13

27.7

6

33.3

3

6.3

1

5.6

100.0

18

100.0

47

..

.
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In

this chapter the setting and populatlon ot the study

have been consldered.
OulUDl

'!be h.1story. philosophy, goala and cUl'rl-

and related aspects or the department ot nurslng have

been desor1bed and baslc soc10biologloal and so01010g1cal
charaoterlstlcs ot the respondent unlverse have been outl1ned.
In

view ot the descriptlon ot the setting and the charaoter-

istlcs ot the respondents, selected characteristics and attitudes related to the nUl'8in8 protesslon were investigated.
In

general, a strong protesslon-or1entat10n was ertdeneed.

although the commitment and dedication to the patient, usually
considered characteristic ot a traditlon-or1entat1on, were
also tound to be strong and with no perception ot contlict
by respondents expressing both vie...

CHAPTER IV

ROLE CONCEPTION AND ROLE CONFLICT
ACCORDING TO ACADEMIC STATUS
The main purpose of this chapter is to report the findings
in regard to the hypothesized relationships between academic
status (AS) and role conception (RC), and between academic status
(AS) and role conflict (Rc) of the nursing students and faculty.
As indicated in Chapter II, the general categories of students and faculty represent the major division of the population
according to academic status, and are investigated separately in
the analysis of each hypothesized relationship.

In reporting the findings for each hypothesis, an overview
of the major variables involved will be given.

This overview will

be followed by a report of the findings tor the specific hypothesis
considered in terms of the students.
the hypotheSiS will then be indicated.

Other findings relevant to
Pollowing the report of

findings in regard to students will be that for faculty members.
After these data concerning the major hypotheses have been given,
there will be a conSideration of the influence of social class on
the major variables.

Hence, the chapter is divided into three

sections, one for each hypotheSiS and one for the consideration
of social class as related to the hypotheses.
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Academic Status and Role Conception
An overview or hypothesis one.--Members of the nursing department with h1gher academic status will tend to a greater degree
to conceive ot the nursing role as a protession-oriented one.

The

findings on the tirst hypothes1s regarding the relationsh1p between academic status (AS) and role conception (He) will be reported in this section.

Before the

r~port

of statistical testing

of the mean scores ot the role conception scales in terms of the
subdiv1sion of academic status. a description and a comparison of
the scores of the total student and total faculty group1ngs are
in order.

On the basis of mean scores on the role conception scale
(Table 28) both students and faculty were high 1n profession,....
orientation, with faculty members man1fest1ng a considerably grea
egree of profess1on-orientation than students.

The latter ten-

ency was borne out it standard deviations and ranges of scores
re conSidered.

It was man1fest also when standard dev1at10ns and

anges at scores tor both groups were considered.

It is a ten '.

ency which might be expected, for the taculty are agents of the
ocialization process in a baccalaureate nursing program which has
ecome identified with the professionalization of nursing.

The

nternalization of these attitudes, as apparently has been acomp11shed to some degree with the senior students, 1s in keeping
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ith the basic assumptions of the professionalization

p~ce88.

owever, the fact that the student appears not to have internalzed this orientation to the same degree as the faculty may be due
to several factors.

Although nursing students identity with the

eneral role concept ot nurse as their teachers conceive ot it,
they might not so identity with aspects ot it which support the
ole concept of nurse-educator which is even more closely in a11
ent with a strong profession-orientation but which is not 1mediately or apparently relevant to them.

In

addition,. they are

robably still influenced by concepts ot the nurse role as held
y non-protessional definers of the role, e.g., parents and
friends. As Ausubel l would indicate, the processes of desatellization and resat.llization have not reached the point at development that they have among faculty members.

Again, this is in

accordance with the baSic assumptions of the professionalization
process.
~LI

28.--Role conception soores of faculty and students

Classitication Mean Score standard
Deviation
Students·
8.021
Facultyb
4.853

Standard
Error

0.708
0.708

•
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On the basis of the descriptive statistics Just indicated,
there appeared a general tendency in support of the major hypothesis with the faculty manifesting greater protession-orientation
than the students.

However. as indicated previously. ror the tea'

ing of the hypothesis, it was designated that the role conception
scores be considered in terms of subdivisiol"H:5 of academic status
(high, intermediate and lOW) holding the major divIsions (students and faculty) constant.

A report of the findings on the

hypothesized relat10nship for the student population follows.
Role conce2tlon accordins to academic status of student re-

spondents.--Por the student populatlon the data dld not support
the "hypothesized relatlonship between higher academic status and
a greater c;1egree of profession-orientation.

As indicated in

Table 29, a differenoe between means on role conoeption scores
was found.

Although the differenoes were very slight. they were

in the hypothesized direotion.

However, these differenoes dld not

approaoh the .05 level of signifioanoe (Table 30).

Therefore, the

null hypothesis was sustained and the relationship hypothesized
between aoademio status and role conception among nursing students
was rejected.
Role conoeption scores in terms of grade pOint average in
nursing courses will now be considered.
Chapter
a

II~

oollege~

As indioated in

it was believed that in a specialized department of
the grade point average for oourses given in that de-

log
partment might be a more valid index of academic status within
that department than the overall grade point average.

For this

reason, the hypothesis was tested using students' rank according
to grade point average

in n~sing

courses (GPAN) rather than the

overall grade point average (QPA) as the indicator of academic
status (AS).

The grade point averages in

nu~sing

courses COPAN)

were computed and subdivided in the same manner as overall grade
point averages (OPA).

The results of this were as follows:

Using grade point 8verages in nursing courses (GPAN) as the
index of academic status, no significant differences were found
between means of role conception scores.
found

in

Data for this may be

the supplementary tables of Appendix VI.

The same

tendencies as had been evident when grade point average (OPA)
had been used as the basis of academic status (AS) were found.
There were differences between mean scores on the role conception
scale and they t'lc::;'e in the hypothesized d1rection, but the differences were not sign1ficant at the .05 level.
As a result of th1s analysis it would appear that whether
academic status (AS) is operat1onalized on the bas1s of overall
courses COPAN), among the nursing students it was not sign1f1cantly related to role conception.
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TABLE 29.--Mean soore and standard deviation of role oonception
(RC) for eaoh of the three academic status groups of
student respondents
Aoademic Status
RC Mean
Standard Deviations

1.127
7.783

1
2

7.404
4.011
4.049

8.692

3
N=47

TABLE 30 ....·Difference between means, "t" values, and levels
of signifioance tor student respondents' role
conception scores (RC) bl academic status (AS)
Difterence
Acad.m.1c
lit" Value
Status
Between Means
Sign1f1cance

0.056
0.909

1 and 2

and 3
1 and 3
2

0.029

0.651

0.405

0.965

N=47

NSa
NS

NS

aNot Significant

Percept10n of role conception of role alters by students.-~1e

perception by the students ot the nurse role concepts of role

alters in the social setting of the nursing school and hospital
are relevant Ito the consideration of the role conception of the
students as these would appear to be important influences in the
formation ,of the concept.

Therefore, the students' perceptions

of the nurse-role concept were 1nvestigated.

These are reported

below:
In the analysis of Scales B, C, D, E, and F of the Opinion
Invento~,

according to academic status, no significant differ-

ences were found between mean scores ot any set of scale scores
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according to the academic status categories of the students
(Appendix VI).

On the basis of the mean scores for each scale tor the total
student population, the following observations (the data tor which
appear in Table 31) may be made:
TABLE 31.--Student respondents' perception of the role conception
ot role alters in the nursing school and
hos21tal settings
Perceived Role Conception of Mean
Standard
standard
Deviation Error
A. Students
8.021
0.708
4,,853
B. NUrse Educators
0.618
5.106
4.234
C. Physicians
25.213
5.446
0.794
D. Head Nurses
18.170
1.153
7.905
E. Patlents
0.945
36.574
6.417
F. Reality
1.122
22.702
7.691
When the mean scores were ranked from high to low professian-orientation, the mean scores for the nurse educator scale
(B) was the most profession-oriented, with the students' own mean
score closest to it and categorized as cne representing high
protess1on ..orientation also.

The mean score representlngthe

percelved role concept of head nurses (al indicated intermediate
professlon-orientation.

Physicians (C) and patients (E) were

classIfied as low in profession-orientation, with the patIents'
mean score indicating that their nurse role concept was perceived
at lealt professIon-oriented.

From this 1t would appear that

&tudents perceived the role concept of the nurse educators as
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c10•••' to 'bell' own role coao.pt.
••11'•• an4lulN. ed\lO.ton

orlentatlon.

a.

i'heJ , ..4ect

the

'.l'b18 tend.o, .. 1D .o.ordanee with

proo... (1fho are.. pn.ftl1,

prosru,

b1Sh 4eptee ot prot••• lon-

baViq •

.......tlO11 ot the prot...loaal1aatlon

ot

'0 per••l v. thea-

,roo....

1ft •

~

'baal0

tbat the

'baccalaureate

acenta

ftUM1q

the nune e4u0aHN) traa8ll1t not oalJ lmowle4&. and
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the

nurse educator ln th1s 8tudy, her values, as percelved,would

probably have the stronger sanctlon.

ot

the protesslonal role alters 10 the hospltal aettinS

represented 10 the 8cale., the mean score ot the pereelvee! role
conoept ot head nurae. ls oloser to that ot the student than 1.
the percel veel role oonoept ot phJslolans, althouah the physlo1ans
and head nurae. are perceived as closer to one another 10 thelr
role conoeption tban are students and head nura...

PbJ.lcians

are percelved as low 10 nura1n& prot.sslon-orlentatlon.

'fb1s may

be due to the general reluotance ot physlo1ans to recosnlze nur.lng a. a prot••81on 1n 1 ts own r1sht, and rather to con81d.r lt

an awd.lla17 ot the aedlcal prote•• lon. Or, lt IUJ be .1mpl,. an
obJectlve evaluatlon ot the role as 1t 1., tor the 8tudenta 40
percelve the physician'. role eone.,t as 0108e.t to the nuraets
role as 1t 18 1n reallty.

Head nurae. laust cope rith the reallty

ot the hospltal .1tuatlon, the pbJ.lo1ans' denaan48, and the demands of the patlent. (whaa the student. percelve a. le.. t prot.s.lon-ol'1ented).

At the sanae t1me

they

(bead nurae.) work to

a more 11ll1ted degree with bacoalaureate nura1n& student. and

educators whoae role ooncepta
the 1se41ate .1tuatlon.

tn..,

find have le•• lealt1matlon in

'1h1a DI81 be one reason whJ there la a

tendeney tor the student. to percelve the head nurae. role oonoept
a. nearer that ot the physioian and reallty than 1. thelr own or
that ot their teaobera.

.-
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!he t1n41nga ot

study of senior collaSiate ours-

V~111o;t.

ins atu4enta wero a1lll11a;:-.' to th"ae.

nurses and

p~a101an.

Student. felt tbathea.

underestimated the protessional .tatus of

nura1l1& and tba t their ow oem.apt 01" nursins wa. olo:aea t to
that of their 1nstruotors, alth.ough not
£ea.lon-or1onted.

'rllls sroup

161110

Q.U1tll

aa

Gtrongly

pro-

bel1a'tled that thG phy-

sic1an fa coneopt ot what tho nuraes t rolo ou.bt to be

~Il

aloseat to their vie. of w1)&t that role was in ren11t;.2

All tno.e peroeive« differenoe. are eun3onar.t With, and
u.uclerstandable 1n vi_ ot, the b••10 d1ttereneeG 'between biSh

and low protesa1on-orlentat1on.
nursing 1s

oon81Qel~d

10 h1;h prote$$lon-or1entat1on,

autonomoU3# rellponsib!11ty tor prote$a10n&1

action is to other . .bel'S of the protession.

sets

.1t&

As

8uOh, nursing

own standards ot praot1". and ec.tucat1on.

'Ih1e pre-

auppoa.a the exiaten4e of iDat1tutlona ot b1sner eduoation for
the purpose. ot proteaa1ona11aatlon of its aazmber#J.
be

V8'I!1

1'!l1s would

DlUch in keepinB w1 th the %*Ole aet1n1t1on of the nurse

educator in • 0011&&1&t8

prc~.

On the otrur hand, in low proteas1on-or1entation. emphasis
i8

on peraoDal a.rvioes rendered to 1nd1vidual patients. done

under the diree t10n and 010.. aupervia10n of the phJ.le1an.

The

public 1s d••med capable and qualified to Judee what 18 good nura-
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ins and .. becau3e ot this .. to set standards for nuraini; edueatir.n.
The status

or

the nurse in th1a orientation depend. upoa the

ravor ot the patients and physician.

This view' would seem to be

more 1n aceor4anee with the perceived role def1nition or patient.
and

p~slQ1ans.

_.le eono.ltlem a.oong to aGad.. .tatus of taoul t1
~sJ!Q!!dent8.--!'be

t1rat bJpothe.18 has been exaa1ned a. 1t rel.t••

to tM student respondenta. itarelationahlp 1n teN8 ot the
raoul

t, will no. b. considered.

Aa 1ft the o.ae of tbe student

respondent•• the data tor tbe lacult, Napoader.tt. did not support
the hJpothealze4 NlatiOQ8h1p betwee. b1sher .oad8lld.o .tatWl and
• INa tel" decree ot prot•••lon-orlen•• tlon.
Aa indlcated :I.D Tabl.

3~

there • • • dlltereaoe between _an

.eorea ot role ooneeptlon ••oord1nS to a.ademie
ditterenoe. weN in the bJpothe'l&e4 dlreotion.

II tatus.

and the.e

However,.a 8e.n

in !able 33.. the 41ttereno.s were not a1pltloant at the .05

level ot a1snltloan.e aet tor reJeot1on of tbe null bJpothe.la.
fberetore, tbe null tqpothesla etande and the h'JpotheS18 poa1t1q
11

relationsb1p between aoadem1e status and role GOfto.ptlon amons

faoult, meabera 111 the nura1nl department waa raJ•• ted a. had
been the I'q'potheaiRd relation.hlp betweeD thea. two variables

in the oa.e of the student••
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The general direotion ot the ditterenoes between mean scores
indicated that the higher the academic status, the greater the
tendency to perceive the patients' role oonoept as low in
protession-orientation.

The ditterence between the mean scores

on scale E (perceived concept ot pat1ents 1ndicated a detinite
ditterence) significant at the .05 level in the case ot academic
statuses 1 and 3.

In

the case of academic statuses 1 and 2, the

scores showed a tendency to ditter, approach1ng s1gn1tioance at
the .10 level.

D1tferences 1n the case ot academic statuses 2

and 3 were not s1gn1ticant, Showing no evident trend (Table 34).
TABLE 34. --Ditterence between means, ftt tt values, and levels
ot s1gniticance tor scores on patients' nurserole concept as perce1ved bl nurse educators
Academic
Difference
ntH
Signit1cance
status
between Means
Value
NSa
1 and 2
6.400
1.505
NSb
2 and 3
1.600
0.401
SO
1 and 3
8.500
2.889
ap<.lO

NelS

bNot Significant

cp <.05

One POlsible reason for the tendency Just 1ndicated would
be that those with higher academic status tend more readily to
ident1ty with the goals of the system in which they have that
status.

In a baccalaureate program these goals would tend to

emphasize protessional autonomy with the protess1on sett1ng its
own standards ot practice and educat10n and tending to view
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patient evaluation ot the nursing role as

a} operationally

dominated by the physician (and, theretore. not autonomous), and
b) almost exclusively dOminated with his own (the patient's) care.
Additionally. as the academic statuB increases. involvement in
the hospital setting 1s necessarily curtailed. contact with patients diminishes. perceptions of difterences may tend to 1norease, and the tendency to view two nurse roles. that of nurseeducator as well as that of nurse, grows.
In regard to mean soores tor eaoh scale tor the total faculty
population (the data tor which appear in Table 35). the findings
were very similar to those ot the student population.

This is

particularly true tor soores on Scales OJ D, I. and F.3

TABLE 35.--Faoulty respondents' perception ot the role
conception ot role alters in the nursing
school and hospital setting
Standard
J:)eviation
Mean

Perceived Role
Conception ot
A. Faoulty
Respondents
B. Nurse Educators
C. Physicians
D. Head Nurses
E. Patients
F. Reality

Standard
Error

0.108
0.691
2.060

3.389

3.003

3.122
28.389
22.167
36.161
23.333

2.959
8.138
6.391
6.593

1.508
1.554

4.384

1.033

When the mean scores were ranked from high to low according
to profession-orientation, the role concept of the faculty re-

3See p. 111.
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spon<1ent& and the role concept perce1ved tor nurse

educato~s

in

general were almost allke, ecorlne ver'l h:1&h 1n prot•• alon-orlent ...
etlen.

S1p1t1cantl1, none of tbe mean

aCONa

on tbe rele altaI"

scales was cla••1f1ed aa intermediate in p1"'Ote••Ion-or1entat1on.
Head nura•• , physiCianS, aDd patIents were perceived aa hav1ns a

nuree-rcle conoept whicb wae oona1dere4 lovin prcteaalon-or1entation.

On the beais of th...

llean aoorea, It would appear that

taeul ty metlbera perMi"eel thelr role c.oncept aa ve17 simaI'> to
In taot, the d1fterence 1n mean.

that ot other nurse eduoators.

was leaa than on....half ot a acale point.

In the peroept1on of the

d1tterence between nurae eduoatoN and head nura•• ~ a la:rse dirterenoe • • found as 1t had been

the.. role ooncepta.

enoe ••

lars.

~

students' pereept10n or

In the caae of raoul t1 .-era, the d1rter-

enouahfor the role ooncept or tbe head nUN.. to

be ola••1t1ed .a low 1n prot•••lon orIentatIon, rather than the
lnt.naed1ate profusion orientat1on attributed to thi. ca.81ticatton b),8tudent N8p0n4ente.

Tht. mQ' be due to a areeter a ..

• :rene•• on the part of the tacult7

or ,U.ft.reno••

in emphas1s .10

important aspect. ot nurs1n4Jeducatlon brought out tbrOUSh world.l1&
wlth head nurse. in .valuatins cl1D1cal pertonaanoe ot atudents ..
As 1ft the oa•• or the .tudent respondeate, phJ81cian8 were
perceived 88 ...1oa the Duree role •• 1••• pror... lon-orlented
than bead nUX"ae8.·

Ho_ver. tBcult)' reapondente' p$l'ceptlon or

the role concept of head nurses

wa.

consldeNd

lION

cloeely re ....
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lated to the reality than was their perception of the physicians'
concept

or

the role.

Similar to the students, patients were per-

ceived as least protession-or1ented.
Academic status and Role Confllct
An overvlew of hypothes1s two.--Members ot the nursing de-

partment with higher academic status will tend to experience a
greater degree ot role conflict.

In

this sectlon the f1ndings in

regard to the second hypothesis regarding the relationship between academic status (AS) and role conflict (Rc) will be report
A description and a comparison ot role confllct scores tor the
total student and faculty populations are in order before the
results in terms of high, intermedlate and low academic status
within each of these groupings are reported.
Mean scores derived trom the role confl1ct seales for both
students and faculty members were classified as representing an
intermediate degree of role conflict.

The mean soore tor faculty

(97.222) was higher than that for students (74.511), ind1cating
a greater degree of role conflict (Table 36).

Th1s general

tendency appears to support the hypothes1s. for in this case the
higher academic status fa,culty indicated a greater degree ot role
oonflict than did the lower academic status faculty or the students.

One reason for th1s may be that faculty members. having

greater contact with the role alters than do the students. are
more aware of differences in the expectations

or

role alters.
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TABLE 36.--Role confllot soore. of faculty and students
U·

I

Mean Score

standard
Deviation

Standard
Brror

studentS

74.511

25.078

3.658

Pacultyb

97.222

21.966

5.177

Class1ficat1on

...

1'0 test the hypothesis" then, the subdivision

ot academio

status into high" 1nteruc11ate, and low_ within the larger divis10n ot taoulty anc1 student. was used.

!he followlns are .the

f1ndtng. relevant to the second hJpothes1s.
Role contliot aecording to academic status ot students.-Por the student population the data did not support the hypothesis
that there 1s a relatlonahip between hish acade.1c status and
role contliot (Table 31). Sll&ht d1tterenoes between role oonfliot lIean aoore. were founel, the differenoe. were in the hypothesized dlrect1on, but the d1fterence. did not approaoh the .05
level ot slp1tlcance (Table 38). Por this Nason the nUll
thesla was aocepted and

tl'a hypothes1zed

bypo-

relationshlp betwe.

aoademo status and role oontllot amon, the senior n\.ll'81ng students ot this study was reJeoted.

r
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TABLE 37.--Mean score and standard dev1at1on on role
conflict (Re) tor each or the three .
aoademio status groups ot student

respondents

Acadent1c
Status

Standard

Ito Meana

Deviations

1
2

76.909

32.584

74.130

23.946

3

73.154

22.796

N-47

38. --D1fterence between ManS, "t" values, and levels
ot sign1ficance tor student. respondents' role
contUot aoorea. fRo} by .ea<lem1o ajtatue {AS}
Acadendo
Ditference
tit" Value
Status
between Meana
S!E!it1canoe
•
1 ana 2
0.281
2.719
2 and 3
.976
0.119
HI
1 and 3
0.405
3.155
TABLB

The role confl1ct scores were tound not to be aipiticantly
d1tferent in terms 01' aoademic status when examined with grade
point average (OPA) as the indicator 01' aoadeJD1e status.

'lheae

seorea were then analyzed with ,rad. point averase in nursing
courses (OPAN) used as the baai. tor aoademic status.

this analysle may be tound in Appendix VI.
analysle are as tallows.

!)ata

tor

!he reaulta ot the

U8lng grade point averase in nurain,

courses (OPAN) as the index 01' academic status, no 8lsn1t1cant

difterenees were found between meana ot role oontlict aoo%'8s.
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As a result of this analys1s 1t would appear that whether
aoademic status (AS) is operationalized on the basis of overall
grade pOint average (OPA) or grade point average in nursing
oourses (GlAN), 1t 1s not significantly related to role conflict
(RC) among students.
Role conflict according to academic status of facultl respondents,--The second hypothesis will now be considered a8 it
relate8 to the faculty members.

As in the case of students, the

data for the faculty respondents d1d not support the hypothe8ized
relationship between high academic status and role conflict.
Table 39 indicates differences between mean scores on role
contlict scales in terms ot academic status.
are in the hypothesized direction.

These difterences

However, thedifterences do

not approach signiticance at the .05 level (Table 40).

For this

reason the null hypotheSiS was sustained and the maJor hypothesisthat there is a relationShip between academic status and role
cont11ct - was rejected 1nsotar as the faculty respondents are
concerned.
TABLE 39.--Mean Score and standard dev1ation on role conflict
(HC) tor each ot the three academic status
,rougs ot student respondents
Academic
status
Rc Means
Standard Deviat10ns
1
106.500
25.515
2
97.500
25.687
87.250
4.113
3
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In

the oase ot d1fterenoes tor mean 8cores on role confliot

between academio status oategorles 1 and 3, the difterenoea are
sign1ficant at the .10 level, indicatlng a trend towal"d a hlgher
degree ot role contlict tor those with
~1s

may

b1gh

aoademic status.

be due to the greater number ot oontacts with ditferent

types ot role alters whioh those navins h1gher atatus are More
apt to have.

Havingraore oontacta, the, U1 be more ...... ot

d1ttertns role expectat10ns than are thea. with re.er contacts.
40.--mtterenee between _ans, "tit values, and levels
ot a1gn1tloanoe tor taoult, retapondeDts t role
oontliot a.orea (ftc) bit aoadell1o status {AS}
Academ10
D1tterence
Status
between Meana
"t" Value
1 and 2
9.000
0.593
2 and 3
10.250
0.716
KS
1 and 3
1.490
.8
19.250
TABL'S

$

The Intluence ot SOclal Class
One ot the oont1nu1ng interesta ot thls research was the 1ntluenoe ot soolal 01as8 with 1ts .001al and payoholog10al characterlstios on the key varlable. ot aoademic status (AS), role
oonceptlon (RC), and role contllct (Re).

1'he _mall slze ot the

populatlon dld not parmi t a control tor sooial clas8.
a separate analysia by 8001al olaas waa carr1ed out.

The re tore ,
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In

an attempt to examine the intluence ot aoc1al cl.as on

academic status, it was found that the mean grade po1nt average
(OPA) tor claas 2 was higher than that for class 11 mean grade
point average (OPA) tor class 2 waa higher than that tor class 3.
The d1tterenee between the means of the grade point average tor
soc1al classe. 1 and 2 wag:. signiticant at the .05 probabi11ty
level.

Howev~

1t appeared that soc1al class was intluential

only in the difterencea in arade point averase «(lPA) between
theae two 01aa8e8.

In the teata for significanoe ot d1tterence

between soc1al claaaes 1 and 3, and 2 and 3 no aicnit1cant ditterencea were tound.

This trend waa repeated when the meana ot

gx-ade point average in nursing cour.e. were examined in terms of
soc1al class. Data tor these observations may be tound in the
supplementary tables in Appendix VI.
T.he

general trend tound in this analysia ot the social class

influence on aoademic status is similar to the general trend
tound by Marcel Predericks in his analys1s of the social ola.s
intluence on the academio performance ot medical studenta. 4
When role concept1on scores were examined in terms ot soc1al
class. no s1gn1t1oant d1tterences were tound.

'lbe same waa tound

true when role cont11ct soores were analyzed in terms ot 80c1al
01as8.
4frederickS, pp. 123-125.

l~

When the major varlables were examined ln terms of tather's
soclal class tor faculty members, it was not posslble to draw
valid concluslons.

Slnce thirteen out ot the eighteen taculty

members were categorized as class 3, wlth three catesor1zed as
class 1 and two categorlzed as class 2, testtng wlth such small
numbers 1n clas.es 1 and 2 wa. considered statistlcally lndefenslble.
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Summar,y
The major findings reported 1n this chapter s.ra aG follows:
l)Role concept1on scores were not found to d1ffer significantly on the basis ot academic status.

Th1s was

true for both student and faoulty respondents.
2) Role oonfliot scores were not found to d1ffer sign1-

fioantly on the baSis of academic status.

This was

true for both student and faoulty respondents.
3) In the oa8e ot students, operat1onalizatlon of academic

status as rank aocord1ng to overall grade po1nt average
or according to grade point average 1n nurs1ng courses,
gave the same results.
4) Students perceived their nurse-role concept and the

nurse eduoators f nurse-role oonoept to be highly pro.t'ess1on-oriented; head nu.rses were peroe1ved as j,ntermediate in profession-orlenta.t1on; physic1ans and patients
were peroeived as low in

proresslon-orlent~t1on;

the

physioian's concept was peroe:1.ved as olosest to peroe~.ved

reality.
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5) Faculty members peroeived themselves as highly protession-oriented, as they perceived most nurse educators; head nurses, phySicians and patients were
all peroeived as low in nursing profess1on-orienta-

tion; the role oonoept of' head nurses was peroeived
as closest to reality.
6) A significant differenoe was found between the mean

grade point average ot sooial class 1 and SOCial
class 2 with the mean grade point everage

2 higher than that ot olass 1.

or

olass

No signifioant differ-

ence was found between mean grade point average of'
classes 1 and 3. and 2 and 3.
7) There were no s1gnificant di1'ferenoes between mean

role concept scores acoording to social clasa.
8) 'Blare were no significant differences between mean

role confliot

SCOX'eS

according to 80c1al class.

Therefore, when academic status categorles 01' taculty and
students within the nursins department were subdivided into high,
intermediate and low status rank, the following information was
found.

H1gher academic status was not significantly related to a

more highly profession-oriented nuree-role concept.

Higher

academic status was not significantly related to a high degree 01'
role conflict.

Social class was found to influence aoademio

status among stUdents.

CHAPTIR V

IN'l'BRRBLA!l'IONSHIPS OJ' ROLE CONCBPTION
AND ROtE CONFLICT

Havins considered the hypotheslzed relationshlps between
academic status (AS) and role conception (Re), and between academio status (AS) and role conflIct (Ro) in the prevIous chapter,
th. prlmar,J purpose ot thls chapter i8 to report the tlndlngs
resard1ng the third baSic hypothesls.

'1'h18

hypothesl. state. that

member. ot the nursins department who to a greater degree ooncelve

ot their nurse-role aa a protes.ion-or1ented one, experlence a
hisher degree ot role confllot.
In reporting the t1ndings tor the hypotheals, an overview ot

the populatlon in terms 01' two variables - role concept and role
oonflict - will be gIven fIrst.

ThIs will be tollowed by a ••pa-

rate analysis of the hypotheSiS in terms at the faculty flrst,
and then the students.
InaSMUch as social clas8 has been a continuing interest 1n
this reaearch, the soores on the subdivisions at the overall role
oontlict scale (A .. B., C, 1>.. I, and p) were 1nvest'.geted wlth
social clas8 held constant.

1be report 01' the Nsults at th18

investigation tollows the consideration ot the intluenoe ot role
conflIct.
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Hence, there are two major sections in this chapter:

one

for the basic hypothes1s, and one for the influence ot social

class on role conflict.
Role ConceRtion and Role Conflict
An overview. --General descriptiions of role coneept1on and

role conflict

SC01"es

in terms of the major academic status di-

vis10n of faculty and students l1.ave been giV'en in the previous
chapter. l As indicated in Chapter II, soores on the role con ....
ception scale were also oategorized as high" intermediate, or
low in profession-orientation.

As 8een 1n the desoript1on of

faoulty and student population below. none of the faculty l"espondents and only one of the student respondents was classified
as low 1n profession -oriented role conoept.

FOol'

this reason,

tests for significant differenoes were made only between the

high

and intermediate categories in the case of both faculty and

students.
On the basis of role ooncept'.on scores of the faculty

members, sixteen (89.9 per oent) wer$ elassltled as high in
professlor'l ...or1entat1on. two 2 (11.1 per cent) IUS intermediate in
profession-orier; tatlon.

aJ1.j

ncne as low in prof'e2s1on-orlentatlon.

Isee pp. 106-108 for role conoeption desoription and pp. 119-

121 tor role oontliot desnriptlon.

2»ue to the small number of the faculty olassified as intermediate in protes8ion-orientation" it 18 questIonable how meaningful the statistical analysis desoribed below i8.
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Thirty-two students (68.1 per c.ent)

weN

o1aa.lf184 .a h1Sh in

prot•••lon..orlentatlon. tourteen (29.8 per cent) .a int.rm.841at.
in prote.alon orlentat1on, and one (2.1 pel' cent) •• low in pro-

tes81on-orlentatlon (!able 41).

!hus a b1lher proportion ot

taculty than studenta manit••ted a h1sh d-.r•• ot prot•• slon
orientation. as would be expected ln the sociallsatlon proc••••

'ABLI 41.--Per cent 41.tt*lbutlon ot faoulty and stUdent
re.pondent. accor41.ng to role conoept (RO)
cla.alt1cation

ftC (Prote.alonOrlentatlon)
(1) Hip
(2) Intermedlate

x.w

(3)

'aoult,

(per cent)

Student
(per oent)

88.9

68.1

11.1

••

29.8
2.1

100.0

100.0

When .oore. on the role contllot a.al•• were ola••lrled ••

Mah, 1nterae41ate, and low, tb. rol101f1nl trequencie. weN round.
aaong the

taoul~,

••ven (38.9 per oent) expenenoed a

high

de"ree

or role conflict, ten 0;5.6 per cent) an lntel'!ledlat. degree ot
role contllct, and one (,5.5 pel' cent) a low degNe ot role contllct.

Among

the student., nine (19.1 per cent) were categorized

.a percelvins a h1s)l degree ot role oontllct, twenty-tour (51.1
per cent) aa !.ntemedlate 1'01. confllct, and tourteen (29.8 per
cent) a. perc.lvinS a low <learea ot contllct.

!hWJ. a greater

p1'Oportion of racul ty than atudentaexper1enced a h1Sh dearM ot
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role conflict, with almost equal proportions ot faculty and
studenta perceiving an intermediate degree of role conflict
(Table 42).
~ABLE

42.--Per cent distribution of faculty and students accordin
to role conflict (RC) classification
student
(per cent)

Faculty
(per cent)

Rc
(1) High

19.1
51.1

(2) Intermediate
(3) Low

29.8
Total

On

100.0

100.0

the basis of this, it would appear that there was som.e

association between a highly protesslon-orlented role concept and
a high degree of role conf11ct.

The faculty, with a larger pro-

port1on manifesting high profession-orlentat1on, also had a greatlr
proportion with a high degree of role conflict than did the students.

In the actual testing of the hypotheSiS, classiflcation

as taculty member or student was held constant.

'!he analysis for

the faculty respondents is reported in the followlng seotion.
Role conflict acoording to role conoeet of facultl respon..dents.--Por the faculty respondents, the data did not support the
hypothesiS that a highly profess10n-oriented role concept is related to a hlgher degree of role conflict.

As indicated 1n T.able

43. there were differences between those high 1n protesslon-
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orientation and those with an intermediate degree of professionAlthough the role conflict scores of the highly

orientation.

profession-or1ented were higher than the scores of the intermed1ately profess1on-or1ented, the mean score On role conf11ct
for those with a high professional or1entat1on was classified as
one of intermediate role conflict, unless lt is rounded to the
nearest Whole number, in whlch case it may be classltied as a
high role conflict seore.

Nevertheless, the differences between

the mean scores for the two groups were not found to be s!gnif!cant at the .05 level of significance (Table 44).

Por this

reason, the basic hypothesis was not supported for the faculty.
TABLE 43.--Mean seore and standard deviation ot role conflict (Re)
for each ot the role ooncept (RC) categorles ot
taoulty respondents
ProtessiQn-orientation
of Role Concept (Re
(1) H1gh
(2) Intenneciiate
j

•

,

Role Conflict (RC)
Mean
.. .
...

.

99.500

standard
Deviation
22.862

9.899

Y9.000

TABLE 44.--Differenee botween means, Itt" values, and levels ot
significance tor taculty respondents· role conflict
soores (Re) by role conoeption (He)
Role Conception (RO)
Difference"t fI
Significanoe

___,________________________b_e_t_w_ee_n_._me
__

______________

a_n~s~_Va_l_u_e

(1) Iiigh and (2) Intermediate
20.500
aNo» significant

1.227

~

NSa

The difference between mean scores may have been due to th
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greater awareness and oonoern whioh the highly protessional have
for their image and various role alters have at it.

iVen if the

differenoe had been found statistioally signifioant. it is
doubtful it generalizations could have been made trom it due to
the small number (2) or respondents olassified as intermediate
in protession-oriented role concept.

In examining the sub-scores ot the role contliot scales.
statistically signiticant ditterences were tound between the high
and intermediate protession-oriented groups both on their perception ot other nurse educators' role concept and on their perception ot the nurse-role in reality.

On the basis at mean

scores" it would appear that those high in protession-orientation
tended to regard other nurse educators as high in protessionorientation; those with intermediate protession-orientation
tended to regard most nurse educators a8 intermediate in protession orientation.

Mean scores on peroeption of reality indi-

cated that both groups viewed the actual nurse-role as one low
in protession-orientation" although the more proression-oriented
the role-concept or the individual the less tradition-oriented
was the perception or reality.

Again" however" the small number

(2) ot respondents classitied as intermediate in protessionorientation makes generalization hazardous.
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Role conflict according to role conoept of students.--Por the
student population, the hypothesized relationship between role
concept and role confliot was supported by the data.

As indicated

in Table 45, the differenoes between mean scores were 1n the hypothesized d1rection.

!he difference between means of the role

conflict scores were found signif10ant at the .0005 level of
significance (Table 46).

Therefore, the null hypothesiS was

rejected and the basic hypothesis-- that members of the nursing
department who to a greater degree conceive of their nurse-role as
a profession-oriented one experience a higher degree of role
conflict~-

was supported in the case of student respondents.

TABLE 45.--Mean score and standard deViation of role conflict (Rc)

for each of the role oonoeption (Re) categories of student respondents
Role Confliot (Re)
Standard
profess1on-or1en~at.ton
of Role Concept lHC}
Mean
neviation
(1) High

(2) Intermediate
N-46

83.219
56.214

23.065
20.468

TABLE 46.--D1fference between means, btU values, and levels ot
sign1ficance for student respondents' role conflict
scores (Re) by role conception (RC)
Role Conception (HC)
Difference
"t It
Significance
between Meana Value
(1) High and (2) Intermediate

Na46

.Significant)

p<.0005

r
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In examin1ng the sub-scales wh1ch compr1se the role conflict
scale 1t was tound that the high and intermediate protesslonorlented groups also d1ttered s1gnif1cantly on their perceptlon
of the nurse educators' nurse-role ooncept.

Analyzed on the basiS

of mean soores, students classified as high in professionorientation had a tendency to perce1ve the role concept 01' nurse
educators as more h1ghly profession-or1ented than did the1r intermediate protess1on-oriented peers.
and 8.021, respect1vely.
at the .05 level.

The mean scores were 5.469

'!'hese d1fferences were tound s1gnif1cant

The 5.469 mean score was closer to the mean

role concept score ot the faculty than was the 8.021 mean.

A

poss1ble explanation 01' these phenomena is that students who are
more prof'ession-or1ented have more closely identified with their
teachers' values and attitudes, perceiving the role concept 01' the
nurse eduoators more accurately than thoae w1th intermed1ate pratesslon or1entat10n.
Both the acceptance ot the basic hypothesi. and the f1ndings
1n regard to the perception of' ditterences are understandable in
view ot the theory 01' reference groups. particularly the concept
01'

ant1cipatory socialization.

As Merton indioates l

••• Insofar as subordinate or prospective group
members are motivated to affiliate themselves
with a grouPI they will tend to ass1m1late with
the sentiments and conform with the values of
the authoritative prest1getul stratum in that

13'1
group. • •• And the values of these ff s ign1t1cant
others" const1tute the mirrors in which individuals sea tbeir self-images and reaoh selfappraisals. 3
For the students" the "authoritative and prestigetul stratum" in
the nursing Situation tended to be the nurse educators.

Students

who identified with the nurse educators' role concept tended also
to adopt their perceptions ot the nurse role concept of role
alters.

'l'hose students who were more highly protession-oriented

were more l1kely to pereeive the ditferenoes ot the role concepts
of role alters, hence experiencing a greater degree Of role conflict.

!his may have occurred even though the students had not

had the direct contact with role altere that their teachers did.

The Influence of Social Class
As indicated in Chapter IV, when role confliot soores were
examined in tenus or soc1al olass, no sigl'l1fioant differences

were found.

In an attempt to investigate further the influence

of the social class on role oonflict, the mean scores on the
sub-scales of the role conf1iot scale were analyzed in terms of
social class.

Again, no statistioally signifioant d11'fe:rences

were tound.
3Robert K. Merton, Social Theo!7 and Social Structure
(New York: 1be Pre. Pres., 1951), p. ~54.
. ..
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The maJor f10d ings repo rted 10 th1a chap ter are as tollo ws:
1) No sign lf1ca nt d1ffe renc e was found between role conf lict
scor es on the bas1 s of role cono eptlo n among the facu lty
respo nden ts.
2) No s1gn if1ca nt d1ffe reno e was found between role conf 11ct
scor es on the bas1 s of role oonoeption among stud ent
respo nden ts.

A s1gn 1f1c ant d1ffe renc e was tound between
the role cont 11ct scor es of the high ly prof ess1 on-o rient ed
and the inter med1 ate prote ss1o n-or1 ented , with the conf11c t scor es ot the high ly prof essio n-or 1ent ed h1gher
than those ot the inter med iatel y prof essio n-or iente d.
3) No sign 1fica nt d1fte renc es were found among the sub- soale

scor es of role conf lict in terms of socl al clas s.
Ther efore , the basi c hypo thesi s was not supp orted for the
facu lty popu latio n, but was susta 10ed tor the stud ent popu lat10
n.
Soc1al clas s was not found to influ enoe the varia bles slgn lflcant ly.
The relev ance to theo ry ot the flndi ngs repo rted in this
chap ter and the prev10us chap ter and the 1mp llcat ions ot these
findi ngs tor resea rch will be indic ated 10 the follOwing chap
ter.

CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This chapter has several purposes:
research and its maJor findings"

1) to summarize the

2) to indicate the relevance

of the findings to theory" and 3) to indicate the implications
of these findings tor tuture research.

S'tlDWaQ'

In reviewing the results ot this research it must be empha-

sized that it was an exploratory descriptive case study.
the tin dings are tentative" not definative.

Hence"

Generalizations

derived trom them are applicable to the department under study.
The toci of the research have been academic status (AS)"
role concept (RC). and role conflict (Ro) of the members of the
nursing department of a midwestern-urban Catholic woman's college.
The purpose of the research was to explore three empirical Questions.

In this seotion those Questions and the hypotheses de-

rived from them will be indicated.

Then a brief description of

the methodology and soope of the research will be given.

This

will be followed by a listing of the maJor findings and an indication of confirmation or reJection of the basio hypotheses.
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Empirical

o.ue.t1on~--Three

emp1rical questions and the key

variables 1nvo1ved in them are as follows:
1)

Do

members ot the nursing department with higher academic

status more frequently conceive ot the nursing role as
a protession-oriented one than do members with lower
academic status?
a) Academic status
b) Role conception
2)

Do

members ot the nursing departmen t with higher academic

statue experience a greater degree ot role conflict than
do members with lower academic status?
a) Academic status
b) Role conflict
3) Do members ot the nurslng department who, to a greater

degree. conceive ot the nursing role as a protessionoriented one experience a greater degree ot role conflict
than do members who, to a lesser degree, conceive ot
their role as a protesslon-oriented one?
a) 101e conoeption
b) Role contllct
Re1a~ed

9lRotheses.--These empirical questions, derived tram

theoretical oonsideratlons, gave rise to three basic hypotheses
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stated below.
l} Members ot the nursing department w1th high academ1c
status will tend to a greater degree to conce1ve ot the
nursing role as a profess10n-orlented one than will
members with intermediate or low academic status.
2) Members ot the nursing department with

high

aoademio

status w111 tend to exper1ence a greater degree ot role
oonf11ct than will members with intermediate or low
academic status.
3) Members ot the nursing department who to a greater degree

conoelve of the nurse-role as a protession-or1ented one
will experience a higher degree ot role oont11ot than
will members with an intermediate or low degree ot
profesa1on-or1ented.
Soop! and method.ot the research.--Several data gathering
techniques were used in th1s research.
an Op1nion

Invento~

'l'he chief 1nstrument was

ut11ized to measure the var1ables of role

ooncept and role conflict.

Th1s inventory consisted of 25 items

measur1ng att1tudes and orientation to nursing.

Respondents were

requested to rate each ot the 25 1tems in siX d1fferent ways:
first, according to the respondent's conception of what the nurse
role ought to be (Scale A); second, acoording to the respondent's
concept of what nurse educators believe the nurse's role ought
to be (Scale B); third, according to the respondent's concept of
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what physlcians belleve the nurse's role ought to be (Scale e);
fourth, aooording to the respondent's conoept of what head nurses
believe the nurse's role ought to be (Scale Dh tltth" accordlng
to the respondent's concept ot what patients belleve the nursees
role ought to be (Scale E)i and Sixth, according to the respondent's concept ot what the nurse's role ls in the aotual
nursing situatlon now (Soale 1').

'!'hese scales had been con-

structed and their valldity had been tested by Sister Madeleine
C&'-enoe Vaillot.
In addition to the chiet research instrument, described

above, a questionnalre was used.

Its purpose was to oollect baslc

biographical and socl010gical intormation, to examine selected
attitudes in regard to the nursing profession and nursins education, and to attempt to investigate subjective and reputationsl
perceptlons ot academic status.
accomplished).

(The latter plU'pose was not

Two types ot questionnaires were utilized - one

tor student respondents and one tor the faculty respondents.
TO ascertain academic status as defined tor students,
cumulative grade point averages and grade point averages in nursing courses were used; tor faculty the college register and
administration records were examined.

Administrative records

or the nursing department, as well as minutes and tape recordings
or that department's meetings were also used as sources of
information.
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The gathering of the data was, for the most part, accomplish
ed during November, 1966.

!be research instrument and the ques-

tionnaire were administered to the 48 senior nursing students
8

1n

classroom setting under the supervision of the researcher on

two regular class days, one tor the instrument and one for the
The resulB from 47 of these were used

questionnaire.
of the data.

1n

analysis

The 18 faculty members completed the instrument

under the direction of the researcher during a departmental
racul ty meet!ng.

They completed the questionnaire independently

at their own convenience.
In the gathering ot data and in their statistical analYSiS,

faculty and students were"cbreated separately.

Faculty inoluded

those who were listed 1n the oollege administration records as
members ot the nursing department and who taught and supervised
courses otfered by the nursing department.

Students included

full-time senior stUdents in the baccalaureate degree program of
nursing offered by the college.
In regard to role concept, respondents were classif14Kl as

high, 1ntermediate or low in protession-orientat10n on the baSis
of their scores on SCale A ot the Opinion Invent0!1:.

Suteen

(88.9 per oent) Ot the eighteen faculty respondents were claSSified as high in profession-orientation, two (11.1 per cent) as
intermediate, and none as low in profession-orientation.

In the
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case ot the torty-seven studetlts, thirty-two (68.1 per cent) were
l"snked as high in profes3ion-or1entat1on" fourteen (29.8 per cent;

as intermediate, and one (2.1 per cent) as low 1n professionor1entatio11.
Role contlict was derived trom the ditterenoes of scores on
Scales B, C, D, E, and II trom the score on Scale A.

In

this case,

seven (38.9 per cent) of the faculty respondents experienced a
high degree of role conflict, ten (55.6 per cent) an intermediate
degree of role conflict, and one (5.5 per cent) a low degree ot
role conflict.

For students, nine (19.1 per cent) experienoed

a high degree ot role oonflict, twenty-tour (51.1 per oent) an
intermediate degree, and tourteen (29.8 per cent) a low d"egree
of role conflict.
Academia status classifioation was made on the basi. of
cumulative grade point average tor students and aoademia rank
tor faculty.

Eleven (23.4 per cent) of the students were cate-

gorized as high in aoademic status, twenty-three (48.9 per cent)
as intermediate, and thirteen (27.1 per cent) as low in academic
status.

Ot the eighteen 1'aculty respondents, four (22.2 per cent)

had high aoademio status, ten (55.6 per oent) had
and tour (22.2 per cent) had low academic status.

1ntermediate~

To

insure the

validity ot cumulative grade point average as an indicator ot
student academic status, analysis was also done on the basis ot
grade point average in nursing courses.
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influence 01.' social olass on the key variables was of

1nterest in the researoh.

Respondents were clasaified on the

.-

basia of Hollingshead t a "'l'wo-Paotor Index" aa applied to their
fathers t education and ocoupation.

Due to the small number ot the

population, Hollingahead's classes I and II were cOlllb1ned and

called class 11 Hollingshead's claa. III was called elasa 2J and
Hollingshead's classes IV and V were called clasa 3.
J'requenc~"

distributions and percentages tor data gathered. by

means ot the questionnaire were computed by the x.8eU'cher.
When quest10ned regardinS attitude. toward nura1q and nUl'a-

ing education .. meDlbers of the department save evldence of a strong
protes81on-or1entat1cn, although the commitment and ded.lcation,

usually considered to be characteristlc of a tradit1on-orlentatlon
ware found to be strong.

Respondents expressing both vle.. seem-

lngly perceived no cont110t in mainta1nins them.
To

teat the baSic hJ"pothe••• , the _an aeore. on the varlou.

scales were analysed tor slgnlticant ditterence. by meana ot the

"Students ttt statistic.- The.05 level ot s1gnltioance waa
aocepted

a8

the basla for reJecting the null hYpothes1s.

Result.

at the .10 level ot signif1cance were taken a. indlcations ot
trends.
values.

IBM eleotronic computers were used to compute the

"t"

r
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Pindings.--Briefly stated, the findings of the research are
these:
1) Role conception scores were not found to differ significantly on the basis of academic status.

This was

true for both student and faculty respondents.
2) Role conflict scores were not found to differ signiticantly on the basis ot academic status.

This was

true tor both student and faculty respondents.
3) In the case ot students, operationalization of academic

status as rank according to overall grade point average
or according to grade point average in nursing courses,
gave the same results.
4) Students peroeived their nurse-role concept and the

nurse educators' nurse-role conoept to be highly protession-orientedl head nurses were peroeived as intermediate in profession-orientationJ physicians and patients
were perceived as low in profession orientationJ the
physician's concept was perceived as closest to perceived reality.
5) Paculty members perceived themselves as highly protession-

oriented, as they perceived most nurse educatorsJ head
nurses, physicians and patients were all perceived as low
in nursing profession-orientationJ the role concept of

head nurses was perceived as closest to reality.
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6) A s1gn1f1cant difference was found between the mean grade

point average of soc1al class 1 and social class 2 with
the mean grade po1ot average of class 2 higher than that
of class 1.

No s1gnificant d1fferences were found be-

tween mean grade point averages of classes 1 and 3" and
2 and 3.

7) There were no significant differences between mean role

concept scores accord1og to social class.
a) There were no s1gni:f1cant difteNnces between mean role

conflict scores according to soc1al class.
9) No signiticant difference was found between role conflict

scores on the baSis of role oonception among the faculty
respondents.
10) No significant difference was found between role conflict

scores on the basis of role concept1on among student respondents.

A significant difference was found between the

role conflict scores of the highly profession-oriented and
the intermediate protession-oriented" with the conflict
scores ot the highly profession-oriented higher than
those of the 10termediately profess1on-oriented.
11) No significant difterences were found among the sub-

scale scores 01' role oonfliot 10 terms 01' sooial olass.
AcclPtance or reJect10n of basio hlpotheses.--Insofar as
measured in this research" the f1rst two basio hypotheses were
rejeoted in the cases of both faoulty and students.

No statis-

r

I
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t1scally sign1ficant relat10nships were tound between academic
status and role concept, and between academic status and role
conflict.

Insofar as the variables were operat1onalized in this

research, the third basic hypothesis was rejected in the case of
the faculty:

no statistically s1gnif1cant relat10nship was

found between role concept and role conflict.

However, the

hypothesis was confirmed 10 the ease ot the students.
Relevance of the Bind19iS to 'l'he9!2
The results of this study tend to show that role concept
did not differ sign1ficantly on the basiS of academic status.

In

the case of students, one explanation for this might be that the
students completing (as seniors) their bacca.laureate program
already had an 1mage ot the nurse which was, at least potent1ally,
profess1on-oriented when they chose a baccalaureate school.

Por

faculty this might be due to several taetors:
1) Por those who are members ot religious congregations,
th.ose manifesting high (or a potential for high) professionor1entation are the ones most l1kely to be appointed to teach
1n the collegiate setting.
2) Those faculty members man1testing a more trad1tionoriented concept elect to return to nursing service rather thaR
continue in nursing education in the collegiate setting.

r
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3) iu."'1iel" pursuing higher degrees necessary betore teaching
in

a ool10g18,te s@tt1ns, the faculty mem.bers beoome so01a11zed

to acceptance ot a highly professionalized role ooncept.

Related

to thiS, of oourse, is the question ot wlLioh 1s more influential
in affect1ng the nurse educator - the pl"'Ofessionalizing experi-

enoe ot nurse or of educator.
Further research would be neoessary to oonfirm these
explanations.
It was also found that academic status did not influenoe
role confliot significantly.
mediate degree of conflict.

Most members manifested an interSeemingly, not only the faculty

members' role conoept, but also their perception ot role alters'

role eonoept, were passed on to the stUdents.

Examination of

sub-soale scores would seem to support this.
In the case ot the students, differences between role conflict scores did seem to be influenced by t-ole ooncept.

liere it

would appear that the more closely the student identified with
the profession-oriented nurse-role, the more olosely her per ....
ception of the role 81te1:'$' concept approximated that of her
teachers.
These findings are related particularly to some aspects ot
reference group theory, especially to the concept of antioipatory
socialization, as set torth by Robert K. Merton.l The various
1 Merton, pp. 239-271.
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role altersrepreaented 1n the soale8 _, be oonsidered a1Snlt1cant reterence

aroupe.

The, are clearly .Nocl.ted w1thboth the

status and the role ot nl.U"8e.

1be students are atr1vlns for that

status and are belng aociallzed into "proper" role behaV1or.
Inasmuch •• tbe eelaliAtlon .ett1ng i8 in a department tollow-

a oolleslate proaram, the "autboritative and preat1getul stratum"
with which the students, the prospective arcup members, are moti-

vated to affiliate therlaelv.. are the nurse educators 1n thelr
immediate aoo1al situatlon, 1.e., the faculty Mllbera.

Oroes and Herriott indicate a alm11ar area ot theoretical
relevance. To understantSz:tOle behavlor, one must uncieretamt the
aotor '8 conceptot the rol. and the role conception ot theal;nltlcant others 1n the orpnlatlonal aetttns who comprise the

.s

actor's role network.

'l'he•• s1pltlcant others (or role alters

the, are tertaed in this research) are the sourc.s of the
rewards and sanotions ot his behavior. 2
The concept ot role (which baa been used in .tb1a paper)

imp11e. that role expectations are learned.

In the prote•• lona,

this leam1n& usually involves. double proo ••a otaoo1allation. 3
One proc.e. involve. specialized preparat10n in inst1tutions of

i_..

higher leamina where the role 18 uaua1l.y leamed trom specialists
who are highly protesalon-or1ented.

Ideal
"

are inculcated.
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This aspect ot the process was examined in this research.

A

second process is enacted and experIenced when those having
completed their tormal educationl enter another organizational
setting.

The ideal concepts of their roles as conoeptualized

while students may vary trom those held by the signiticant others
in the work setting.
~Rllcation8

tor Future Research

The tindingn ot this exploratory study and this considera-

I

'

tion ot theory indIcate aome related areas ot researoh in addition to the ones already mentioned:
1) What factors intluence the choice of the bacoalaureate

program by oertain students and the hospital school by others?
Are these factors also the maJor influences in the type ot role
concept developed?
2) To what degree i8 the role ooncept manitested by the

I'
I

student the result ot interaction with faculty members? Does
the role concept change trom freshman to een10r year? How?

I

Why?

3) What are the actual nurse-role concepts ot head nurses

and physiCians with whom the students have contact? Are these
related to the students' concepts? The educators' concepts?
4) Is role contlict as operationalized in this study accom-

panied by anxiety' Does it (role cont11ct) become an indicator

ot the amount ot stress to be exper1enced in the work-organ1zation
sett1ng?

I

I

I'!

!I~

11'1

"III
~
, I
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I
I

Con~luslon

The tindings and the theoretical and research considerations
would also have some 1mplications for those involved in nursing
education and nursing service.

First, upon entering nursing

service and when faced with the discrepancies between the ideal
role concept, the peroeived role concepts, and a real role, what
will be the ettect ot this role conflict on the actual performance

ot the nurses'

Is the degree ot role contlict as operationalized

in this research an indicator ot stress and anxiety to come in
the nurs1ng service situation? Will role conflict promote or

obstruct etfect1ve nursing care?
Second, if the perceptions ot role concepts ot role alters
are acourate, what will happen to the students who identity
strongly with the role conoept of their teachers? MOst of the
students seem to do so.

Yet the role alters in the hospital

or in other nursing s1tuationR otten are perceived as having nurse
role concepts of a very difterent type.

And these are the role

alters who will sanction the behavior of the nurse.

Will the

students accept the non-edueator alters' definitions ot the role?
How are they prepared to adapt? What are the coping patterns

,

whereby they come to grips with role conflict? Which concepts
are recognized as legitimate?

I I
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Answers to these questions will strongly influence the
number of nurses who will remain 1n the nursing field and the
rate at which nursing i8 professionalized.

I

I

I

I

Appendix

~

Oplnlon Inventory

Cover tetter 1

»ear Nura1nC Student_
Thi. questionnalre 1. part at a stUdy ot JOur op1nlon and
your .. ~at. at othera' opinion. or nurs1nc a. a prof.l.lon.
There aN no rlght or wrona anawers. Howe'Yer~ you are expeoted
to put Jouraelf 1n the plaoe ot nuriJ1ns t.achers # doctora. head
nurse.. and patlents. and to think ot the isaue. proposed as
t~~~ would think ot them..
Your hone.t opinlon will be appreci-

a e •

Plea•• do not slan JOur nanae. 'l'be o01lpleted questionnaire
w11l be kept co~denti.l. The number on your que.tionnaire 1.
only tor the reaearcher to uae tor oross oheok1ng in carry1ng out
statistical meaSUNS on the data.
There are two parts to this study t
Part AI The Opinlon Inventory. tor whloh there 1s a separate answer aheet.
Part B:

The Questlonnalre.

Sinoerely.
Slster Marearet M. Sery, 0.8.11.
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Covel' Letter 2

Deal' NUra1nC

Iduea~or:

'lbi. que.tionna1l"e 1s part ot a stUdy ot lOur opinion and
your estimate ot others t opinions ot nursina as a protes.10n.
1'her8 are no l'1&ht or wrens answeN. However, lOU are expected
to Put yourselt in tbe plaoe ot otber nurslnc edueatol'8, doctors,
head nu.rse., and patlents, and to think ot the i.su•• proposed
a. ~ would think ot the.. Your honeat op1nion will be ap ...
pre~ed.

Ple.se do not s1ln Jour name. !he oompleted questionnaires
w111 be kept ooii'fI'dent1al. Tne nWDber on JOur questionnaire 1s
onl), tor the reaearcher to use tor oro.. cbeck1na in car1'7ins out
stat1st1cal lIle.sure. on the data.
There are two parts to this stud1:
Part As The Op1nion Inventory, tor wbicb there 1s a separate answer aheet.
Part B:

'l'he Que. tionn8ire •
Sincerely.
Siater Ma1'l8l"et M. Se1'7,

0.8.'.

dl;
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Part A: '.the Opinlon Inventory

DIRBCTIONS: Read each ltem caretully, then, on the answer sheet:
1. Under column A, write ln the appropriate apace the number
ot the answer wh1ch, ln your opinlon, represents the ldeal sltuatlon: what IOU thlnk o~t to be true.
2. Under coXwnn B, wre the number ot the answer which represents the sltuat10n that teachers in scbools ot nursinl would
cons1der to be ldeal.
.
3. under column C, wrl te the number ot the answer whlch you
belleve represents what ~slolans think ~t to be true.
4. Under oolumn D, wr e £he nUiiber o~ answer WhIoh those
who are responslble tor running the hosp! tal warda: the head
nurses think o~t to be true.
S. under co~ I, wrIte the answer which represents what the
patients think oHleY ~o be true.
G. ilider column p, wrIte £fie number ot the answer which lIlOst
olosel, describes the aotual sltuatlon in nursine, such .a lOU
see it; not what oUCht to be true, but what 18 true ot nurs!n&
now.

-,

Pleaa. answer !l!,itema, giving only one answer tor eaoh
column.
'.the Opinion Inventor,
1. People in general think ot nurses as part ot a:
O. Learned protess10n, like laW7ers, physioians and teaohera.
1. Protession requirlng skills and some knowledge, on the. same
level as x-ray and laboratory teohnicians.
2. Protession requlrin; a warm heart, will1ng handa and a
level head.
2. The primary responsibl1lty ot the nurse, as a member ot a.
protesslon ls to:
O. Improve oontinuously the standards ot nursins practioe,
ln order to attord better oare to the people.
1. Keep abreast ot the progress reallzed in the professlon 1n
order to be a better practitioner.
2. Be suoh .s to glve eftlclent and warm care, in order to
_ohi.ve speedy restoration ot health to the patients with
whom she comes in contaot.
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3. The social usefulness ot an occupation largely determ1nes

whether or not it is a protession" and tew would deny that
nursing renders invaluable services to society. The scope
ot these services should be determined by
O. The protession itself, that knows in what measure and in
what manner it can best serve society.
1. Society itself, in the persons ot employers of nurses and
users of nurses' services.
2. Individual nurses and their patients, who know best what
relationship is moat satisfying to both.

4.

f,o fac11itate relationships 1n the hosp1tal, it would be desirable that practical nurses weart
O. A special uniform, setting them apart trom registered
nurses.
1. A nurse's uniform. the p1n of their school, but no band on
the1r cap.
2. lbe same un1form as reg1stered nurses.

5. As nurses are protessional women, they should be:

O. Fully responsible for the errors committed in the exercise
ot the1r professlon.
1. Legally responsible only when they assume responslbi11 ty
beyond their protessional capac1ty.
2. Legally protected by the doctors and the hospital administrators under whom and for whom they work.

.

i

I.

i
I'
1"1:

6. In order to give the best possible nursinc care, taking 1nto

account the emotional and the spiritual needs ot the patient,
as well as his physical needs, the necessary basis tor a protessional nursing educatlon is:
O. A sound knowledge of social sc1ences, like sociology and
psychology, as well as ot the b1010gic sciences.
1. Some sc1ent1f1c knowledge, supplemented with clinical .
experience.
2. A natural abi11ty to sympathize with the patient" developed
and reinforced by adequate clin1cal experience.
7. '!'he "Code tor Protessional Nuraes,tt prepared by the Committee
on Ethical Standarda of the American Nurses' Association"
states that nurses should not acoept tips or bribes. The
reason tor it is that:
O. Professional persons are entitled to a Just compensat10n
and should not have to depend upon extra income trom those
whom they minister.
1. It is beneath the dignity of protessional persons to put
themselves on the level of maids or waitresses.
2. Those nurses who made the Code are the ones who get fat
~alar1es, andtthey do not always understand the needs of
the ranK ana 11e.

II

II
I \

il
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8. Nursina programs administered by educational institutions
(oolleses and school departments) Might sraduate students
needins a lonaer initial orientation period at the bedside
than hospital sohools, whose graduates have had ample praotioa
This i.,
o. As it should be, protessional schools are suppo.ed to give
a sound baais or soientitic principles but not an apprenticeship.
1. 'lo be expected: But it would be deairable that hospital
achools stre.s theory more, and collese and .chool departments sive more aotual practioe.
2. Wrong. both the hoapital .a an emplo,er, and the patient,
are entitled to the best ot servioe on the nura.'. part
troll the tirat de, ahe i. hired.
9. NUr••• aa prote.aional peraona .hould reeeive a a.lar, in
keep1nc with their protea.ional status. COnsequently I
O. '!bere should be 1N0h more ditterence than there i. now between the salaries ot nuraea having a degree and thoae
who do not.
1. The ditterenee b.tween nurs•• ' aalaries should be based on
merit rather than on preparation.
2. NUrses dolnl the aame work should receive the aa_ salary,
be they relistered or practioal nurses.
10. The custom demand1n& that nurae. ris. to thelr teet tor physlcian. ahould be:
O. Aboliahed, beeause nurae. aN no longer the .ervants ot the
pbJaioians but their equal, their collealues and their.
helpmates.
1. cont1nue4 only in the case ot women physicians.
2. Continued because it s7lllbolizes the tact that phySicians
are the ones who bear the responsibility ot patients' care.
11. The licenaure ot Iraduate nuraes depends entirel, upon a
battel'1 ot pencil-and-paper testa, prepared b, the National
League ot Nursing. Suoh a procedure is:
O. SatlstactoPJ, because 1t tests adequatel, the lntellectual
aapecta ot nursing, tundamental tor a proteasion, and upon
which practioe can ea.11y be built.
1. Satistacto1'7, tor only lraduates from state-approved schools
oan take the tests, and their olinical experience must have
been adequate tor their school to be approved.
2. tilaatistactory, because man, lraduate. can be very good in
theory and not good at all at the bedside.
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12. TO make sure that the student's assisoments in the hoapital
will be determined by her educational needa rather than
the
needa ot the hoapital tor service, the nura1ng program. should
be:
O. Administered by an educational institution, and the student
should pay tor all parts at 1t, includinl hosp1tal practic&
1. Accredited and controlled by the nursinl protesaion, no
matter what ita administration ia.
2. Adm1niatered by a aervice institution, .a a hospital, ~hich
would pay the students tor the aervices they render.

b,

13. Selection ot well-qua11tied applicants to schoola ot nurainc
is the ntOst promsins 1f81 to improve protessional standards.
Consequently, schools should accept only tbose oand1dates
Who area
O. Intellectually auperior, a.nd able to ·carl"1 a st1tt program
ot studies.
1. Able to IIlaster and apply the fundamental principles upon
whioh sate nurstng is based.
2. Sutticiently int.lliaent to understand and to tollow orders.
14. In lllOdem society, the role ot the prote.sional nurae is to:
O. Plan, co-ordioate and direct all the nur.inI activit1es
aim1n& at the prevention ot di ••as., the cure ot 111ne.a,
and the restoration ot pat1ent. to so01al usefulness.
1. Carry out the plq.ioians t plans tor the restoration ot
patients' health, and obaerve and report chan..s in the
patients' conditlon, to enable the physiCians to plan
their eare more erticlently.
2. Glve to the pat1ent pnralcal and emotional support, aa'
nuraes have done tor centuries.
15. The reaulta ot the atate Board Teata are given ln standard
acores. This means that success or tailure depends upon what
the nurae knows, but a180 upon what other nurse., with .nom.
ahe ls compared, know. Suoh a 8Y8tem ot licensing nuraes 1s:
O. Good; tor as schools str1ve to help their graduates to
obtain good marks, the standard. are being raiaed. and
nureine improved a. a prote.s10n.
1. Pa1r; the main advantale i. that ditterent schools and
ditterent Stat•• can be compared, makina competition
po.sible.
2. Bad; because it sets a premium. on knowledge, to the exclusion ot quallt!e. and attitude. which are even more
important tor nurses.

I I
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16. In nursing practice, close nurse-patient relationship, or
fttender, loving care," should be:
O. Caretully planned, administered and reoorded by the nurs~
and its results evaluated, as any other nursing treatment.
1. An attitude caretully drilled during the course ot nursing
education as basie to good nursing.
2. Spontaneous expression ot the nurae's warmth and sympathy.

II'

I

17. The best authorities to Judge what constitutes "good" nursing
care and, consequently, what should be taught in schools of
nursing, are:
O. Nurse directors of nursing service in hospitals and other
institutions where nursing care 1s given.
1. PhYSicians and employers ot nurses, as well as nursea.
2. Patients, who are the ones to sense whether or not the
nurse who cares tor them puts her soul into it.
18. Nurses as protessional persons are in a ditticult economic
situat10n: they do not share the high profits ot business,
and they do not have the protectlon of organized labor. To
remedy this situation, nurses should:
O. strengthen the bargaining function ot their protessional
organ1zations.
1. Be reconciled with the facts that the rewards ot a protession consist in the satisfaction ot knowing that one
is useful to society.
2. Realize that, it their patients like them and it the
doctors are well satisfied with their services, they will
get a tair treatment.
19. The responsibility for setting the standards for accreditation
of nursing programs should rest with:
O. The nursing profession alone.
1. Nurses, with physicians and hospital administrators.
2. The public, with nurses, physicians and hospital administrators.
20. The nursing protession has become so complex that a certain

degree of speolalization within it is to be eXpected. Such
specialization would:
O. Result in better patients' care because lt should be based
upon advanced preparatlon in a college or a university tor
the nurse specialist.
1. Result in more etticiency} but it would also mean lack ot
continuity in patients' care, as many speCialists would
tollow one another at the bedside.
2. Be very hard on both patient and nurse, tor it would
destroy the warm human relationship between them, which
is the heart ot nuraing.

i
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21. The nursing service department ot hospitals and of other
institutions caring for the sick shOUld be so organized that:
O. Nurses with difterent preparation bave a ditterentrole.
clearly detined, with a minimum of overlapping between
their respective functions.
1. Registered nurses be helped by practical nurses.
2. Nurses, no matter what their preparation, perform the wo*
most oongenial to them and tor which their personal qualitioations and experience quality them.
22. A study 01' the history ot nursing and 01' the evolution ot the
nurses' role throughout the centuries reveals that nurses:
O. Have lately become members ot an autonomous protession,
based upon scientific knowledge, with a clear-cut role to
play in sooiety, and that they are responsible only to the
protession tor their protessional activities.
1. Since Plorence Nightingale, are no longer the obedient
handmaiden of the doctors, but have become their intelligent co-workers and are prepared to assume initiative and
responsibility in their collaboration with them at the
bedside ot the sick.
2. In spite 01' changed social conditions, are now what they
alway8 were: a mother figure and a source ot comfort,
physical and emotional.
23. It nurSing is to attain full protessional status, a bachelor
degree should be required trom:
O. All nurses, if they are to be considered as 'tprotessional. It
1. Those nurses who supervise others, like head nurses,
supervisors, etc.
2. !'hose whose position (:iemands special knowledge, and carries
large responsibility, like directors ot nursing service,
educational directors, etc.
24. A protess1onal nurse, duly licensed in the State where she
practioes, should be allowed to:
O. Plan and oarry out the total nursing care of the patients
entrusted to her.
1. Plan and oarry out nurs1ng care tor her patients, under
the physician'S supervision.
2. Carry out the nursing care planned by the physioian and
under his supervision.

!I
i
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25. Usually. the prestige accorded to nursing in the hospital 1s1
O. The same as that gl yen to physicians. because nura.s are
as skilled and proficient in their protession as phy81cianE
in theirs.
1. Similar to that ot phySiotherapists, medical librar1ans,
medical technoloSists, etc., because the nurses' contribution to patients' care is about the aame.
2. Unique. becauae nurees' contribution to patients' welfare
dependa more upon what they are .a persona than upon their
protessional preparation.
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Appendix II
Questionnaire - Student
Part B:

Questionnaire

This is a confidential questionnaire.
INSTRUCTIONS
1. This questionnaire takes about 60 minutes to complete.

Most
questions require a check or a circle. It the checklist alternative does not tully express your oplnlon. check the alternative olosest to your opinlon and jot a .ote in the left
hand margin.

2. '!'he numbers in the margln have been plaoed there to increase

reliabllity of processing.
out the questionnaire.

Please disregard them as you tll1

************

1. Do you belong to any prO:i:e.aiQruil ~nursing organizations'

Please indicate below the name at the orsanizatlon and the
extent at your involvement. i.e. whether you are a member,
active member, board member. otficer, etc. Please be specif~.
Use back ot sheet if neoessary.

Name ot Orsanlzatlon

~pe

of Involvement

2. Do you read any professional magazine or periodical regularly?

(By regularly is meant as otten as it is published.)
_ _ (1) yes

_ _ (2) no

3. If your answer to number 2 was "yes," please indioate the
title of the publication.
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4. When you graduate and become registered, do you intend to
joint tl'le Amerioan Nurses' Association?

--- (1) yea
_ _ (2) no

(3) don't knoW'
--5. Suppose you are offered two jobs after graduation which a're

the same in almost every respect (salary, sohedule, size of
hospital, convenienoe, etc.). The only difference is that on
one job you would have a greater opportunity to utilize the
more technical nursing skills, while on the seoond job you
would have more opportunity for meaningful relationships with
patients. W'uicl1 Job would you pretcltl:-?
would pl"iefel" the Job ..,he1"e I would ,ha va grea ter
opportunity to use my technical nursing skills

___1_

I would prefer the Job where I would have more oppor---;tun1ty fol" meaningful l"'elationships with patients

6. Atter graduation, imagine tl~t you are offered two Jobs that
are basioally the same 1n almoat all respects. The only
difference is that on the first Job you would work with teohniques familiar to you while the second Job would inolude use
of techniques not familiar to you but where you would have the
opportunity to learn them. Whioh Job would you prefer?
____~I would preter the Job where I had the basic skills and
techniques
_--.;;I would prefer the Job where I have an opportunity to

learn techniques with which I am not familiar

7.

you intend to make a career ot nursing and to have a fulltime nursing pos1tion in ten year trom now?

Do

_ _ (1) yea

_ _ (2) no

---

(3) don't know
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8. If your answer to number 7 i8 "no," what do you intend to do
in ten years from now?
_ _ (1) Be married and ra1se a family

-----

(2) Have a part-tlme nursing poslt1on oompat1ble with

home respons1bil1t1es

---

(3) Have a career, but not nurslng
_ _ (4) Other (Speclty) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

9. If you oould start your protesslonal eduoation over aga1n,
would you still choose nursing?
_ _ (1) yes

(2) no
--10. If your answer to number 9 is "yes

and it you were free to
il "
choose any school you like, would you choose (~eok one.)
_ _ (l) A oolleg1a te sohool of nursing

_ _ (2) A d1ploma sohool ot nursing
___ (3) A school for practlcal nurses

11. What is your main reason for choosing the collegiate nursing
program? (Check one.)
___ (1) To specialize, or to teach 1n a school of nursing

_ _ (2) Beoause an R.N. without a degree will shortly be

dIsplaced by LPN's on the one hand, and college
graduates on the other

_____ (3) To acquire a liberal education in addition to pro-

tessional preparation

___ (4) Because a degree ls needed to get anywhere these
days
_ _ (5) Other (Specify)
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12. Do you intend to supplement your basic nursing education and
go to graduate school to get a Master's degree? (Check one.)
_ _ (1) yes

_ _ (2) no
_ _ (3) don't know

13. It your answer to number 12 is "yes."- what is the main reason
which accounts tor your desire?

(Check one.)

_ _ (1) To specialize. or to teach in a school of nursing
_ _ (2) Because there will be 80 many nurses with B.S.
degrees that, unless you get a Master's degree
you will have to do the Jobs now pertormed by
graduates ot diploma programs
(3) To acquire a liberal educat10n in add1tion to
-protessional preparation
(4) Because you need a graduate degree to get anywhere
-these days
_ _ (5) other (Specify)
14. It your answer to number 12 is tlno," what is the main reason
which explains your decision? (Check one.)
_ _ (1) It costs too much time. money. effort
(2) I don't need it for what I want to do in nursing
-_ _ (3) I intend to get married and have a family as soon

as possible
_ _ (4) I can keep abreast ot what is new 1n nursing and
in the world without g01ng to graduate school
_ _ (5) Other (Specity) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nur8inS students sometimes state that they have to torego or
curtail certain SOCial, cultural, or family activities while
they are in nursing school. Do you feel that you have been
forced to torego any ot the following while you have been in
nursing school? It so, did you mind it very much?

15. liad to forego recreat10nal aotivit!•• (datea ...porte, bull
a••alene, etc.)
_ _ (1) lea

(2A no

..
t1........"J'~.8,

t

d1d you Lund it?

_(1) very INch; _(2) muctu _(3) &<>tlteJ _(i&) little

16. Had to tONIO ke.p!n& abreaat of ourrent evente.
_ _ (1) lea

(22 no

-Ir""~~'ea,

d1d

you mind itt

_ ( l ) vel? much; _(2) nwob; _(3) BOUle; _(4) little
17. Had to fONCO read1ng non....edical booka and mapzln•••

_ _ (1) ye.

It

'7.~~l ~d JO\1 mind

it'

_(1) very much; _(2) RUloh, _(3) ICle) _(4) l1ttle

18. Had to toresa or curtall ram.lly 11fe.
_ _ (1) yea

-!,. . .",-...,(22 nod1d
1

10U

m1nd it?

- ' 1 ) ver"Y much; _(2) much) _(3) ~l _(4) little

19. Had to rorep non-requiNd .duoat1onal aotivities (visiting
lecturers, 8pe(Jial ••m1nara, elective :read1nga, cult...l

prosrataa, etc.)

_ _ (1) ye.
(2) no
...Xl....
· ....,,-y•• ,. did you mind it'

_(1) win" much, _(2) much) _(3) acme; _(4) little
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In a oollege nursing department, senior students can be ranked
aooording to high, medium, or low status. Please answer the
following questions in regard to statuses of senior nursing
students.

(Please be frank in your answers.
confidential.)

Your answers will be kept

20. Name three senior nursing students with high status.
(1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (highest)

(2) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (the one Just after the highest)

(3)

(the one atter that!,)

21. Name three senior nursing students with low status.
(1)

(lowest)

(2)

(the one before the lowest)

(3)

(the one before that)

22. Name three senior nursing students with medium status.
(1) ______________

(2)
(3) ______________

23. What is your status within the nursing department? (Please
check one.)
_ _ (1) high

_ _ (2) medium

_ _ (3) low

24. What basis did you use in assigning these statuses?
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In a college nurslng department, taculty members can alao be

ranked according to hig..~, medium, or low status. Please
answer the following questions 1n regard to statuses of the
nursing faculty.
25. Name three nursing faculty members with high status.
(1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (highest)

(2)

(the one Just after the high.at)

(3)

(the one after that)

26. Name three nurain, faculty members with low atatus.
(1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (loweat)
(2)

(the one before the lowest)

(3)

(the one before that)

27. Name three nurain, faculty member. with medium status.
(1) _______________

(2) _______________
(3) _ _ _ _ _ __
28. What basi. did you use in as.1gnln, theae atatuses?
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29. How 1mportant do you cons1der each ot the follow1ng 1n being
an effective

nur8~?

(l) Sateguard other' people f s

Pa.11~ly
Vel"Y
Not Very
Important Important ImpRrtant

emot1onal defen •••••••••••
(2) tl'tdera tanding yeur own
emotional detens.s ••••••••
(3) D1tter.ntlat1ng yow:- problems trona thoae ot the
patient ••••••••••••••••••
(4) Being sensitiv. to patients t
teel1nga •••••••••••••••••
(5) Beina eftioient 1n nursina
teohn1ques •••••••••••••••
(6) Being able to help patient.
deal with their anxieties
about thelr 111n••••••••••
(7) Being able to un<leNtand
~ the pat1ent behaves the

. . , he does ••••••••••••••
(8) Being able to treat eaoh

patient a8 an ind! vidual ••
(9) Being able to get along
with ether nurse•••••••••

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

---

101 Be1nS liked by patient••••
II
-

11 Being liked by othel' nuraes
12 Being l1ked by dootor•••••
Work1nS well w1 th deetoN.
1 Being able to use yOU!' tl..
efficiently ••••••••••••••

30. Now go

btlck

-

-

-

---

--

-

-

-

--

-and re-read the items contained in que.tlon 29.

Indioat. the number ot tho.e three 1tems wh10h you consider
most important 1n being an ettectlve nurse.
(1)
(2)

(3)
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31. Now indicate the number ot those three itell8 which you oonalder leaat important in being an ettective nurse.
,(l,t. _ _ __
(2) _ _ __
(3) _ _ __
32. Now indicate thoae three items by number that most p'!U1sing

students would consider most important.
(1) _ _ __

ee)

----

(3) _ _ __

33. Now indicate thoae three items

by number that moat nurSinG
student. would consider least important.
(1) _ _ __

(2) _ _ __
(3) _ __

34. Now indicate those three 1,tem. that most nursiqG racultl
would conaider most important.
(1) _ _ __

(2) _ _ __

(3) _ __

35. Now indicate thoae three itelU that moat nurain. tacultz
would consider least important.
(1) _ _ __
(2) _ _ __
(3) _ __
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36. It you look back over lOur educat1gaas a nurse, how
ditticult has each of the toIIowing biinT (eheck)
Ve17
Fairly Not Very
Ddfticult Dlft10ult D1tficult
(l) Learning the technical
aspects ot nursing •••••••
(2) Learning to deal w1th

patients' attltueJe. and
teelings •••••••••••••••••

-

-

-

-

-

-

(3) Learning to tit DurBinS
theor, with nursing pract1ce ___
(4) Leaming to acoept the

d1tterenoes between what you
expected ot nursing and what
nursing 1s Naill like ••••

-

(5) Leaming to be "protess1onal"
about pa1nful experiences
encountered in hospitals •••

-

37. Most people have

-

-

-

some 1dea ot what they would want in an
1deal poSition, that 18, 1t they could dream up a Job Wh1ch
had all the thinss which they 11ke. What importance would
each ot tbe following things bave in your 1deal Job?
(Cheok one tor each statement.) In my ideal job I teel the
tollowing would be.
Ind1sVery
h1rly Not Ve17
eeosable Dapgrtant l!Pgrtant lmP2rtant
(1) Develop1ng warm
relationshlps with
pat1ents ••••••••••
(2) Having a Job whloh is not exceedingly
demanding physioally ••••••••••••••••
(3) Having the greatestscope pOss1ble tor
independent aotion

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Indis-

(4) Engaging in a

~ensable
wi~e

Fairly Not Very
ImE2rtant Im20rtant Im20rtant
Vexay

range ot activities

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)
(12)
(13)

38.

certain that my
specific nursing
actions will lead to
the desired results
Having prestige among my colleagues
in the nursing profession • • • • • • • • • •
Having convenient
working hours ••••
Having to use a veryhigh level ot abilities and skills •••
Having the chance
to help people •••
Having the ohance t o increase continually
my understanding ot
basic nursing •••••
Having no serious
consequences resulting trom mistakes.
Being able to rely
on the aid ot other
experienced persons
Being looked up to as a counselor by
patients ••••••••••

-

(5) Being virtually

Che~one

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

tor each ot the statements below:
Alwa~s

tJsualll, Sometimes Never

(1) It is more important tor

nurses to get patients to
do what is good tor them
than to try to understand
why they teel and act the
way they do .............. .
(2) It i8 important for nurses
to place patients' needs
above their own •••••••••

-
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(3) It is important that

(4)

(S)

(6)

(7)
(8)

(9)

A1wals Usually Sometimes Never

nurses acoept no limit
to what they will give
of themselves in behalf
of patients ••••••••••••
Nurses oan understand
patients as persons once
1t is known if' they are
intelligent, co-operat1ve
or unco-operat1ve •••••••
The ability to formulate
prinoiples is important in
nursing only tor those who
are in teaching pOSitions
It i8 deSirable tor nurses
to feel so competent that
they are tree to criticize
oonstruotively colleagues
and other people •••••••••
It is natural tor nurses to--feel painfully frustrated
because they cannot move
taster in helping people
It is important tor nurses --to look beneath the surface and beyond the literal
meanings of patients' words
It i8 essential tor nurses --to teel tree to take 1ssue,
to disagree, and to stand
by their point of view when
their profes3ional oonviotions d1ffer from those
ot others •••••••••••••••

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

39. Are you in favor ot or opposed to socialized medicine
general?

-

in

_ _ (1) In tavor
_ _ (2) Opposed to
Please explain ____________________________________
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40. Are you in favor of or opposed to nurses striking tor higher
salaries?
_ _ (1) In favor

to
Please explain ____________________________________

_ _ (2) Opposed

Finally,

41.

~~ere

til

few questions about your family background:

were you born?

State
42. During moet of your life. where did you live? (Check one.)

-- (2) Small town

(1) Rural area

(less than 10,000)

(3) Small city (10,,000-500,000)

(4)

Large

city in a metropolitan area (over 500,000)

_ _ (S) Suburb near

til

large city

_ _ (6) Other (Specify)

43.

~4here

was your tather born?

CIty

S~te

44. Where were his parents born? (indicate country)
Fathel"'e father

'ather's mother

--------

-------

Country
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45. Where was your mother born?

cIty

state

COuntry

46. Where were her parents born? (indicate country)

------Mother'. m.other
------47. Classity yourself, your father and your mother with regard
Mother'. father

to religion. Please be specific.
indicate this.
Self _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

If non-affiliated.

Father

--------------------------------------------is your father's maJor occupation?

Mother

48. What

(If he is not living
or is retired, indicate what his maJor occupation was.)
Please be specific, e.g. truck driver, dentist, baker,
baker self-employed.

49. What is your mother's maJor occupation? (If she is not l1v1ng
or is ret1red, indicate what 1t waa.)
specif1c.
-

Again, pleaae be

In the next two quest1ons, indicate to the best of your
knowledge the formal education of your parents. C1rele the
last grade completed.
50. Father
Elementary:
High School:
College:

13

Post-Graduate:

1

2

4

3

9

10

11

14

15

16

17

18

5

6

7

8

12
19

20 and over
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51. Mother

li:ementary:

1

9

High School:
College:

13

Postgraduate:

3

2
10

14

15

17

4

11

5

6

7

8

12

16
18

19

20 and over

52. It either (both) ot your parents is dead. pleas. indicate
when he/she died.
Father dled

~~~r---

Mother dled

_~~~_

(year)

(year)

53. Where and when dld you receive your educatlon prior to entering nurslng school?

High

School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Location
High

City and sbte
School _..._____________

LocatIon

Years Attended
19 to 19

-

-

19

-

to 19

-

cltj and State

Collece (lt you have attended one other than the one you
are now attending)
Years Attended
19 to 19
(lame)

-

-

(LOCation - cIty and state'
(lame)

(tocation - CIty and state)

-

19

-

to 19
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54. How many brothers have you? _ _ __
What are their ages? _ _ _ _ _ __

55. How many sisters have you? _ _ _ __
What

are their ages' _ _ _ _ _ __

56. What is your marital status?
_ _ (l) single
_ _ (2) married
_ _ (3) engaged
_ _ (!4) di voroed/separated
_ _ (5) widowed
_ _ (6) Religious

57.

Age _ _

58. Sex:

(l) female
-_ _ (2) tr.ale

59. Race: _ _ (1) caucasoid
_ _ (2) Mongoloid
... ...... ... (3) Negroid

Appendix III
Questlonnalre - Faculty
Part Bt

9fJESTIO~AIlU£

This ls a confldentlal questlonnaire.
INSTRUCTION'S
1. This questlonnalre takes about 60 minutes to complete.

Most
questions require a check or a circle. It the checkllst alternatlve does not tully express your opinion, oheck the alternative closest to your opinion and Jot a note 1n the lett
hand margln.

2. 'fhe numbers 1n the -rcin have been placed there to lncrea.e
reliabl11 ty of Pl'Oc••s1ng. Plea.e disregard thell as you tl1l

out the quest1onnaire.

..................

1. Please indicate your nurs1ng experience berore Joinlng the
nursing taculty ot the college in wh1ch you now teach. Use

back or aheet l t nec ••8817.
Name of Instltut10n

Tltl. of Pos1tlon

Dates

--from
to
-to _ _

from

to

trom

to

from

2. It you were encased 1n nursing eduoa tlon betore jolning the
faculty of the college 10 whlch lOU now teach. please indicate
thls below. Use back of sbeet 1t neoessary.
Name of Institution

Tltle of P081tlon

Date.

---

trom

to
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3. Please indicate the extent of your
Name of Institution

t~ning

in nurs1ng.

Degree Received Dates Attended

--

from

to

from

to

--

---

trom

to

4. Please indicate your primary field of specialization in
nursing.

_ _ (1) Maternal-Child Health
_ _ (2) Medical-Surgical
_ _ (3) Psychiatric

--

(4) Public Health
_ _ (5) Other (Specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5. Please indicate the area of speciality in which you teach.
(1) Maternal-Child Health
-_ _ (2) Medical-Surgical
_ _ (3) Psychiatric

_ _ (4.) Public Health
_ _ (5) Other (Specify)

6. Do you belong to any professional nursing organizations?

Please indioate below the name of the organization and the
extent of your involvement, i.e. whether you are a member,
active member, board member, ofticer, etc. Plesse be speci~
Use back of sheet if necessary.
Name o{ O!!opnization

~pe

ot Involvement
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7. Do you read any protesslonal magazine or per10dical regularly?
(By regularly is meant a8 otten as it i8 published.)
_ _ (1) Jes

_ _ (2) no
8. It your answer to nUilber 7 was "yes, If plea.e indicate the

-

ti t1e

or

the mapsine.

9. WoUld you preter to have been trained in a nursing school
other than the one from which

lOU

sraduated'

_ _ (1) yea

_ _ (2) no
Pleaae expla1n_____________________________________

10.

1)0 lOU

intend to have a full-time nura1nS educat10n pos1tion

in t1ve years fram now'

_ _ (1) yes
_ _ (2) no
11. It your answer to number 10 18 "no," what do you intend to do
in t1ve years trom now'
_ _ (1) Be married and ra1se a family
_ _ (2) Have a part-t1ae pos1t10n oompat1ble nth home
respons1bilities
_ _ (3) Retum to nursing pract1ce
_ _ (4) Have a career unrelated to nursing
(5) Other (Specit,r)
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l2~

It you could begin your professlonal
\'(Quld you still choose nursing?

education over agaln,

___ (l) yes
a

•

(2) no

13. Would you choose nursing education?
_ _ (1) yes
_ _ (2) no
In a college nursing department, senlor students can be ranked
accordlng to high, medium, or low status. Please answer the
following quest10ns in regard to statuses ot senior nursing
students. (Please be frank in your answers. Your answers
will be kept oonf1dentia1.)

14. Name three senior nursing students with high status.
(l) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(highest)
(2)....

(the one Just atter the highest)

(3)

(the one atter that)

15. Name three senior nursing students w1th low status.
(1 t __________(lowest)
(2)

(the one before the lowest)

(3)

(the one betore that)

16. Name three senlor nursing students with medium status.
(1) ________________

(2)
(3)

17. What basis did you use 1n assignlng these statuses?
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18. What do you think are so.e particular reasons tor the nursing
students at your college tor ohoos1ng the nursing protess10n
in the t1rst place?
(1) _______________________________________

(2) ______________________________________

(3) ________- -__________________________
19. What do you think are the three _Jor motivations that keep
a nursing student at the 0011ege in wh10h you teach once she
1B enrolled?
(1)
-------------------------(2) __________
____________________________________
__

(3) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ ..... _ _ _ _ __
In a oollege nursing department, raoul ty members oan be ranked
aocording to high, m.edium., or low status. Please answer the
tollowing questlons in regard to status.. ot the nursing
taoulty.
'

20. Name the three nursing faoulty _mbera with high status.

(1)

(highest)

(2) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(the one Juat atter the highest)
(3)

(me one atter that)

21. Name three nursing faculty membera with low status.
(1) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(lowest)
(2)

(the one before the lowest)

(3)

(the one betore that)

22. Name three nursing faculty members with medium status.
(1) ________________

(2) ________________
(3) ________________
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23~

What is your status within the

dep~tment?

(Please oheok one.)

_ _(1) high

_ _(2) medium

_ _(3) low

24. lIlhat basis did you use in assigning these statuses?

25. What do you think the ourriculum emphasis in nurs1ng eduoation
ought to be?
(1) ________________________________________

(2)

(3)
26. Are the aspects mentioned abo.e emphasized in the oollege
in which you teach?
_ _(1) yes
_ _(2) no

(3) unoertain
-If unoerta1n" please explain
lt

--------------------------

27. Is there suffioient and satisfaotory oommunication between
and among faoulty members in the nursing department?
_ _(1) yes

_ _(2) no
_-,(3) uncerta1n

It "unoerta.in" please explain
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28. What are the stlll unmet needs of the nurslng department in
which you teach?

29.

are the major reason. for your decision to teach ln the
college in which you teach?

What

(1 )

(2)
(3) _____________________________________

Itursing stud6n ts sometiiiles s ta t6 trw. t they have to forego or
curtall certain 80clal, cultural, or famlly activlties whlle
they are 1n nursing school. Do you feel that as a teacher ot
nursing you have been forced to torego any of the tollowing?
It so, d1d you mind 1t very much?
30. Had to torego recreatlonal activities (soclal events, sports,
etc. )

_ _ (1) yea

(2\ no
~lr~hy~e-s, it dld you mind :1. t?

_(1) very much; _(2) much.; _(3) some; _(4) little
31. Had to forego keep1ng abreast of current events.
_ _ (1) yes

(2). no
did you mlnd It?

-It......ily~e8,
{l}

~

ve~J

much; ------.........................
(2) mUCh;
(3) some;
(4) 11ttle
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32. Had to forego reading non-med1cal books and magazinea.
_ _ (1) yes

{2l no
did you mind it?

~Ir.-why~e·al

_(1) very much; _(2) muoh; _(3) some; _(4) little

33. Had tot'ol"ego or curtail family life.
_ _ (1) yes

(2l no
.
d1d you mind it?

...
Xl'......".hy~.es,

_(1) very much; _(2) much; _(3) some; _(4) little

34. Had to forego non-required educational activities (visiting
lecturers, special seminars, electlve readlngs, cH,i.ltul·al
programs, atc .. )

-_.

(l) yes

(2 \ no

--Xl-ny- as ," did you mind 1 t?
_(1) very much; _(2) much; _(3) some; _(4) little

35.

How important do you consider each of the following 1n belng
an effeotive nurse?
Very
Fairly
Not Very
lmportant Important Important
(I) Safeguard other people's
emotional defenses •••••••

(2) Undextstandirlg your own

(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

emotlonal defenses •••••••
Differentiating your
problems from those of
the patient ••••••••••••••
Belng sensitlve to patients'
feelings •••••••••••••••••
Being effioient ·in nursing
techniques ••••••••••••••••
Being able to help patients
deal with their anxieties
about their illness •••••••

-

-

-

-
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(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Very
Fairly Not Very
ImeoX'tant I.l'l'lportant ~rtant
Be1ng able to understand why
the patient behaves the way
he does ................... .
Being able to treat ea.oh
patient as an indivldual •••
Being able to get along
with other nurses •••••••••
Being 11ked by patients ••••
Belng liked by other nUX'ses
Being liked by doctors •••••• _
Working wel* with doctors •••
B~ing able to use your time
efficiently •••••••••••••••••

-

36. Now go back and re-read the items contained in question 35.

Indicate the number of those three items which you oonsider
in being an effective nurse.

mO"L~.portant

(1) _ _ __

(2)
(3) _ _ __

37. Now indicate the number of those three items which you
consider least important 1n being an effective nurse.
(1) _ _ __

(2) _ _ __

(3) _ __

38. Now indicate those three items that
would consider most important.
(1 )
(2) _ _ __
(3)

~

nursin, educators
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39. Now indicate those three items tha.t
would consider least important.

!!!2!.l nUrBin! educators

(1)
(2) _ _ __
(3) _ _ __

40. Now indicate those three items by number
students would consider most 1mportant.

~most

nursini

(1)
(2)

(3) _ _ __

41. Now indioate those three items by number
students
would consider least important.
"'...... ..

~ ~nursing

(1) _ _ __

(2) _ _ __

(3) _ _ __

42. If you look back over your career as

a nurse, how difficult
has each ot the following been' {enecK}
Very
Fairly Not Very
Ddff1cu1t Difficult Diff1cult
(1) Learning the techn1cal
aspects of nursing •••••••••
(2) Learning to deal with pat1entsrattitudes and feelings •••••
(3) Learning to fit nursing
theory with nursing practice
(4) Learning to accept the differences between what you
expeoted of nursing and what
nursing is really 11ke •••••
(S) Learning to be "protessional n about painful experienoes encountered in hospitals •••••

-

-
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43. Most people have some idea ot what they would want in an ideal
posit:'-on, that is, if they could dream up a job which had all
the things which they like. What importance would each at the
following things have in your ideal Job? (Check one tor each
statement.) In my ideal job I feel the following would be:

lndis-

(1) Develop1ng warm

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)

Fairly

Not Very

P!a!!E~e,Important Importan~ ~~~rtant

relationships with
patients..........
___
Having a Job which is
not exoeedingly demand.
ing physically •••••
Having the greatest
scope posslble tor
independent action.
Engaging in a wide
range of activities
Being virtually aer- tain that my specitic
nursing actions will
lead to the deSired
re.ult •••••••••••••
HaVing prestige among my colleagues in
the nursing protes.
s10n ••••••••••••••
Having convenient
working hours •••••
Having to use a very
high level ot abilities and skills ••••
Having the ohance to

help people •••••••• ___
(10) Having the ohance to

increase continually
understanding ot
basic nursing ••••
_
(11) Having no serious consequences resulting
trom mistakes •••••
(12) Being able to rely onthe a1d ot other experienced persons ••
(13) Being looked up to
as a oounselor by my
patients ••••••••••
my

Very
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44. Check one tor each ot the statementa below:
Alwals Usualll :tome t1mes, Never
(1) It 1s more 1mportant tor
nurses to get patlents to
do what 1s scod tor them
than to try to understand
why they teel and act the
way they do •••••••••••••
(2) It 1s important tor nurses
to place patients t needs
above their own ••••••••••
(3) It i8 1mportant that nurses
aocept no limit to what they
wl11 glve ot th....lves 1n
behalf ot patlents ••••••
(4) Nurses oan undel'8tand patients a8 persona once it
ls known It tbey are Intelllsent or un1ntell1&ent .. cooperatIve or unoo-operatlve
(5) !he abillty to formulate
--principles ls important in
nuralns only tor tho.e who
are In teach1ns posltions
(6) It i8 desirable tor nurses to feel so CORpetent that
they are tree to criticize
construotively oolleagues
and other people ••••••••
(7) It is natural tor nurae.
to teel painfully truetrated because they cannot move taeter in help1ng people ••••••••••••••
(8) It 1s 1mportant tor nuraes to look ben.ath the surtace
and beyond the literal meanIngs ot patients' words ••
(9) It i8 ea8entia1 tor nurae.
to r.e1 tree to take iSSue,
to disqree.. and to 8tand
by their point or vie. when
their proteesional convictions difter trom those
ot others ••••••••••••••

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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45. Are you 1n favor of or opposed to socia11zed med1c1ne 1n
general?

(1)
favor
--_ _ _ (2) Opposed to
In

Please explain _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

46. Are you 1n favor ot or opposed to nurses strik1ng fer higher
salaries?

(1)
favor
--_ _ _ (2) Opposed to
In

Please explain _________________________________

F1nally, a few questions about your family background.

47. Where were you born?
C11;y

atate

COuntry

48. Dur1ng moat ot your 11te, where did you live? (Check one.)
___ (1) Rural area
_ _ _ (2) Small town (lees than 10,,000)

_ _ (3) Small c1ty (10,000-500,000)

_ _ _ (4) Large city 1n a metropo11tan area (over 500,000)
___ (5) Suburb near a large c1 ty
_ _ (6) Other (Specify)
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49. Where was your father born?

Olty

State

Country

50. Where were his parents born? (indicate country)

------Father's mother
------51. Where was your mother born?
Father's father

OIty

Oountry

State

52. Where were her parents born? (1ndicate country)

------------53. C1assify yourselt, your father and your mother with regard
Mother's father

ftbther's mother

to relig10n. Please be spec1f10.
indicate this.
Self _________--_____________

If non-affi11ated,

Father_______________________
Mother

----------------------

54. What 1s your father's major occupat10n?

(It he 1s not 11ving
or 1s ret1red. 1ndicate what his major occupation was.)
Please be spec1fic" e.s ... truok driver .. dentists, saKer.
baker self-employed.

55. What is your mother's major oocupation? (If she is not living
or is retired .. ind1cate what it was.) Again, please be
specific.
_ .
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In the next two questions. indicate to the best of your
knowledge the formal education of your parents. Circle the
last grade completed.

56. Pather

Elementary;

1

High School:
College:

2

3

9
14

13

Postgraduate:

57. Mother

ltlementary:

9
13

Postgraduate:

3

2

10
14

17

18

7

8

16
20

4

5

11
15

6

12

19

18

1

5

11

15

17

High School:
College:

10

4

and over

6

7

8

12
16

19

20 and over

58. If either (both) of your parents is dead, please indicate
when he/she d1ed.
Father died
Mother died

(year)
(year)

59. Where and when dld you recelve your education pr10r to
enterlng nursing school?

Years Attended

High School _ _ _ _. .___-_. _____

19_ to 19_ _

Location

19_ to 19_ _

-----C~I~t~y-a-n-a~S~ta~t~e------

High School _ .._ _
Location

19_ to 19__
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College (If you have attended one other than the nurs1ng
school in which you were trained.)
Name

-----.~----"--------

Location

----~Cnl~t~y-a~n~d~S~t~aTte~-------

Name
Looation
60. How many

19_ to 19_ _

City and State
brothers have you? _ _ __

What are their ages? _ _ _ _ _ __
61. How many sisters have you? _ _ _ __

What are their ages? _"_ _ _ _ _ __
62. What 1s your marital status?
_ _ (1) single
_ _ (2) married
_ _ (3) engaged

_ _ (4) D1 vorced/separated

. -- (5) w1dowed
_ _ (6) Religious

63. Age:
64. Sex:

19_ to 19_ _

(1) temale
(2) male

65. Race: _ _ (1) Caucasoid
(2) Mongoloid

(3) Negroid

APPENDIX IV
Sample

~~rriculum

Preahman Year
First Semester

Sem Seoond 8emeater

Bern

lira

Mrs

3, General Biology........ 4 B1.4, General Biology........ 4
Ch 4, General Chemistry...... 3 Ch 20, Organio Chemistry..... 3
En 1, Composit1on............ 3 En 2, COIllposition............ 3
P1 1, Logic.................. 3 Pl 41, Philosophy of
3
Th 5, Soriptural Theology 1.. 2 Th 6, Soriptura1 Theology 2.. 2
Fine Arts or Speeoh Elective. 2 Fine Arts Eleotive........... 2
Pa 1, General Physioal Ed •.or
Pe 2, Gen.ral Physical Ed. or
Danoe •••••••••••••••••• o
llanoe •••••••••••••••••• ~
B1

Man.....

rr

Sophomore Year
First Semester

Seoond Semester

Bi 121, Miorobiology •••••••••
In 61, Major British writers.
N 55, Fundamentals ot Nursing
P1 56, Eth1os ••••••••••••••••
Psy 11 .. General Psyohology •••
Th 53, Soriptural Theology 3.

4 Ch 26, Bioohemistry Survey ••• 3
3 En 62, Major British Writers. 3
3 N 10, Medioal-Surgioal Nurs3
in'l •••••••••••••••••• 4
2

2

rr

55, Developmental Psy •••

2

logy..................
Th 56, Soriptural Theology 4.

~

Pay

So 51, Foundation in 800io-

8ummer 8ess10n (7 weeks)
N 100, Medioal-Surgical Nursing 2...
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8em
Hl"S

6

3
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Junior Year
F1rst Semester

Sem Second Semester
Sem
Hrs
Hrs
N 102. Medical-Surg1cal Nul'sli 105. Maternity Nursing..
6
1ng 3 ••••••••••••••••• 6 N 150, Nursing ot Ch1ldren
6
N 155, Psych1a trio Nursing... 6 Psy 119, Huma.n Learning...
2
Pay 115, Persona11ty Deve1op'l"h 124, Sacramental Theoment. • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • 3
logy. • • • • • • • • • • • • •
.2
Th 123. Sacramental Theology. 2
Ib
Ib
Summer Sess10n (6 weeks)
History Elect1ve.............
Sociology Elective •••••••••••

Sem.
Hrs.

-t3

Sen10r Year
First Semester
N 160, Public Health NurSing ••
N 110, History and Trends 1n
Nurs1ng ••••••••••••••••
N 181, NurSing Leadership •••••
T.h 127, Selected Theolog1ea1
Problems ••••••••••••••

Second Semester

6 N 165, Medical-Surg1cal •••
Nursing 4 ••.•••••••
3 N 182, Coordinat1ng Nursing
5
Seminar ••••••••••••
Pl 103, Fundamental Meta-

1

physics •••••••••••

Th 149, Christian Marriage

6

5

3
2
IO

APPENDIX V
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES FOR CHAPTER III

TABLE V-l.--Age characteristics or
student respondents
Age Category

Number

Per cent

5

10.6

41

100.0

-----------------------------20-24
42
89.4
25-29
Total

TABLE

V-2.--Marit.al status ot student respondents

Marital Status

Number

Single

Per cent

95.1

Lay

Engaged
Religious
Married

4.3

Total 47

(76.5)
(19.1)

100.0
_._.
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(8.5)

__ _-.-

..
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TABLE V"'3.--Students· home state (1n order
at trequency expressed)
-'

'f

em. . . . . . .' . . . .

frequency

Home State
Wisconsin
Illinois
Indiana
Michigan
Minnesota
Ohio
Oklahoma
South Dakota

29
9
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Guam

Total

47

TABLE V-4.--Rura1-urban background ot student
respondents
N'umber Per cent

Location

.... - .

Rural tarm
Rural non -tam

Small town fleas than 10.000)
Small city . 10.000--500,000)
Large city in metropolitan
area (over 500,000)
Suburb near larse 01 ty
Total

21.3
2.1
23.4

10
1

11

5

10.6

14
6

29.8
12.8

47

100.0

_ _ !i"1M'

.
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TABLa V-5.--Plaoe ot birth ot parents ot student respondents
Plaoe ot

Pather
IWIlber Per .enE

Birth

continental
un1ted States

44

4

91.5
8.5

47

100.0

47

43

Other

Total

Mother
Number Pep cent

3

93.6
6.4a
100.0

a Inolud.. one bom 18 Puerto R1oo.

!iBLI V-6.--Plaoe ot birth ot grandparents ot student respondents

Place at B1rth

Patemal "randp_rent. Matemal penclparenta
NUm6er 'er oent
~.r
Per cent

Both continental
til1ted Stat••

23

21

One continental
United Stat•• ,
one other

4

6

12.8

38.2b
4.3

One cont1nental

thited States,
one don't know

Both other
No

answer
Total

1

2.1

18

38.,·

18

1

2.1

2

47

100.0

47

gInCludes one '!both Puerto R1co."
Includes one "one PUerto Rlco} one other."

100.0
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T.ABLB V-1.--OCcupatlonal clasalficatlon of student respondents'
parentsa
.
Fathers
Mothera
Number Per ceni RUiber Per cent

HiSh executlve} major profesa10nal

1

14.9

••

Busine.s manaaer J lesser
protess1onal

14

29.8

6

12.8

Admin1strator, semiprote.s1onal

••

••

2

4.2

Clerioal and/or aalesworker;
technlcian J owner ot small
tarm

12

9

Skl11ed manual emploJee

1

••

Maoh1ne operator; .emi-sk1lled
emploJ"

1

3

••

••

6.4

Unskilled

(Housewlte)

21

Total

41

100.0

41

100.0

aThese flgures represent the parents' oooupations, or, lf
deoe.s.d, the major ocoupations of the parents when 11vin". In
85.1 p.r oent of the cas.s, both parent. were 11v1n&. 'lve
fathers and three mothers were deceased.
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TABLE V-B.--FOrma1 education ot student respondents' parents

.

PatheI's
FlumosI' Per

Porma1 Education

een~

Mothers
HumEeI' Per cent

Gradua.te protessiona1
training

1

2.1

••

Standard college or
university

6

12.8

2

4.3

Partial college

3

6.4

13

37.6

20

42.5

17

27.6

Partial h1gh school
(10-11 years)

3

6.4

5

10.6

JunioI' high school
(7-9 years)

11

23.4

6

12.8

Less than 7 years

3

6.4

4

8.6

47

100.0

47

100.0

High school

Total

••

TABLE V-9.--Religious aftiliation ot student I'espondents and
student I'espondents' :p8I'ents
Re11g1on
Catholic
Protestant
No answer
Total

Students
Fathers
RumEer Per cent Rumoer Per cent
46
1

97.9
2.1

42
4
1

47

100.0

47

89.4

MatheI's
Rum'Ser Per oent

8.5

44
1
2

93.6
2.1
4.3

100.0

47

100.0

2.1
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TABLE V-10.--Size of family of student
respondents
Number of
Sib1inss

Number

Per cent

3
9

6.4
19.2
10.6
23.4
10.6
14.9
4.3

One
Two

Three
Four

Five
Six

Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten or more
No answer
Total

5
11
5
7
2
••
••

4
1

8.5

47

100.0

2.1

TABLE V-ll.--8tudent respondents aocording to
birth.pos1t10n among s1bl1ngs
B1rth
Pos1t1on
F1rst

NUillber

Per cent

22

5

46.8
23.4
10.64

2

2.12
4.3

11

Second

'l'hird
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth or more

4
1
1
••
••
1
Total

47

8.5

2.12

••

••
2.12

100.0
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TABLE V-12. --Student l"espondents aaeoI'ding to
b1rth position among s1b1ings ot
same sex
Birth
Pos1tion
First
Second
Third
Fourth
F1fth
Sixth
1'10 answer

Number
27
11

Per cent

3
••
1
1

6.4
••

47

100.0

4

Total

TABLE V -13. --Age characterist10s

respondents

Age

Category

Number

20-24

1

25-29
30-34
35j9
40 4
45-49
50-54
55:g9
60 4

4

3
4
2
2

1

••

Total

57.~
2~.

.5

2.1
2.1

ot taculty

Per cent

5.6

22.2
16.6
22.2
11.1

11.1

5.6
••

1

5.6

18

100.0
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TABLE V-14. --Marital sta.tus ot faculty respondents

,

L

Marital Status

Number

Slngle

16

Lay

Religious

, =

Per cent

88.8

f4)12)

Married

1

5 '"'

Divorced/separated

1

5.6

18

100.0

.

Total

TABLE

• \pt

V-15.~~Faeulty

or

home state (in order
frequency axpre33cd)
Frequency

Home State

g

Il11nois
Wisconsin
Kentuoky
Nebraska
Pennsylvania

1
1
1

Total

18

~22.2~
66.6
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TABLE v-16.--Rural-urban background of
faculty respondents
Location

Number Per cent

10,000)

1

5.6
5.6
5 .vc-

500,000)

7

38.8

5

27.8

3

16.6

18

100.0

Rw...al f'aI'm

"I

.&.

Rural non -farm
Small town (les8 than
~mall

city (10,000-

Large city in metropolitan area
(over 500,000)
Suburb near large
city
Total

1

TABLE V-17.-...Place ot birth of parents of faculty respondents
Place of Birth
continental
United States
Other
Total

Pathel'

Number

Per cent

Mother
Percent

Number

16

88.9

16

88.9

2

11.1

2

11.1

18

100.0

18

100.0

----------------------"$~--~--.--.--------------------------
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TABLE v-18.--Place or birth or grandparents or.culty respondents
Place or Birth

Paternal ,randearent8 Maternal ,randp!rent8
lumber
er cent
Humber
er cent

Both continental
United 8tates

6

One continental
Uni ted 8ta tea J
one other

4

22.2

Both other

7

No answer
Total

6

16.7

38.9

3
8

1

5.6

1

5.6

18

100.0

18

100.0

44.4
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TABLE V-19.--occupational classification ot taculty respondents'
parentsa
Fathers
NiiilUier Per cent

category
H1gh execut1ve; major protess10nal
Business manager; lesser
protessional

3
••

16.1
••

Mothers
NumEer Percent
••

3

••

16.1

Administrator; semiprotessional

5

21.1

••

Cler1cal and/or salesworkerJ
technician J owner ot small
tarm

1

5.6

2

Skilled manual employee

6

33.3

••

••

Machine operator; semi-skilled
employee

2

11.1

••

••

Unskilled

1

5.6
13

12.2

18

100.0

(Housewife)
Total

18

100.0

••

11.1

-These tigures represent the parents' occupations, or, it
deceased, the major occupations ot both parents when living.
In 85.1 per cent ot the cases, both parents were living. Five
tathers and three mothers were deceased.
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TABLB V-20.--Pormal educatlon of faculty respondents' parents
Father
Hum'6ezt Per cent

Pormal Educatlon
Graduate proteas1onal
tra1nins
standard college or
un 1vezt8it7
Part1al collese
High school
Part1al high school
(10-11 years)
Jun10zt hlgh school
(1-9 years)
Less than 1 years

2

Mother
R'Ul1&ber Per cent

11.1

••

••

5.6

••

5.6

1
2

3

16.1

4

2

11.1

••

3
2

44.4
11.1

9
2

50.0
11.1

Total 18

100.0

18

100.0

••
1

11.1
22.2
••

TABLE V-21.--ftelig1ous atflllation of faoulty respondents and
taoul ty ".ponden ta t parents
Re11sion
Cathollc
Protestant
No answer
Total

Pather
Faoultz
R'um'6er Per .en~ &lier Per

cen~

11

14.4

16

1

5.6

1

88.8
5.6

Mothezt
ffliiiier Per cent
11
1

••

••

1

5.6

...

18

100.0

18

100.0

18

94.4
5.6
.1

100.0
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!lBLB V-22.--8ize of family of faculty respondents
Number
Number of S1blings
Per cent
1
One
5.6
Two
16.7
3
Three
16.7
3
1
Pour
5.6
4
five
22.2
2
Six
11.1
2
Seven
11.1
E1sht
••
••
1
Nine
5.6
'!'en or more
1
5.6
'.ro':;al
18
100.0
TABLE V-23.--'aculty respondents aocording to
birth po8ition amons sibling.
Birth Position
Pirst
Second
Th1rd

'ourth
1i'1tth
Sixth
Seventh
Bighth

Nunaber
5
7
1

~:b

5.6
5.6
••
5.6
5.6

2

11.1

18

100.0

1
••
1
1
'l'otal

Per cent

TABLE V-24.--Paculty respondents aocording to birth
position among s1b1ings of 8ame au
B1rth Position
lPirat
Second

Number

~

4
1

Third

lPourth
'l'otal

18

Percent

50.0
22.2
22.2

5.6

100.0
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TABLE V-2;5.--Responses conc ernin g nece sslty ot forego1ng or curtal1l ng selec ted aotl vlt!e s
Act1 vlty toreg one
Stud ents
J'aoUl!!l
or curta l1ed
Riiiil6er Per oenE NUiSer Per cent
Recr eatio n, soei al acti vitle s
Yes
40.4
19
l1
61.1
No
27
51.5
7
38.9
No respo nse
1
2.1
...
Tota l
41
100. 0
18
100. 0
Keeping abre ast ot curr ent
even ts
Yes
No
Ho respo nse
Tota l

~~

40.4
59.6

8
10

55.6

41

100. 0

18

100. 0

44.4

Reading non~dlcal mate rials
Ye.
No
No respo nse
Tota l

26
21

~.3

.7

9
9

50.0
50.0

41

100. 0

18

100. 0

Fam11y lite
Yes
No
No respo nse

~~

40.4
59.6

61.1

47

100. 0

11
6
1
18

21
1

25

ii·2.1.72

11

7

61.1
38.9

41

100. 0

18

100. 0

Tota l

Non- requ ired educ atlon al
tLctl vltle a
Yes
No
No respo nse
Tota l

33.~

5.

100. 0

APPENDIX VI
SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES FOR CHAPTER IV

TABLE VI-l.--Ut" value, signifioanoe level (p) .. and degrees of
freedom \df) for the differences between mean
scores for all variables in terms of students'
academio status based on grade point average
in nursing courses. (GlAN)
AS Based
on GPAN'
Re
Re
B
tit n
"t It
"t"
df
p
df
df
P
P
1 and 2
0.084 > .05
0.547 > .05
0.197 > .05
0.101 :> .05
0.188 > .05 ~g 0.126 > .05 ~g
1 and 3
2 and 3
0.392 ) .05 33 0.366 > .05 33 0.020 > .05 33

Ig

AS Based
on GPAN

"t If

1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 3
AS

on

P

0.292 > .05
0.820 > .05
0.622 > .05

Based

tit"
df
P
39 1.266 > .05
16 0.765 > .05
33 0.115 ) .05

F

GrAN

"t"
1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 3

D

C

0.227
O.30~

0.24

p

> .05
> .05
> .05

dt
39

16
33
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E

"t 1f
df
P
39 0.502 > .05
16 0.583 > .05
33 1.149 >.05

dt"

39
16
33

214

n-a.--"t"

ft.B.I&

ftlue, eW1t1oanOe 1ftel (p), and . . . . . ot
tNedont (cit for tbe dift...... bet__ .an
.00.... on _lee B, 0, D, S, anel ., in Mru

.

ot aoadel1o etat_ ot

II I

"t"

,
Studenu
i

p

' • • 1$

dt ,

•

0.101 ).05
0.312 >'05
0.346 >.05

Iud I
1 ad 3
2 Md 3

I

.

II

t .

bI

AI
•

I

;

-,.

I

0.330 >.05
6 0.762 >.05
12 0.51" ).05
,

.

III

p

•

Studellta
1 .... a 0.942
1 and 3 0.451
2 and 3 1.668

n

1

II

I

4t

ttl

f

>.05

<.10

>.05

I

II,

•3If

,

P

,

ti

I

•• U

at

<.10
1.686 <.10

12
6

RT

1 'I•

>.05
I

0.94. ).05

32

0.451

22

1.668

>.05
>.05

".

>.05
0.166 >.05

12 0 • •
•

0.'"

12 0.659
P

6

32

12 1.125

Ioal. D
p
elt

12 0.111

II

.

-,"

cit
32

80ale P

32 0.051

2.889 <.05
• •iL

..

>.05
22
>.05
0.583
>.05
34

>.05

1.505 <.10
0.401

ft,.

b

raoult,
1 and 2
1 and 3
a and 3

1.1

Soa1e B
I

).05
).05

12

111

I

"

t

I

34 0.187 >.05

>.05
>.05

1 aDd .3 0.887
2 8J'l4 3 , 0.3&5

Soale C

32 0.'191
22 0.031

".ul'~
1 and 2 1.417 <.10

..

_,If

Seale B

AS

NapoftClenta

aa
34

,12

I

>.05

12

6
12
••

I •
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TABLE VI-3.-- lt t" value, s1sn1t1oanoe level (p), and degrees of
freedom (df) tor the d1tterences between mean
soores on all variables in terms ot
soo1a1 class (se) of students.

se

GPAN

OPA

1ft"
1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 3

P

2.012 <.05
1.262 >.05
1.126 >.05

se

dt

<.05
>.05
1.244 >.05

39

Scale
P

0.417 "./ . 05
0.021 >.05
0.537 >.05

1 and 2
1 and 3
2 and 3

P

17 2.153
32 1.138

ftc

tft It

tIt ft

ftC

dt

"ttl

17 0.955
32 0.245
39 0.651

dt

11 0.466
32 0.644
39 0.001

>.05
>.05

>.05

P

dt

>.05

11
32
39

>.05
>.05

Scale C

B

P

"ttl

dt

t't ft

17 0.367
32 0.245
39 0.092

P
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